Faculty

Below is a listing of faculty who are currently scheduled to teach Spring 2018 through Spring 2019. Information includes the faculty's name, title, department, highest degree attained and institution of highest degree. The last two items of information are self-reported.

Additional faculty members may be listed on the Faculty tabs in the degree areas within the catalog, or on the College, School, or Department websites.

**Adams, Samantha Megen:** Adjunct Instructor; Academic Dean; Master of Education; University of Missouri

**Adelstein, Edward H:** Emeritus; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

**Aderton, Andrea Hope:** Clinical Instructor; Social Work

**Adib Keleh, Shady:** Clinical Instructor; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Cairo

**Adkins, Denice C:** Associate Professor; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Arizona

**Adkins, Pamela Rae:** Assistant Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; The Ohio State University

**Adu-Gyamfi, Yaw Okyere:** Assistant Professor; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Delaware

**Agca, Yuksel:** Associate Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University - North Central

**Aggarwal, Ajay:** Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Orthopaedic Surgery

**Aggarwal, Arpit:** Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Psychiatry

**Aggarwal, Kul B:** Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; Medical College Amritsar

**Agha, Mohammad Tariq:** Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Physical Medicine & Rehab; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri - Kansas City

**Aguilar, Francisco Xavier:** Associate Professor; ZZZ-School of Natural Resource; Doctor of Philosophy; Louisiana State University

**Aguilar, Joseph R:** Assistant Teaching Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; Oregon State University

**Ahmed, Salman:** Assistant Professor; Surgery-Acute Care

**Ahmed, Mona:** Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Radiology; Doctor of Medicine

**Ahsan, Humera:** Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Radiology; Doctor of Medicine; Royal College of Radiologist

**Ailor, Susan Kay:** Associate Clinical Professor; Dermatology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

**Akhdadullin, Iskander V:** Associate Professor; School of Music; University of North Texas

**Akin, Heather Elizabeth:** Assistant Professor; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin-Madison

**Akturk, Ismail:** Assistant Professor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

**Al Juboori, Alhareth:** Clinical Instructor; Medicine-Gastroenterology

**AI Wekhian, Jamil A:** Adjunct Instructor; Multidisciplinary Programs; Master of Social Science

**AI-Sammarraie, Mohanned Moayad:** Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Ophthalmology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Baghdad, College of Medicine

**Alafaireet, Patricia Elaine:** Assistant Teaching Professor; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Master's Degree; University of Missouri
Alavi, Amirhossein; Assistant Professor; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University

Albright, Emily Laraine; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Surgery-Surgical Oncology; Doctor of Medicine; St Louis University

Albright, Joyce Gay; Assistant Teaching Professor; Management; Master of Business Administration; Saint Louis University

Alcazar-Estela, Asier; Associate Professor; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Southern California

Alden, Michael F; Associate Teaching Professor; Educ; School, & Counsel Psych; Master of Education; Arizona State University

Aldrich, Eric Michael; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; VP Undergraduate Studies; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Aldridge, Kristina J; Associate Professor; Path & Anat Sci - Anatomy; Doctor of Philosophy; Johns Hopkins University

Alexander, Amanda Caroline; Assistant Teaching Professor; Hospitality Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Alexander, Anne Michele; Associate Teaching Professor; Law

Alexander, Gregory Lynn; Professor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Alexander, Ross Cory; Adjunct Instructor; Truman School of Pub Affrs Adm; Doctor of Philosophy

Alexenko, Andrei Petrovitch; Assistant Research Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; VNII Genetika

Ali Akbarpour, Hadi; Assistant Research Professor; ZZZ-Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Coinbra

Allen, Brittany Jean; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Psychiatry; Doctor of Philosophy; Saint Louis University

Allen, Carla McCaghren; Associate Clinical Professor; SHP/Clinical & Diagnostic Sci; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Allen, Stephanie Marie; Clinical Instructor; MO Health Prof Consortium; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Allen, William D; Adjunct Instructor; Finance; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Allen, William H; Emeritus; Applied Soc Sci Div Admin; Master's Degree; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Allison, Emily Bess; Adjunct Associate Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; Washington University in St Louis School of Law

Allmon, Amanda Lou; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Almasri, Mahmoud Faud; Associate Professor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; Southern Methodist University

Alnijoumi, Mohammed Mustafa; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Pulmonary & Environ; Doctor of Medicine; University of Khartoum

Alonzo, Donette Rose; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; VP Undergraduate Studies; Doctor of Education; UMKC

Aloysius, Noel R; Assistant Professor; Biological Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; Yale University

Alpert, Martin Alvin; Adjunct Professor; Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; Ohio State University

Altes, Talissa Ann; Professor; Radiology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Washington

Altman, Claire Estelle; Assistant Professor; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The Pennsylvania State University

Alvarado, Sethabel Levi; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Medicine

Alvey, Brendan Jared; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Center Geospatial Intelligence; HS Graduate or Equivalent

Amos Landgraf, James Michael; Assistant Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Case Western Reserve University

Amponsah, David Kofi; Assistant Professor; Religious Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; Harvard University

An, Jella Angela; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Ophthalmology; Doctor of Medicine; McGill University

Anderson, Alex I; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Arts & Science; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Anderson, Deborah Mae; Associate Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Los Angeles

Anderson, Derek T; Associate Professor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Anderson, Erin Abbott; Adjunct Instructor; Management

Anderson, Katherine Marie; Librarian IV; Health & Specialized Libs; Master of Library Science; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Anderson, Kerin Kay; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of College of Business; University of Missouri

Anderson, Laura L; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Nursing; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Anderson, Paul Ervin; Assistant Research Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Los Angeles

Anderson, Sharlette Dawn; Associate Clinical Professor; SHP/Clinical & Diagnostic Sci; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Anderson, Stephen H; Professor; ZZZ-School of Natural Resource; Doctor of Philosophy; North Carolina State University

Anderson, Thomas Lee; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Biological Science; Master of Science; Murray State University

Andes, Luanne Sullivan; Adjunct Instructor; Social Work; Master of Social Work; University of Missouri - COLUM

Angelovici, Ruthie; Assistant Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Weizmann Institute of Science

Anilkumar, Arayamparambil Chidambaram; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health - Neurology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Calcutta

Ansaf, Bahaa Ibraheem; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Baghdad

Anthony, Douglas C; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Philosophy; Duke University
Anthony, Sarah Elizabeth; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Health Professions; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Appleton, Kathy Jane: Adjunct Instructor; German & Russian Studies; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Appold, Martin Stephan; Associate Professor; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Johns Hopkins University

Appuhn-Hodges, Katharine Ellen; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Journalism; Master of Arts; Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville

Arce, Moises: Professor; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of New Mexico

Ardhanari, Sivakumar: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Cardiology

Aregbe, Farouk Olufunmilayo: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Ctr for Acad Success & Excellence; University of North Dakota

Arend, Lauren Elizabeth; Assistant Teaching Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; Saint Louis University

Argerich, Alba; Assistant Professor; School of Natural Resources; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Barcelona, Spain

Ariew, Andre I; Associate Professor; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Arizona

Armbrust, Catherine Paisley; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Art & Art History; University of Missouri

Arenta, Brian Erik; Assistant Research Professor; Psychological Sciences

Armer, Jane M: Professor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University Of Rochester

Arndt, Haley Elizabeth; Adjunct Instructor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri, School of Journalism

Arndt, Jamie L; Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Arizona

Arnold, Jessy Lynne; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education

Arns, Megan Elizabeth; Assistant Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Musical Arts; Eastman School of Music

Aro, Michael R: Adjunct Associate Professor; Radiology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Ilorin

Aronson, Everett; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery

Aroor, Annayya R; Assistant Research Professor; Medicine-Endocrinology; Doctor of Medicine

Aroteaga-Cox, Irma Angela; Assistant Professor; Truman School of Pub Affrs Adm; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Arthur, Gerald Lee; Emeritus; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Medicine; The University of Chicago

Arunachalam, Vairam: Professor; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Asbridge, Ryan Scott; Adjunct Associate Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri-Columbia

Ashcraft, Nikki L; Assistant Teaching Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Georgia

Asher, Irving Mark; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Neurology; Doctor of Medicine; Yale University

Asher, Morgan Whitney; Adjunct Instructor; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri-Columbia

Asmar, Nakhle; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Washington

Atasoy, Ulus; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Surgery-Administration; Doctor of Medicine; University of Minnesota

Atkinson, Kelly Ann; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; WCH Pediatrics; Registered Nurse

Atwood, Jerry L; Curators Distinguished Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois

Aura, Saku Petteri; Associate Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Austin, Julia Grace; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; American Intercontinental University

Avella Patino, Diego Mauricio; Assistant Professor; Surgery-Cardiothoracic; Doctor of Medicine; Universidad el Bosque. Escuela Colombiana de Medicina

Avery, Eileen E; Associate Professor; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Aviles Quinones, Alicia; Assistant Teaching Professor; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; Tulane University

Avkhimovich, Irina Sergeeyevna; Visiting Assistant Professor; German & Russian Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois Urbana

Aylin, Miguel Elias; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; International programs; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Bachrach, Bert E; Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health-Endocrinology; Doctor of Medicine; Saint Louis University

Backes, Teresa Marie; Clinical Instructor; Medicine Hospitalist; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Backstrom, Jamie Wallis; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Specialist of Education; University of Missouri

Backus, Bob C; Associate Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Davis

Backus, Kathleen Q; Adjunct Instructor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University Of California-Davis

Bader, Valerie Gwen; Assistant Teaching Professor; School of Nursing; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Washington

Badiane, Mamadou; Associate Professor; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Badoer, Dominique Carlo; Assistant Professor; Finance; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Bagby-Stone, Stefanie D; Adjunct Associate Professor; Psychiatry; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Bailey, Eric Arthur; Assistant Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Kansas State University
Bao, Suping: Clinical Instructor; School of Nursing

Baker, Christi Suzanne: Assistant Clinical Professor; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Baker, Gary Allen: Associate Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University at Buffalo, The State University of New York

Baker, Molly Danielle: Adjunct Instructor; SHP/Health Sciences; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Baker, Sheila N: Assistant Professor; Chemistry

Balakrishnan, Bimal: Associate Professor; Architectural Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; The Pennsylvania State University

Balasundaram, Naveen: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Surgery - Vascular; Doctor of Medicine; Stanley Medical College, Dr MGR University

Baldwin, Michael Robert: Associate Professor; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; King's College

Ball, Angela Dawn: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Women's & Children's Hospital; University of Missouri

Ball, Anna Leigh: Professor; Agricultural Ed and Leadership; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Ball, Elizabeth Quaries: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Health Professions; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Ball, Stephen Daniel: Professor; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Doctor of Philosophy; Arizona State University

Ballou, Matthew Glenn: Associate Teaching Professor; ZZZ-Art; Master of Fine Arts; Indiana University Bloomington

Balsey, Christina J: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Student Success Center; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri

Balser, Nicholas P: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Engineering; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Banaszynski, Jacqueline M: Emeritus; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; Marquette University

Bandopadhyay, Susanta: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Neurology; Doctor of Medicine

Bankey, Stacy: Adjunct Instructor; Accountancy; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri-Columbia

Banks, William D: Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University

Barrier, Breton Foster: Associate Professor; Ob, Gyn & Women's Health; Doctor of Medicine; The University of Texas Health Science Center

Bartholow, Bruce D: Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Bartlett, Lyria Dickason: Assistant Teaching Professor; Architectural Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Bartlow, Noel McCay: Assistant Professor; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University

Basker, Emek Meira: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Bath, Jonathan Ming: Assistant Professor; Surgery - Vascular; Doctor of Medicine

Bauer, Lisa M: Assistant Teaching Professor; Psychological Sciences

Bauer, Bruce Allen: Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington State University

Bauernfeind, Gary A: Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Bax, Joshua Terrance: Adjunct Instructor; Dean of College of Business; Master of Public Admin; University of Missouri

Baxter, Monica Lisa: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SHP/Clinical & Diagnostic Sci

Beaird, Nanetta Carol: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Barabatario, Gene Alexis: Visiting Scholar; German & Russian Studies; Doctor of Philosophy

Baram, Mujahida: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Emergency Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; St. George's University

Barber, Sarah Elizabeth: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; Central Methodist University

Bardhan, Sougata: Assistant Research Professor; ZZZ-School of Natural Resource

Barker, Alex W: Director; Museum of Art & Archaeology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Barksdale, Debra David: Adjunct Instructor; Academic Dean; Master of Education; Northwest Missouri State University

Barnes, Courtney Leigh: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Ob, Gyn & Women's Health; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Barnes, Michael Heath: Teaching Professor; Ancient Mediterranean Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Barnes, Stephen L: Professor; Surgery-Acute Care; Doctor of Medicine; The University of Alabama at Birmingham

Barnstone, Ailiki Dora: Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley

Baron, Royce De: Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Virginia

Barquero-Molina, Miriam: Director; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Barron, Bruce Allen: Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington State University

Bartlett, Lyria Dickason: Assistant Teaching Professor; Architectural Studies; Master's Degree; Washington University

Bartlow, Noel McCay: Assistant Professor; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University

Basker, Emek Meira: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Bath, Jonathan Ming: Assistant Professor; Surgery - Vascular; Doctor of Medicine

Bauer, Lisa M: Assistant Teaching Professor; Psychological Sciences

Bax, Joshua Terrance: Adjunct Instructor; Dean of College of Business; Master of Public Admin; University of Missouri

Baxter, Monica Lisa: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SHP/Clinical & Diagnostic Sci

Beaird, Nanetta Carol: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; University of Missouri
Beamer, Lesa J; Professor; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Johns Hopkins University

Bean, Jennifer Dianna; Assistant Teaching Professor; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Beavers, Jenelle Marie; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; General Counsel Office; Juris Doctor; University of Michigan

Becchi, Michela; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr

Becevic, Mirna; Assistant Research Professor; Dermatology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Becholdt, Matthew L; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine

Beck, Mary M; Emeritus; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri

Beck, Mary Sue; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Executive Admn UHC; Doctor of Nursing Practice; Rush University College of Nursing

Beck Jr, Niels Christian; Emeritus; Psychiatry

Beckett, Adam Harty; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Emergency Medicine

Beckett, Harry Lewis; Adjunct Instructor; School of Music; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry

Beckmann, Joseph Albert; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Bedwinek, Anne Plummer; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Doctor of Philosophy; Union University

Beerntsen, Brenda T; Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Behrouz, Joshua James; Adjunct Instructor; School of Natural Resources; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry

Behura, Susanta Kumar; Assistant Research Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy

Belcher, David C; Assistant Teaching Professor; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri

Belden, Jeffery L; Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; Southern Illinois University

Bell, Angela D; Adjunct Instructor; History; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Bell, Debra Jeneen; Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; West Virginia University

Bell, Jacquelyn Sue; Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Master of Arts; Ohio University

Bell, Robert Dale; Clinical Instructor; Emergency Medicine; Master’s Degree; University of Nebraska

Bell, Susan; Instructor; Hospitality Management; HS Graduate or Equivalent

Belmore, Dawn Lanne; Assistant Teaching Professor; SHP/Physical Therapy

Belmore, Keith M; Assistant Teaching Professor; SHP/Physical Therapy; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Belt, Dustin David; Instructor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Benard, Julie Ann; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health-Gen & Ambulatory; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Bender, Shawn B; Assistant Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Ohio University

Benjamin, Andrea; Assistant Professor; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy

Bennett, Leslie Elaine; Adjunct Instructor; MO Health Prof Consortium; Master of Science; The Sage Colleges

Benson, Craig A; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Career Center; Master of Business Administration; University of Missouri

Benson, Jacquelyn J; Assistant Professor; Human Devl & Family Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Benson, Jerry Kenneth; Emeritus; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Benson, Kelly Lyn; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Academic Dean; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Bentley, Clyde; Emeritus; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oregon

Bentley, Julia Anne; Assistant Teaching Professor; School of Music; Master of Music; Indiana University Bloomington

Berardini, Nicholas Ryan; Visiting Instructor; German & Russian Studies; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Berent, Linda Marie; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois

Bergin, Christi A; Research Professor; Dean of Education; Doctor of Social Science; Stanford University

Bergin, David; Associate Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University

Bergman, Roger L; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Bernskoetter, Wesley Hans; Associate Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Bernstetter, Jessica Nicole; Instructor; VP Undergraduate Studies; Master of Arts; Northern Illinois University

Besch Williford, Cynthia Le; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Best, Brad A; Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville

Bettencourt, B Ann; Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Southern California

Beucke, Nathan Lewis; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Beversdorf, David Q; Professor; Radiology; Doctor of Medicine; Indiana University

Bhardwaj, Mohit; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Psychiatry; Doctor of Medicine
Bhat, Ambarish Pervaje; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Radiology; Doctor of Medicine

Bhattacharya, Ruchi; Post Doctoral Fellow; School of Natural Resources; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Arkansas, Fayett

Bian, Guang; Assistant Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Bichianu, Daniela Cristina; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health-Neonatology; Doctor of Medicine

Biedermann, Gregory Bruce; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Radiology; Doctor of Medicine; Saint Louis University

Bier, Gregory L; Associate Teaching Professor; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; Missouri University of Science and Technology

Bignes, Brian D; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Surgery-General; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Bike, Denise Helen; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Bilal, Kamau Rafiq; Assistant Teaching Professor; German & Russian Studies; Bachelor's Degree; Webster University

Bilyeu, Kristin D; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Baylor College of Medicine

Binalsheikh, Ibrahim Makki; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Child Health - Neurology; Doctor of Medicine

Binfield, Julian; Assistant Research Professor; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Binfield, Yvonne; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; VP Undergraduate Studies; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University College Swansea

Birchler, James A; Curators Distinguished Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University

Bird, Cassandra Celene; Assistant Teaching Professor; Communication; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Kansas

Birjandifar, Nazak; Adjunct Instructor; Women's & Gender Studies; Master's Degree; McGill University

Birk, Stefanie Brooke; Assistant Teaching Professor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Nursing Practice; University of Kansas

Birtley, Nancy Michele; Assistant Teaching Professor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Nursing Practice; University of Missouri

Bishop, Kimberly Ann; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Intercollegiate Athletics; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Bismark, Veronika; Adjunct Instructor; German & Russian Studies; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Bissonnette, Kaitlyn Marie; Assistant Extension Professor; Ag Ext-Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois

Bitsicas, Gary Arnold; Adjunct Instructor; School of Visual Studies; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of South Florida

Bitsicas, Katina Cecelia; Assistant Teaching Professor; English; Master of Fine Arts; University of South Florida

Bixby, Alicia; Instructor; ZZZ-Conversion Department; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Black, Cheryl D; Professor; Theatre; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Maryland

Black, Lillian Wilkins; Emeritus; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oregon

Blackburn, Botswana Toney; Associate Teaching Professor; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri - Kansas City

Blaha, Robert; Adjunct Instructor; Architectural Studies; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; S.I.U. carbondale

Blakely, Mary Kay; Emeritus; Journalism; Master of Arts; Northern Illinois University

Bland, Peter Matthew; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Blandon, Erick; Associate Professor; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pittsburgh

Bloch, Peter H; Adjunct Instructor; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas

Blocher, Amber Leigh; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Arts; Eastern University

Blodgett, Clayton F; Assistant Teaching Professor; Geography; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Kansas

Blomquist, Gregory E; Associate Professor; Anthropology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Bloom, Tina Lee; Associate Professor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; Oregon Health & Science Univ.

Bloss, Jennifer Rebecca; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Arts & Science; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Blow, Constance A; Assistant Teaching Professor; SHP/Physical Therapy; Master's Degree; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Blumberg, Eric M; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Bobitan, Luciana Maria; Instructor; Mathematics; Master of Science; University of Michigan

Boeckmann, Andrew Z; Research Engineer; Civil/Environmental Engr

Boerman, Erika Mary; Assistant Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University

Boggs, Kathleen R; Adjunct Instructor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Utah

Bohanek, Jennifer Geraldine; Assistant Research Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Emory University

Bohman, Bret Kenneth; Adjunct Assistant Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Musical Arts; University of Michigan

Bohon, Tiffany M; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine

Bollu, Pradeepchakrava; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Neurology

Bolshakova, Natalia; Adjunct Assistant Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Musical Arts; Texas College
Bolton, Tiffany Leeanne: Assistant Clinical Professor; SHP/Occupational Therapy; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Bompadre, Silvia G: Assistant Teaching Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Washington

Bondeson, William Blaine: Instructor; Honors College; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago

Bonifay, Wesley Earl: Assistant Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Los Angeles

Bonnagio, Anthony J: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Military Science

Bonnot, Thomas W: Assistant Research Professor; School of Natural Resources; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Booth, Frank W: Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Bordere, Tashel C: Assistant Professor; Human Dev & Family Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Borduin, Charles M: Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Memphis

Boren, Suzanne Austin: Associate Professor; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, San Francisco

Boren, Wendy Ellen: Clinical Instructor; School of Nursing; Bachelor's Degree; Southern Illinois University-Carbondale

Borgelt, Steven C: Associate Professor; Bioengineering; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Borgmeyer, Leslie Gerard: Adjunct Instructor; Journalism; Master of Business Administration; William Woods University

Borsheski, Robert Ryan: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine; University of Health Sciences

Bossaller, Jenny Simpson: Associate Professor; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Bossaller, Stephanie Doyle: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Veterinary Medicine; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Bostick, Brian P: Assistant Professor; Medicine-Cardiology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Bostick, Jane E: Adjunct Professor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Botetatu, Mona Roxana: Assistant Professor; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Doctor of Philosophy; The Pennsylvania State University

Bowders JR, John J: Professor; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Bowens, Lynn Marie: Lecturer; Special Education; Specialist of Education; University of Missouri

Bowens, Gregory Glenn: Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Master's Degree; Western Washington University

Bowers, Jerome David: Director; Honors College; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University

Bowers, Kristy Sue: Assistant Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University

Bowles, Douglas K: Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Bowling, Carrie E: Clinical Instructor; School of Nursing; Master of Nursing; Southeast Missouri State Unive

Bowman, Katherine G: Associate Teaching Professor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; Saint Louis University

Bowman, Robin Josephine: Assistant Teaching Professor; SHP/Health Sciences; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Bowman, Tiffany S: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Counseling Services; Master of Social Work; University of Missouri

Bowman III, Frank O: Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; Harvard University

Boyce, Kenneth A: Assistant Professor; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Notre Dame

Boyd, Ashleigh Ohmes: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Boyd, Brandon Antoine: Assistant Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Philosophy; Florida State University

Boyd-Kennedy, Victoria Anne: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Learning Center; Master's Degree; University of Nebraska - Lincoln

Boyer, John: Adjunct Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Duke University

Boyer, Lisa Marie: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; Stephens College

Boyer, Nathan P: Associate Professor; ZZZ-Art; Master of Fine Arts; Yale University

Bozynski, Chantelle Carole: Clinical Instructor; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Montreal

Bradford, Victor Alonso: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Engineering; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; Texas A&M University

Bradley, Kevin W: Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Bradley, Kristina Marie: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Honors College; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Brady, Patrick Joseph: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Psychology; Our Lady of the Lake Unive

Brandenburger, Patricia Rae: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Science; Montana State University

Brandon, Michael Stephen: Assistant Professional Practice Professor; Otolaryngology; Doctor of Dental Surgery; University of Tennessee

Brandt, Kimberly R: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Psychiatry

Brandt, Lea Cheyney: Adjunct Associate Professor; Medicine-Administration; Doctor of Occupational Therapy; Creighton University

Brandt, Rebecca Lynn: Assistant Instructor; VP for International Programs; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; Missouri State University

Branson, Keith Richard: Assistant Teaching Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Master of Veterinary Science; University of Illinois

Braudis, Kara M: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Dermatology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri
Braun, David Meyer: Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Breidlove, Linda Sue: Assistant Instructor; Vice Provost for International Programs

Breen, Aleisha Ann: Clinical Instructor; School of Nursing; Master of Science; Saint Louis University

Brekhus, Wayne H: Professor; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; Rutgers University

Brendler, Beth Monica: Assistant Teaching Professor; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Brengarth, Lauren Elizabeth: Assistant Teaching Professor; Dean of College of Business; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Brenneman, Lisa M: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Ob, Gyn & Women's Health; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Brent JR, Edward Everett: Professor; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Breske, Shannon Marie: Assistant Teaching Professor; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Bridgeman, Jay Thomas: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Medicine; Creighton University

Bridgeman, Pauline: Adjunct Assistant Professor; Medicine-General Internal; Doctor of Medicine; University of TX at Southwestern

Bridges, Jeff A: Assistant Teaching Professor; SHP/Physical Therapy; Doctor of Physical Therapy; A. T. Still University

Briedwell, Teresa A: Associate Teaching Professor; SHP/Physical Therapy; AT Still University of Health Sciences

Brietzke, Stephen August: Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Endocrinology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Brigham, Dale Edward: Adjunct Instructor; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Doctor of Philosophy; Pennsylvania State University

Brinkman, Barbara L: Adjunct Associate Professor; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Master of Arts; University of Colorado Boulder

Britt Rankin, Jo: Associate Dean; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Brixey, Elizabeth K: Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Brock, Caroline C: Assistant Teaching Professor; Rural Sociology

Brock, Charles Douglas: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Learning Center; Master of Mathematics; University of Central Missouri

Brock Ill, William Allen: Research Professor; Economics; Doctor of Science

Brockman, John D: Associate Research Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Broderick, Bernadette Michlewicz: Assistant Research Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy

Bromfield, Corinne Riedel: Assistant Extension Professor; Ag Extension-Vet Med; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Florida

Brooks, Brian Shedd: Adjunct Professor; Journalism; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Brooks, Constance Moore: Associate Clinical Professor; SHP/Health Psychology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Brooks, Phillips R: Emeritus; Journalism; Master of Journalism; University of Missouri

Brown, Aisha Chrisehaun: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; Graceland University

Brown, Bryan Thomas: Adjunct Assistant Professor; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Iowa

Brown, Charles R: Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago

Brown, Douglas Scott: Assistant Extension Professor; Ag Ext-Social Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Brown, Eric S: Associate Professor; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley

Brown, Jennifer E: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; VP Undergraduate Studies; Master's Degree - 1st entry; Western Illinois University

Brown, Kevin P: Associate Professor; Theatre; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Colorado Boulder

Brown, Mary E: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Black Studies Program; Master of Library Science; University of Kentucky

Brown, Marybeth: Emeritus; SHP/Physical Therapy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Southern California

Brown, Michael Steven: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Brown, Pamela Jane: Assistant Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Georgia

Browning, Mary Jean: Lecturer; International programs; Master of Arts; McGill University

Brueggenjohann, Jean M: Professor; ZZZ-Art; Master of Fine Arts; Indiana University Bloomington

Bruer, Amy E: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Journalism; Master of Journalism; University of Missouri

Brune, David Edward: Professor; Agric Systems Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Brunner, Debra G: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Brunner, Julia Lynn: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master's Degree - 2nd entry; Brooklyn College

Bruzese, Leonard J: Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; The University of Alabama at Birmingham

Bryan, Jeffrey N: Associate Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of California, Davis

Bryan, Josiah Asher: Assistant Teaching Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Bryant, Aftan Shea: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Master's Degree - 1st entry; Northern Illinois University

Bryda, Elizabeth A: Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Rutgers University
Buchanan, Martha Ann; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Arts; Southeast Missouri State University

Buchanan, Sarah Alix; Assistant Professor; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Buck, Brian W; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine; Midwestern University, Chicago College of Osteopathic Medicine

Buckner, Donal Thomas; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Admissions; Master of Education; Central Methodist University

Budds, Michael J; Curators Distinguished Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Buell, Janna Sue; Clinical Instructor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Psychology; Argosy University

Buffaloe, Lucas Robert; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Buffaloe, Robert Neal; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Arkansas

Buko, Elizabeth White; Adjunct Instructor; Dean of College of Business; Master of Arts; Middlebury College

Bukoski, Alex D; Assistant Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Virginia

Bullock, Linda Faye; Adjunct Professor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Otago New Zealand

Bunyak, Filiz; Assistant Research Professor; ZZZ-Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Missouri University of Science and Technology

Burch, Milbre Elizabeth; Instructor; Theatre; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Burcks, Shannon Marie; Adjunct Instructor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum

Burger, Robert C; Adjunct Associate Professor; Neurology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Medicine and Dentistry

Burgoyne, Suzanne; Curators Distinguished Professor; Theatre; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Burke, Landon John; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; TV Station; Some College - 1st entry

Burke-Aguero, Donald Harrison; Professor; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley

Burling, Amanda; Assistant Teaching Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Burns, Matthew Kevin; Associate Dean; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; Andrews University

Burris, Joseph E; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Physical Medicine & Rehab; Doctor of Medicine; The University of Kansas

Burson, Willis Kent; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Burton, Russell Keith; Clinical Instructor; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Medicine

Burton, Sarah Marie; Adjunct Instructor; Accountancy; Master of Accountancy

Busch, William M; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Master's Degree; Southern Illinois University-Carbondale

Bush, Sarah L; Teaching Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of East Anglia

Butcher, Brandon M; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Journalism; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Butcher, Clayton J; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-General Internal

Butler, Brandon Lee; Adjunct Instructor; School of Natural Resources; Master of Arts; Gonzaga University

Butler, Kenneth Wayne; Adjunct Professor; Truman School of Pub Affrs Adm; Master of Business Admin

Butler, Miriam D; Assistant Teaching Professor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Nursing Practice; University of Missouri - St. Louis

Butterfield, Jeanise Marie; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Emergency Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; Wayne State University School of Medicine

Buttlar, William Glenn; Professor; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; The Pennsylvania State University

Byrne, Addison Keelin; Instructor; Animal Science; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Byrne, Michael E; Assistant Professor; ZZZ-Fisheries & Wildlife Scien; Doctor of Philosophy; Louisiana State University

Byrne, Nathan Patrick; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Journalism

Bysani, Chandrasekar; Professor; Medicine-Cardiology; Doctor of Philosophy; CDRI, Lucknow, India

Cai, Zhen; Assistant Research Professor; ZZZ-Forestry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Cairns, Scott; Curators Distinguished Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Utah

Calcutt, Michael J; Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Leicester

Calhoun, Sarah Lynne; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Calvin, James Halvorsen; Associate Professor; ZZZ-Art; Master of Fine Arts; Bowling Green State University

Calyam, Anjaneyaprasad Prabhakar; Assistant Professor; ZZZ-Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Cameron, Glen T; Professor; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Camp, Casey William; Adjunct Instructor; SHP/Clinical & Diagnostic Sci; Master of Public Administration; University of Missouri

Campbell, Anita Sethi; Assistant Teaching Professor; SHP/Physical Therapy; Master's Degree; Saint Louis University

Campbell, James Davis; Emeritus; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Campbell, Rex R; Emeritus; Rural Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Campbell-Motsinger, Karen LaRue; Adjunct Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Campione-Barr, Nicole Marie; Associate Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Rochester

Canada, Kelli Elizabeth; Assistant Professor; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago

Cannon, John F; Associate Professor; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Cao, Hongyuan; Assistant Professor; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Caplinger, Ruth Elizabeth; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; UMC

Cardonell, Bradford Lee; Clinical Instructor; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Kansas School of Medicine

Cardonell, Maggie Ann; Clinical Instructor; Ophthalmology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Kansas School of Medicine

Carlo, Roxana C; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Master of Arts; Arizona State University

Carlo Contreras, Gustavo; Professor; Human Devl & Family Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Arizona State University

Carlson, Brad Michael; Associate Professor; Theatre; Master of Fine Arts; Southern Illinois University

Carlson, Jay Walter; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Ob, Gyn & Women's Health; Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine; Texas College of Osteopathic Medicine

Carney, Christina Jessica; Assistant Professor; Black Studies Program; Doctor of Philosophy

Carney, Jacqueline Louise; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Student Success Center; Master of Science; Marshall University

Carney, William J; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Doctor of Philosophy; Capella University

Carpenter, Kendra Dee; Adjunct Instructor; Architectural Studies; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Carr, Jeffery Alan; Adjunct Instructor; SHP/Health Sciences; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Carreno, Jennifer Lynn; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree; George Washington University

Carroll, Mark M; Associate Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Houston

Carroz, Laura Lyng; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of College of Business; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Carruth-Rasmussen, Lynn; Manager II Student Support Services; Academic Dean; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Carson, Catherine Roberta; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Carter Dochler, Jennifer Lynne; Adjunct Instructor; Social Work; Master of Social Work; University of Missouri

Cartwright, Alexander N; Chancellor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Iowa

Carver, Mary Heather; Professor; Theatre; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Cary, Suzanne M; Assistant Clinical Professor; Social Work; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Casazza, Peter; Curators Distinguished Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Cassity, Dawn Michelle; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; University of Missouri - St. Louis

Casteel, Stan; Adjunct Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Castillo, Raul Antonio; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Medicine; Escuela Medico Militar, Mexico

Castorena, Lauren Leigh; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; University of Missouri - Columbia

Castro, Antonio Jamie; Associate Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston

Cavigioli, Rita C; Professor; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Los Angeles

Cecil, Michelle A; Curators Distinguished Teaching Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Illinois

Chabu, Chiswili Yves; Assistant Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy

Chadha, Rohit; Assistant Professor; ZZZ-Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pennsylvania

Chadwick, Virginia Darlene; Adjunct Instructor; SHP/Health Sciences

Chagnon, Napoleon Alphonseau; Research Professor; Anthropology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Chairman, Dennis Baskaran; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Pulmonary & Environ; Doctor of Medicine; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Chakraborty, Sounak; Associate Professor; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Chan, Albert K; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Cardiology; Doctor of Medicine

Chan, Paul Chun; Adjunct Associate Professor; Chemical Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; California Institute of Technology

Chance, Deborah L; Assistant Research Professor; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Chandrasekhar, Anand; Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Chandrasekhar, H R; Emeritus; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Chandrasekhar, Meera; Curators Distinguished Teaching Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; Brown University

Chang, Cheng Hsiung; Emeritus; Industrial/Manuf Sys Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Mississippi State University
Chang, Elizabeth Hope: Associate Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley
Chang, Hui-Ming: Associate Research Professor; Medicine-Cardiology; Doctor of Medicine; National Taiwan University
Chang, Wai David: Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Otolaryngology; Doctor of Medicine; Yale University
Chase, Ana Dolojan: Assistant Professor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Chastain, Claud B: Adjunct Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri
Chasteen, Cynthia C: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Regional Prof Development Ctr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri-STL
Chaurasia, Shyam Sunder: Assistant Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; Devi Ahilya University
Cheek, Amber J: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Office Civil Rights-Title IX; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri
Chela, Harleen Kaur: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine Hospitalist
Chen, Chung-Lung: Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Engineering; University of Colorado Boulder
Chen, Jinn Kuen: Emeritus; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University
Chen, Pengyin: Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Science; Virginia Tech
Chen, Shi Jie: Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, San Diego
Chen, Zhen: Professor; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of New Mexico
Cheney, Clayton L: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Medicine; Saint Louis University Medical School
Cheng, Jianlin: Professor; ZZZ-Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Irvine
Chernookaya, Nadezhda: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Emergency Suite; Registered Nurse
Cheivous, Tami Lynn: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Intercollegiate Athletics; Master's Degree
Chikladze, George: Associate Teaching Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Childers, Tessa Maake: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Central Missouri
Chiles, Todd H: Emeritus; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oregon
Chindris, Calin Ioan: Associate Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan
Chinnakotla, Bhavana: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine Hospitalist
Choo, Seonghee: Associate Professor; Hospitality Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nevada - Las Vegas
Choo, Uee Wan: Adjunct Associate Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Brown University
Chockalingam, Anand: Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Cardiology; Master's Degree; American Board Internal Medicine
Choi, Hye Jeong: Assistant Professor; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The Pennsylvania State University
Choma, Theodore John: Professor; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Medicine; Eastern Virginia Medical School
Chowdhury, Arijit: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Administration; Doctor of Medicine; Yale University School of Medicine-Danbury Hospital
Chowdhury, Nagib Husain: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Psychiatry; Doctor of Medicine; University of North Dakota
Christ, Rebecca Catherine: Adjunct Instructor; Academic Dean; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Christ, Shawn Edward: Associate Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University
Christensen, Brant Erich: Assistant Professor; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University
Christiansen, Tanya: Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Christianson, Scott: Assistant Teaching Professor; Management; Master's Degree; The George Washington University
Chun, Sanghun: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; VP for International Programs
Chung, Je Kook: Specialist; Vice Provost for International Programs; Doctor of Social Science; University of Missouri
Chval, Kathryn B: Dean; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Chicago
Cirstea Apostol, Mihaela Carmen: Assistant Research Professor; Physical Medicine & Rehab; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Montreal
Clancy, Heather Lynn: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; University of Missouri
Clark, Chelsea Marie: Clinical Instructor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Specialist of Education; University of Missouri
Clark, Clayton Charles: Instructor; School of Nursing; Master of Nursing; MU Sinclair School of Nursing
Clark, Douglas A: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Learning Center; Master's Degree; University of Missouri
Clark, Gary F: Associate Research Professor; Ob, Gyn & Women's Health
Clark, Jennifer Margaret: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri-Kansas
Clark, Kerry Maureen: Assistant Research Professor; Applied Soc Sci Div Admin; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Clarke, Andrew D: Associate Professor; Food Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Colorado State University
Clarke, Lane L; Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; North Carolina State University

Clarke, Robert Bede; Professor; ZZZ-Art; Master of Fine Arts; The University of Iowa

Clary, Kevin W; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-General Internal; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Clary, Megan Leigh; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health-Gen & Ambulatory; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Claunch, Hillary Lauren; Instructor; School of Nursing; Master of Nursing; Central Methodist University

Clay, Casey James; Assistant Professor; SHP/Health Psychology; Doctor of Philosophy; Utah State University

Clay, Robin Blake; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean - Medical Education; Master of Education; Lincoln University

Clem, Douglas Wayne; Associate Clinical Professor; SHP/ Clinical & Diagnostic Sci; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Clements, Koby L; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Chief Quality Officer Adm; Master of Business Administration; University of Missouri

Cleppe, Gretchen Greenlee; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri, Columbia

Cletzer, David Adam; Assistant Professor; Agricultural Ed and Leadership; Doctor of Philosophy; Virginia Tech

Clevenger, Kristina Lee; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Clevenger, Thomas Eugene; Emeritus; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Clifton, Adrian Chanel; Post Doctoral Fellow; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Clingan, Jill Shannon; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master's Degree; Kansas State University

Coates, Joan Ripley; Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Cobb Orr, Rachael Elizabeth; Assistant Dean; Dean of Arts & Science; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Coberly, Emily Alicia; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path

Coberly, Jared S; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Medicine

Cochran, Barbara Stubs; Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Master of Science; Columbia University

Cochran, Sara Louise; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Research Funding; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Cocroft, Reginald B; Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Coggeshall, Mark V; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Natural Resources; Master of Science; Mississippi State University

Cohen, Daniel Jay; Assistant Professor; Religious Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Virginia

Cohen, Raneat; Assistant Professional Practice Professor; Ophthalmology; Doctor of Optometry; Indiana University

Cohen, Samuel Schlesinger; Associate Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; City University of New York

Cohen, Signe M; Associate Professor; Religious Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pennsylvania

Cohn, Leah Ann; Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; The University of Tennessee

Colaner, Colleen Michele; Associate Professor; Communication; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska

Colbert, Stephen; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Surgery-Plastic; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Cole, Laura Brianna; Assistant Professor; Architectural Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Coleman, Michael Anthony; Instructor; Communication; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Coleman, William Henry; Post Doctoral Fellow; History; Doctor of Philosophy; University College London

Coletti, Maryann Rose; Clinical Instructor; School of Nursing; Bachelor's Degree; Lincoln University

Collier, Carrie Michelle; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Career Center; Not Indicated - 1st entry; University of Oregon

Collier, Tara Lynn; Clinical Instructor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Master of Social Work; University of Missouri

Collins, Jonathan M; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Pulmonary & Environ

Collins, Kent S; Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Collins, Mark Allen; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Military Science

Collins, Melissa Jill; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dalton Cardiovascular Res Ctr; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Collins, Robert Maurice; Emeritus; History; Doctor of Philosophy; Johns Hopkins University

Colt, David Eaton; Associate Teaching Professor; SHP/Physical Therapy; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri

Colwill, Jack M; Emeritus; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Rochester

Conant, Gavin C; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of New Mexico

Conklin, Carli N; Associate Professor; Law; Juris Doctor

Conn, Vicki S; Associate Dean; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Connett, Deborah Finfgeld; Associate Professor; School of Nursing; Registered Nurse

Constantinescu, Gheorghe M; Adjunct Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Agronomic Sciences and Veterinary Medicine of Bucharest
Constantinescu, Ileana A; Associate Teaching Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Agricultural Sciences and Veterinary Medicine of Cluj

Contreras, Bethany P; Post Doctoral Fellow; SHP/Health Psychology; Doctor of Philosophy; Utah State University

Conway, Lance Stephen; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Bioengineering; Not Indicated - 1st entry

Conway, Robert R; Adjunct Professor; Physical Medicine & Rehab; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Cook, Crystel Reeves; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Cook, James L; Professor; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Cook, Jonathan R; Adjunct Instructor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Orthopaedic Surgery

Cook, Michael L; Professor; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Cook, Roger F; Professor; German & Russian Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley

Cooney, Patrick Michael; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Anaesthesiology; Doctor of Medicine; Creighton University

Cooper, M Lynne; Curators Distinguished Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Santa Cruz

Cooperstock, Michael Steven; Emeritus; Child Hlth-Infectious Disease; Doctor of Medicine; University of Kansas

Cordones Cook, Juannamaria; Curators Distinguished Professor; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Kansas

Cormier, Bret D; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Education; The University of Texas at Austin

Cornellier, Britttony Page; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Biological Science; Not Indicated - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Cornelison, Dawn D; Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; California Institute of Technology

Cornelius-White PhD, Jeffrey H; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis

Cornish, Peter Verle; Associate Professor; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Corridori, Frank Salvatore; Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; Pratt Institute

Corum, Patricia Lynn; Adjunct Professor; Educational Leadership & Polci; Doctor of Education; University Of Missouri-Columbia

Costello, Christine; Assistant Professor; Industrial/Mfg Sys Engr

Cothren, Courtney Ann; Assistant Teaching Professor; Marketing; Master of Business Admin; Stephens College

Cott, Ronald K; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Coudron, Thomas A; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; North Dakota State University

Coughenour, Jeffrey P; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Surgery-Acute Care; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri - Kansas City

Cousins, Joseph Paul; Professor Of Clinical Department; Radiology; Doctor of Medicine; Albany Medical College

Cowen, Nelson; Curators Distinguished Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin

Cowden, John W; Clinical Professor; Ophthalmology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Michigan

Cowgill, Libby Windred; Associate Professor; Anthropology; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University

Crabb, Richard Paul; Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Philosophy; Florida State University

Craggs, Jason George; Assistant Professor; SHP/Physical Therapy; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Georgia

Craig, Kevin W; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine

Craigmile, Paul Herbert; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri, Columbia

Cravens, David D; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Cravens, Lesleigh Kraft; Instructor; Plant Sciences; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Crawford, Emily R; Assistant Professor; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis

Crenshaw, Benjamin Hardy; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine

Crespy, David A; Professor; Theatre; Doctor of Philosophy; City University of New York

Crews, Sandra M; Associate Teaching Professor; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri - St. Louis

Crim, Julia Ruth; Professor Of Clinical Department; Radiology; Doctor of Medicine; Columbia University

Crim, Marcus Jeremy; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Texas A&M Univ College Station

Crist, Bret D; Associate Professor; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Medicine; The University of Kansas

Crist, Mary Kathleen; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree; Tabor College

Croll, Lauren Guylaine; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; American University

Cronk, Nikole J; Associate Teaching Professor; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Cropp IV, Frederick William; Associate Dean; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Crosby, Marci Jennings; Instructor; Animal Science; Master's Degree; University of California, Davis
Cross, David T: Associate Teaching Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Crouch, Dennis D: Associate Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; The University of Chicago

Crozier, Ruth E: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Health Professions; Master of Public Administration; University of Missouri

Crozier II, James H: Assistant Teaching Professor; Ancient Mediterranean Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Crumley, Carolyn Elizabeth: Adjunct Assistant Professor; Pharmacy - General; Doctor of Nursing Practice; University of Missouri - Kansas City

Cui, Jiankun: Assistant Research Professor; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Medicine; Tianjin Medical University

Cui, Yuqi: Assistant Research Professor; Medicine-Cardiology; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Cumbie, Billy G: Emeritus; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Cummings, James M: Professor Of Clinical Department; Surgery-Urology; Doctor of Medicine; University of South Alabama

Cummings, Kevin James: Associate Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Victoria

Cummins, Ann Elizabeth: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; Northern Illinois University

Cummins, Samuel Richard: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master's Degree; Truman State University

Cunningham, Billie M: Adjunct Instructor; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of North Texas

Cupp, Allison Nicole: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Cupp, Garrett William: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; DePaul University

Current, Neeley A: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Info Science & Learning Tech; Master of Arts; MU-School of Information Sci

Curry, Gianne Dantcia: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Arts; Golden Gate Baptist Theological Seminary (Gateway Seminary)

Curry, Randy D: Professor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Saint Andrews

Curs, Bradley R: Associate Professor; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oregon

Cutkosky, Steven Dale: Curators Distinguished Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Brandeis University

Cutler, Keven Odell: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Emergency Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; Ross University School of Medicine

Dache-Gerbino, Amalia Z: Assistant Professor; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Rochester

Dade, Alice Katharine: Assistant Professor; School of Music; Master of Arts; The Juilliard School

Dailey, Fred Duane: Emeritus; Science and Agricultural Journ

Daniels, Mark Allen: Associate Professor; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Daniggelis, Christopher Stephen: Associate Professor; ZZZ-Art; Master of Fine Arts; The Ohio State University

Danila, Cristina Ileana: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Cardiology; Doctor of Medicine

Dannecker, Erin A: Associate Professor; SHP/Physical Therapy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Darr, Andrew Michael: Adjunct Instructor; German & Russian Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Darr, Charles Matthew: Research Assistant; Biological Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Dasgupta, Amitava Michael: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine

Datz, Craig A: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Veterinary Medicine; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Virginia–Maryland College of Veterinary Medicine

Daubert, Christopher Ralph: Vice Chancellor & Dean For Agriculture/ Food/Natural Resources; Food Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University

Davenport, Britanny Nichole: Adjunct Instructor; School of Nursing; Master of Nursing; The University of Texas at Arlington

David, John Dewood: Associate Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Vanderbilt University

Davidson, Sandra Ann: Curators Distinguished Teaching Professor; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Connecticut

Davis, Curt H: Professor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Kansas

Davis, Geetha Kancheria: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Ophthalmology

Davis, George E: Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Medicine; University of California, San Diego

Davis, Jennifer Michelle: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of College of Business; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Davis, Michael John: Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska Medical Center

Davis, Ryan M: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Radiology; Doctor of Medicine; Northeastern Ohio Medical University

Daws, Koni Janine: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Accountancy; Master's Degree; Wichita State University

Day, Margaret Ann: Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

De Araujo, Zandra U: Assistant Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum

DeClue, Amy Elizabeth: Associate Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Illinois

DeSouza, Guilherme Nelson: Associate Professor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University
DeSouza, Luiza Queiroz: Instructor; Mathematics; Master's Degree; Purdue University
Dekeyne, Carol A: Emeritus; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Princeton University
Dean, Kenneth D: Emeritus; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri
Dean, Walter C: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; University of Nebraska - Lincoln
Decker, Jared Egan: Assistant Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Deidrick, Kathleen Keely: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Southern Illinois University-Carbondale
Dejong, James: Instructor; Architectural Studies; Bachelor's Degree; Arizona State University
Delafontaine, Patricia: Dean; Medicine-Cardiology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Geneva
Delano, Taia Diane: Assistant Professional Practice Professor; Ophthalmology; Doctor of Optometry; Illinois College of Optometry
Della Rocca, Gregory: Associate Professor; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; Duke University
Demarco, Vincent G: Associate Research Professor; Medicine-Endocrinology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida
Demere, Bryant William: Assistant Professor; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University
Deming, Philip E: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Learning Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Deng, Baolin: Professor; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Johns Hopkins University
Denny, Walter Brent: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Journalism
Deroche, Chelsea Boquet: Assistant Professor; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of South Carolina
Desai, Zankhana Master: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health-Neonatology; Doctor of Medicine; Pramukh Swami Medical college
Desnoyer, Brad M: Associate Teaching Professor; Law
Despins, Laurel A: Assistant Professor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Dessem, Ralph L: Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; Harvard University
Deutscher, Susan L: Professor; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Saint Louis University
Devaney, Cheryl L: Adjunct Instructor; Academic Dean
Devaney, Michael Joseph: Emeritus; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Devlin, Steven Leon: Associate Dean; Statewide B & I; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University
Dey, Daniel C: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Natural Resources; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Dhakal, Pramod: Assistant Research Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Gifu University, Japan
Dhaliwal, Sonia: Assistant Teaching Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych
Diamond, Rand J: Teaching Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; Fordham University
Dickerson, Shanon Marie: Program Director; Dean of Agriculture; Master of Arts; Northern Illinois University
Dickey, Frances: Associate Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; Johns Hopkins University
Dickson, Christine N: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Career Center
Didion, Kelsey Ahlene: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Fine Arts; University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill
Diem, Sarah L: Associate Professor; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin
Diener, Jill Suzanne: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Health Professions; Master of Arts; New York University
Diersksheide, Christa Breault: Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Virginia
Dietrich, Maria Magdalena: Assistant Professor; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pittsburgh
Dill, Larry Nelson: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of College of Business; Master of Business Admin; University of Missouri
Dills, Jennifer A: Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Master of Public Health; University of Missouri
Dimka, Jessica Lea: Adjunct Instructor; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Dimov, Mikayla Louise: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri
Ding, Dan: Post Doctoral Fellow; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Ding, Shinghua: Associate Professor; Biological Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; Binghampton University, The State University of New York
Dix, Mary J: Instructor; Academic Dean; Master of Education; University of Missouri
Dixon, Lonny W: Director; Office of Animal Resources; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri
Dobbs, Christopher Steven: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Learning Center; Master of Arts; Columbia University
Dobson, Ramona Kay: Adjunct Instructor; Academic Dean; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri
Dodam, John R: Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; The Ohio State University
Dohm, Kimberly Jean: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; PT/OT/Speech Therapy
Dohrmann, Mary L: Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri
Dolan, Kathleen A: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of College of Business; Master of Business Administration; IESE Business School
Doll, Donald C: Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; The University of Iowa
Domeier, Timothy L: Assistant Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Yale University

Doner, Alyssa S: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Dong, Jiang: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Dong, Nianbo: Assistant Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pennsylvania

Donnelly, Kevin Shane: Assistant Teaching Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Donnelly, Lindsay Lee: Assistant Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Dooley, Laura Marie: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Otolaryngology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Dorime-Williams, Marjorie Luce: Assistant Professor; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Dorner, Lisa Marie: Associate Professor; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Philosophy; Northwestern University

Dostoglou, Stamatis: Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Warwick

Dougherty, Debbie S: Professor; Communication; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska - Lincoln

Dougherty, Thomas Warren: Emeritus; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Houston

Douglas, Tyron Michael: Associate Professor; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina

Dow, Jay K: Professor; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Downer, Natalie Lorraine: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Access/Leadership Development; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Downing, Daniel Leon: Specialist; Ag Ext-Food Sci & Nutrition; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Downs, Harry W: Emeritus; Food Systems/Bioengineer Admin; Doctor of Philosophy; Oklahoma State University

Dragich, Martha: Emeritus; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Minnesota

Drake, Angela Kim: Instructor; Law

Draper, Jack A: Associate Professor; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; Duke University

Dresser, Thomas Purinton: Adjunct Assistant Professor; Radiology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Drobis, Erma Z: Associate Professional Practice Professor; Ob, Gyn & Women's Health; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Davis

Droppa, Kurtis Edward: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Aerospace Studies

Drtina, Jon A: Associate Teaching Professor; Theatre; Master of Fine Arts; The University of Southern Mississippi

Druce, Robert L: Adjunct Instructor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas Tech University

Drury, A Cooper: Associate Dean; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Arizona State University

Drury, Julie Lynne: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Students Admin; Master of Arts; The University of Mississippi

Drymalski, Mark W: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Physical Medicine & Rehab; Doctor of Medicine; University of South Dakota - Sanford School of Medicine

Duan, Dongsheng: Professor; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pennsylvania

Duan, Ye: Associate Professor; ZZZ-Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Stony Brook University, The State University of New York

Dube, Adam Michael: Adjunct Instructor; Dean of College of Business; Master of Arts; Columbia University

Duff, Deiter J: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Duff, Robert Scott: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Neurology; Doctor of Medicine; Medical College of Wisconsin

Duffy, Margaret E: Professor; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Duncan, Carrie E: Assistant Professor; Religious Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Duncan, Carrie M: Visiting Assistant Professor; Truman School of Pub Affrs Adm; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Duncan, Kathleen Anne: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Journalism; Master's Degree - 1st entry; Boston University

Dunkley, Daive Anthony: Assistant Professor; Black Studies Program; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Warwick

Dunn, Julia Marjorie: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online

Dunn, Michael Wayne: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; FM Station; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Mississippi

Dunn, Ronald Joseph: Adjunct Instructor; SHP/Athletic Training; Master of Education; Univ. of Central Missouri

Dunn, Winifred: Adjunct Professor; SHP/Occupational Therapy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Kansas

Duraisamy, Kempuraj: Assistant Research Professor; Neurology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Madras, Chennai, India

Durant, Carrie Lynne: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Colorado State University

Durante, William: Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Toronto

Durbak, Amanda Rita: Assistant Teaching Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Arizona

Duren, Dana Leigh: Professor; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; Kent State University

Durham, Jordan Marie: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Academic Dean; Master of Fine Arts; University of Idaho

Durf, Angelique McPenn: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of College of Business; Master of Business Admin; William Woods University
Dyer, Carla Alexander: Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine Hospitalist; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Dyer, Jonathan Alden: Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Dermatology

Dyer, Justin B; Professor; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Dyer, Roger Wayne; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Law

Dykas, Felicity A; Librarian; Lib Spec Collectn & Archives; Master of Arts; U of Mo-Columbia

Dyke II, Peter C; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health-Cardiolo; Doctor of Medicine

Dykhouse Jr, Charles J; Adjunct Associate Professor; Law; Juris Doctor

Early, Elizabeth Kay; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Otolaryngology; Doctor of Medicine; Univesity of MO Columbia

Earney, Timothy Patrick; Adjunct Instructor; Civil/Environmental Engr; Master of Science; Univ. of Missouri - Columbia

Easley Marshall, Elizabeth Price; Clinical Instructor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Easter, Matthew Adam; Assistant Teaching Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Ebert, Jared Edwin; Clinical Instructor; Emergency Medicine

Echelmeyer, David W; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; MO Orthopaedic Institute Therapies; Master's Degree; Rockhurst University

Edara, Praveen Kumar; Professor; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Edgington, Emily Anne; Director; School of Music; Master of Music

Eddin, Dan S; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Edison, Karen; Professor Of Clinical Department; Dermatology

Edmonds, Carole A; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis

Edwards, Charles F; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Medicine; American University

Edwards, Christyn Leigh; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Arts; University of Missouri-Columbia

Edwards, Jill; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Psychological Sciences; DXPF2.Bachelor of Arts; University of Missouri

Edwards, Katherine Francis; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Physical Medicine & Rehab

Edwards, Ryan Kelly; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Medicine; Ioma Linda university

Eggert, Lori Suzanne; Associate Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, San Diego

Ehler, Mark; Adjunct Associate Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Ehling, Tara Jean; Assistant Clinical Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Kansas State University

Ehret, Adelle Nichole; Clinical Assistant Instructor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Master of Arts; University of Missouri - Kansas City

Eidos, Stacey Renee; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Eisenstein, Kimberly Anne; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Dermatology-Derm; Doctor of Medicine; Saint Louis University

Eisleben, Lauren Elizabeth; Adjunct Instructor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; William Woods University

Eklund, Katie Renee; Assistant Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Santa Barbara

Ekwerekwu, Bradley E; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

El Gizawy, Ahmed S; Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Waterloo

El Kady, Rasha Mahmoud; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Psychiatry; Doctor of Medicine

Elkeeb, Ahmed Mohamed; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Ophthalmology; Doctor of Medicine

Ellersieck, Mark Robert; Research Professor; Food Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Elliott, Grant P; Assistant Professor; Geography; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Ellis, Mark Richard; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences

Elman, Julie Passanante; Assistant Professor; Women's & Gender Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; The George Washington University

Elmore, Russell Allen; Clinical Instructor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of MO Columbia

Elsik, Christine G; Associate Professor; Animal Science

Embree, Alexandra Withrow; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Human Env Sci; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Emerich, David William; Professor; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Emerson, Abigail Kilpatrick; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-General Internal; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Emerson, Jane Anne; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Physical Medicine & Rehab

Empson, Susan Baker; Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Emter, Craig Allen; Associate Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Colorado

Endersby, James W; Associate Professor; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Engel, Thomas G; Associate Professor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas Tech University

England-Biggs, Laura Elizabeth; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Info Science & Learning Tech; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Engle, Steven Craig; Adjunct Instructor; Journalism
Engler, Kathleen Courtney; Adjunct Instructor; Social Work; Master of Social Work

English, David M; Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; Northwestern University

English, James T; Director; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Enriquez, Maithe; Associate Professor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri - Kansas City

Epping, Shane Christopher; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Mizzou Creative; Master of Journalism; University of Missouri

Erb, Joseph Lewis; Assistant Teaching Professor; English; Master of Fine Arts; University of Pennsylvania

Erb, Laura Jane; Research Professor; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Erdelez, Sandra; Professor; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; Syracuse University

Ericsson, Aaron C; Assistant Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Ersoy, Iker; Post Doctoral Fellow; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Ervin, Keona K; Assistant Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University

Esangbedo, Omonseigho Owomare; Post Doctoral Fellow; Ob, Gyn & Women's Health; Not Indicated - 1st entry; Univ of Missouri - Columbia

Escudero, Carolina; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Journalism; Master's Degree; University Schuman

Esebua, Magda; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Medicine; Tbilisi State Medical University

Eskridge, Bernard R; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health; Doctor of Medicine; University of Louisville

Essing, Anne Kathleen; Adjunct Instructor; Marketing; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Eubanks, Gail Lynn; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Specialist of Education; University of Missouri

Evans, Andrew L; Associate Dean; Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Washington

Evans, Timothy; Associate Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Evelev, John O; Associate Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; Duke University

Evenski, Andrea J; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Medicine; East Carolina University

Everett, Kevin Dale; Associate Professor; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Philosophy; Louisiana State University

Everett, Thomas A; Assistant Research Professor; Radiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Kansas State University

Ezashi, Toshihiko; Associate Research Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Gunma University

Faaborg, John Raynor; Emeritus; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Princeton University

Fain, Loretta Lynn; Instructor; Special Education; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Fairchild, Steven William; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Fales, Roger C; Associate Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

Fallon, Rebecca M; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Political Science; Bachelor's Degree

Famuliner, Ryan M; Assistant Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Fan, Lu; Assistant Professor; Personal Financial Planning; Doctor of Philosophy

Farid, Reza S; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Physical Medicine & Rehab; Doctor of Medicine; Indiana University

Farmer, Matthew Cullen; Assistant Professor; Ancient Mediterranean Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pennsylvania

Farmer, Patrick Eugene; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Medicine

Farrah, Shirley J; Assistant Dean; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Farrar, Patricia Lynn; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Office of Animal Resources; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Faulk, Danae Michelle; Adjunct Instructor; Religious Studies; Bachelor's Degree; Louisiana State University

Fay, William Philip; Professor; Medicine-Cardiology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Illinois

Feistman, Richard E; Adjunct Instructor; Human Devl & Family Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Feldman, Marvin Fredrick; Adjunct Instructor; SHP/Clinical & Diagnostic Sci; Master of Public Administration; University of Missouri

Fellabaum-Toston, Jennifer Melissa; Assistant Teaching Professor; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Feng, Zaichun Frank; Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Fennell, John W; Emeritus; Journalism; Master of Arts; University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Fergus, Devin; Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; Columbia

Ferguson, Jeffrey R; Associate Research Professor; Anthropology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Colorado Boulder

Ferguson, Shannon A; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Accountancy; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Fernandez, Kristen Lynn; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Dermatology; Doctor of Medicine; The University of Tennessee

Ferrieri, Richard; Research Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Ferris, Stephen P; Professor; Finance; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pittsburgh
Fete, Mary Donna: Instructor; School of Nursing; Master's Degree; University of Missouri
Fete, Timothy Joseph: Emeritus; Child Health-Administration; Doctor of Medicine
Fiala, Kyle C: Assistant Professional Practice Professor; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Medicine; Kent State University College of Podiatric Medicine
Fidalgo, Maria Marta: Associate Professor; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Rice University
Fight, Cassandra Arnetta: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Louisiana at Monroe
Finch, Kim K: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis
Finch, Rachel Kathryn: Clinical Instructor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Master of Social Work; University of Missouri
Findeis, Jill L: Emeritus; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington State University
Fink, Adrienne Brynn: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of College of Business; Master of Education; University of Missouri
Finke, Deborah L: Associate Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Maryland
Firman, Jeffre D: Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Maryland
First, Nathan Laney: Clinical Instructor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Master of Arts; Regent College
Fischer, James D: Resident Instructor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Master's Degree; California Polytechnic State University
Fischer, Lisa Lyn: Adjunct Instructor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; University of Central Missouri
Fischer, Monika: Teaching Professor; German & Russian Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oregon
Fish, Michael Nathaniel: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine; Des Moines University - Osteopathic Medical Center
Fisher, Ashley Lynn: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Central Missouri
Fisher, Robert B: Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology
Fishman Weaver, Kathryn Eva: Director; Mizzou K-12 Online; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri
Fitch, Dale Kent: Director; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Arlington
Fitzgerald, Gail: Emeritus; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa
Fitzsimmons, Anne B: Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri
Flaherty, Victoria Lucinda: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Respiratory Therapy; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri
Flaker, Greg C: Professor; Medicine
Flanagan, John R: Emeritus; Religious Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa
Fleming, David Avery: Emeritus; Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri
Flesner, Brian Kent: Assistant Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Illinois
Flesner, Marcia: Adjunct Instructor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Flink, James Duncan: Assistant Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Master of Arts; University of Missouri
Flink, Jamie Bono: Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism
Flinn, Mark V: Professor; Anthropology; Doctor of Philosophy; Northwestern University
Flint-Garcia, Sherry: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Plant Sciences
Floyd, Randall C: Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; OB, Gyn & Women's Health; Doctor of Medicine; University of Kentucky
Flynn Peters, Kristin Joan: Associate Clinical Professor; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Northwestern University
Folescu, Marina Radiana: Assistant Professor; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Southern California
Foley, Anne-Marie: Director; Vice Provost Undergraduate Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Folk, William: Professor; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University
Folse, Keith Scott: Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of South Florida
Folzenlogen, Darcy D: Emeritus; Medicine-Immunology & Rheumatology
Font-Montgomery, Esperanza Enid: Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health-Endocrinology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Puerto Rico School of Medicine
Ford, Amanda Noelle: Adjunct Instructor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Arkansas - Fayetteville
Ford, Barry Marcel: Assistant Professor; School of Music; Master of Music; University of Missouri
Ford, Holly Beth: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; OB, Gyn & Women's Health; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri
Foreman, Martyn L: Instructor; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Master of Business Admin; Illinois State University
 Forgacs, Gabor: Emeritus; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; Roland Eotvos University
Forrest, Melanie Dawn; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Journalism; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Foster, Brian; Emeritus; Anthropology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Foster, Gregory Mark; Assistant Instructor; Graduate Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Foster, Raymond T; Associate Professor; Ob, Gyn & Women's Health; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Foulkes, Matthew Walton; Associate Professor; Geography; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois

Fousie, Angielee AnneMarie; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Arts; American Public University

Fox, Derek Bradford; Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Michigan State University

Fox, Neil Ian; Associate Professor; ZZZ-School of Natural Resource; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Salford

Fox, Roy F; Emeritus; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University Of Missouri-Columbia

Francis, Jere R; Curators Distinguished Professor; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of New England

Francisco, Benjamin David; Associate Teaching Professor; Child Health-Pulmonary

Franco, Mary Jean; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Master's Degree - 1st entry; Columbia College

Frank, Jerritt J; Associate Professor; History; Doctor of Social Science; The University of Kansas

Franklin, Craig; Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Franklin, JoAnn; Clinical Instructor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Nursing Practice; Saint Louis University

Franklin, Tama Lynn; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Ob, Gyn & Women's Health; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Franz, Alexander W; Assistant Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Kiel University, Germany

Franzel, Sean B; Associate Professor; German & Russian Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Franzese, Christine Blanche; Clinical Professor; Otolaryngology; Doctor of Medicine; The State University of New York Upstate Medical Center

Frappier, Brian Lee; Associate Clinical Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Michigan State University

Fraunfelder, Frederick Web; Professor; Ophthalmology; Doctor of Medicine; Oregon Health and Science University

Frazer, Kevin G; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Frazer, Shellaine R; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Pathology and Anatomical Sci; Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine; AT Still University of Health Sciences

Freelin, Tammy Lee; Clinical Instructor; Social Work; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Freeman, Seth C; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine

Freese, Rebekah Ann; Clinical Instructor; Social Work; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Freese, Sandra Ann; Adjunct Instructor; Accountancy; Bachelor's Degree; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Freidrichs, Jaime Ruth; Adjunct Instructor; Truman School of Pub Affrs Adm; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

French, Brandi Rose; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Neurology; Doctor of Medicine; The University of Kansas

French, Dan Wright; Professor; Finance; Doctor of Philosophy; Louisiana Tech University

Frensenburg, Brad Steven; Assistant Extension Professor; Ag Ext-Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Freund, Stefan R; Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Musical Arts; Eastman School of Music

Frey, Linnea H; Instructor; School of Nursing; Master's Degree; Louisiana State University

Frey, Scott Harold; Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Freyermuth, Robert W; Curators Distinguished Teaching Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; Duke University

Freyermuth, Sharyn K; Associate Teaching Professor; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Duke University

Fried, Gabriel W; Assistant Professor; English; Master of Fine Arts; Columbia University

Friedrichsen, Patricia J; Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; The Pennsylvania State University

Frisby, Craig L; Associate Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley

Frisby, Cynthia M; Professor; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Fritsche, Kevin L; Professor; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Fritschi, Felix Beat; Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Davis

Fritz, Dana R; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Frogg, Elizabeth Marie; Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Frohne, Jennifer Elizabeth; Assistant Clinical Professor; SHP/Health Psychology; Doctor of Philosophy

Frost, Jason Kyle; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Frye, Laura Marie; Clinical Instructor; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Master of Science; Rockhurst University

Frymire, John M; Associate Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Arizona
Fuenfhausen, John Scott: Adjunct Instructor; Journalism; Master of Business Administration; Fontbonne University

Fulcher, Christopher: Assistant Research Professor; Ext Cares; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Fuller, Christopher Todd: Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Master's Degree; Missouri State University

Fuller, Jenna Marie: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree; Northwest Missouri State University

Funkensch, Karen Brents: Specialist; Human Environmental Sci Ext; Master's Degree; Truman State University

Furrer, Jason Lawrence: Assistant Teaching Professor; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Furstenau, Nina: Program Director; Applied Soc Sci Div Admin; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Gaballah, Ayman Hamdy: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Radiology; Doctor of Medicine

Gable, Sara E: Associate Professor; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Doctor of Philosophy; The Pennsylvania State University

Gahl, John Michel: Professor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas Tech University

Gaines, Julia R: Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Musical Arts; The University of Oklahoma

Galambo, Colleen M: Professor; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; The Catholic University of America

Galat, David L: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Natural Resources; Doctor of Philosophy; Colorado State University

Galen, Candace: Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Galen, Jeff A: Associate Teaching Professor; SHP/ Clinical & Diagnostic Sci; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Galluzzi, Fabio: Assistant Research Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Milan

Gallifer, John: Emeritus; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana State University

Galloway, Tabitha Lynn: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Otolaryngology

Galyen, Krista Dawn: Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Ganga, Rama Rao: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Surgery-General; Doctor of Medicine

Gangloff, Karen Ashley: Assistant Teaching Professor; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; Auburn University

Gangopadhyay, Keshab: Adjunct Professor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; Indian Institute of Technology Madras

Gangopadhyay, Shubhra: Professor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; Indian Institute of Technology Madras

Ganley, Brian C: Associate Teaching Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Gann, James R: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Economic Development; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri

Ganong, Lawrence H: Professor; Human Devl & Family Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Ganong, Marilyn Coleman: Emeritus; Human Devl & Family Science; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri

Garcia, Michael Leonard: Associate Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Mayo Clinic College of Medicine

Garcia Vargas, Liliana Patricia: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Endocrinology; Doctor of Medicine

Gardner, David Willmark: Associate Clinical Professor; Medicine-Endocrinology

Gardner, Jayme Samantha: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Student Engagement; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Gardner, Michael Jay: Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Garg, Megha: Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Radiology

Garrett, Elizabeth Ann: Emeritus; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri-Columbia

Garrett, Jennifer Lee: Adjunct Instructor; Academic Dean; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Garrison, Carol Jeanne: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master's Degree; University of Central Missouri

Garrison, Scott Arnold: Associate Teaching Professor; English; Master's Degree; George Mason University

Garton, Bryan L: Associate Dean; Agricultural Ed and Leadership; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Garwood, Elizabeth Ann: Assistant Teaching Professor; Institute for Bioinformatics; Doctor of Technology; Penn State

Gassmann, Walter: Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, San Diego

Gateley, Crystal Aileen: Associate Teaching Professor; SHP/ Occupational Therapy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Gates, Kent S: Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Northwestern University

Gause, Charles Phillip: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis

Gautam, Sandeep: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Cardiology; Doctor of Medicine

Gawenis, Lara Renee: Adjunct Assistant Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy

Gay, John W: Adjunct Associate Professor; Dean - Medical Education; Doctor of Medicine; The University of Iowa

Geary, David C: Curators Distinguished Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Riverside

Geary, Roger Cari: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri

Geisert, Rodney Dean: Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida
Faculty

Gely, Rafael; Professor; Law; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Gentry, Bettina Anne; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Gerardy, Nancy Lynn; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Specialist of Education; University of Missouri

Gerhardt Jr, Howard Carl; Emeritus; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Gerhart, Deborah Louise; Assistant Teaching Professor; SHP/Health Sciences; Master of Public Health; University of Missouri

Gerlt, Scott A; Senior Research Associate; Ag Econ - FAPRI; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Geyer, Elizabeth O; Laboratory Instructor; Human Devl & Family Science; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Gheni, Saba Adnan; Assistant Teaching Professor; Chemical Engineering; Doctor of Engineering; Missouri University of Science and Technology

Ghosh, Jaya; Assistant Program Director; Biological Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pennsylvania

Ghosh, Tushar K; Professor; Chemical Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; Oklahoma State University

Gibler, Michelle M; Clinical Instructor; Physical Medicine & Rehab; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Gibson, Kyle; Teaching Professor; SHP/Physical Therapy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Gibson, Maya C; Assistant Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Gibson, Twyla Gail; Assistant Professor; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Toronto

Gil Pages, Diana; Associate Professor; Surgery-Administration; Doctor of Philosophy; Universidad Autonoma de Madrid

Gilles, Carol; Associate Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Gilles, Jere Lee; Associate Professor; Rural Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Gilliam, Donald Dione; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Social Justice; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Gilliam, Stephanie Nicole; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Bachelor's Degree; Saint Petersburg College

Gillis, Kevin D; Professor; Biological Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University

Gillman, Jason D; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Plant Sciences

Gingerich, Kari Michelle; Assistant Teaching Professor; Accountancy; Master of Accountancy; University of Iowa

Giron, Sonia Eunice; Adjunct Instructor; Psychological Sciences; Bachelor's Degree

Gigliano, Elizabeth A; Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Givan, Scott A; Associate Director; Research Core Facilities; Doctor of Philosophy; University Of Oregon

Givens, Ashley Dawn; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Social Work; Master of Social Work; University of Arkansas

Gizer, Ian R; Associate Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Emory University

Gladson, Jamie Lee; Assistant Clinical Professor; SHP/Clinical & Diagnostic Sci; Master's Degree - 1st entry; Midwestern State University

Glaser, Rainer Ernst; Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley

Glass, Timothy E; Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University

Gleason, Catherine Honore; Associate Teaching Professor; Theatre; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Glendenning, Matthew Ryan; Assistant Professor; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Glenn, Alina Zare; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; University Of Florida

Glick, Elisa Fern; Associate Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; Brown University

Glinskii, Olga V; Assistant Research Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Medicine; Medical Institute-Ukraine

Glinskii, Vladislav; Associate Professor; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Medicine; Chernovtsy Medical University Ukraine

Glise, Anthony Leroy; Assistant Teaching Professor; School of Music; Master's Degree; New England Conservatory of Music

Godwin, Linda Maxine; Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Goeller, Emily Griffard; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Dermatology-Derm; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Goggins, Sean Patrick; Associate Professor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Master's Degree; University of Minnesota

Gold, Michael; Research Professor; ZZZ-Forestry; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University

Golda, Nicholas J; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Dermatology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Southern California

Goldammer, Susan; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Juris Doctor; Indiana University School of L

Goldschmidt, Michael; Associate Teaching Professor; Architectural Studies; Master's Degree; San Francisco Institute of Architecture

Goldschmidt, Steven Richard; Instructor; Mathematics

Goldstein, Christina Lynn; Assistant Professor; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Medicine; McMaster University

Goldstein, David Evan; Emeritus; Child Health; Doctor of Medicine; University of Pittsburgh

Gole, Hope Kara; Assistant Research Professor; Dermatology-Derm; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri-Columbia

Golemboski, David William; Post Doctoral Fellow; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Georgetown University
Golmant, Ruth Cohen; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Arts; George Washington University

Golomb, Miriam W; Emeritus; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley

Gomez, Francisco Gustavo; Associate Professor; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Gompper, Matthew E; Professor; ZZZ-School of Natural Resource; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Tennessee

Goodman, Judith C; Associate Dean; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago

Goodman, Karene Marie; Clinical Instructor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri - St. Louis

Gopalakrishna, Ganesh; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Psychiatry

Gopalakrishna, Srinath; Professor; Marketing; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Gopalaratnam, Vellore S; Professor; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Northwestern University

Gordon, James Edward; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Journalism; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; Hendrix College

Gordon, Matthew J; Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Gorham, Jennie L; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Physical Medicine & Rehab; Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine; KCCOMB

Gossett, Kelly Christine; Adjunct Instructor; Social Work; Master of Social Work; University of Missouri

Gotberg, Brook E; Associate Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; Harvard Law School

Gotlib, Jacob S; Director; School of Music; Doctor of Philosophy; University at Buffalo, The State University of New York

Gov-Ari, Eliav; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Otolaryngology; Doctor of Medicine; Technion, Israel

Gov-Ari, Hanna Klara; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; Israeli Institute of Technology

Govindarajan, Raghav; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Neurology; Doctor of Medicine

Gowdy, Mary Ann; Assistant Teaching Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Oklahoma State University

Goyal, Munish Kumar; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Neurology; Doctor of Medicine; DMC Ludhiana, India

Goyne, Keith William; Professor; School of Natural Resources; Doctor of Philosophy; The Pennsylvania State University

Grafakos, Loukas; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Los Angeles

Graham, Charles Nathaniel; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; Columbia College

Graham, David Ellis; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education

Graham, Kerri Ann; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; William Woods University

Grant, David A; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Bioengineering

Grant, Sheila Ann; Professor; Bioengineering; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

Grashuis, Jasper; Post Doctoral Fellow; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry

Graves, Stephen Charles; Post Doctoral Fellow; Black Studies Program; Doctor of Philosophy; Howard University

Gray, Aaron D; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Orthopaedic Surgery

Gray, Bethany Rachelle; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Veterinary Medicine; Master of Business Admin; Wayne State University

Gray, Laura Elizabeth; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Doctor of Philosophy; Capella University

Greber, Jamie Corryn; Assistant Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Green, James Robert; Adjunct Associate Professor; Ob, Gyn & Women's Health; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Green, James Ryan; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Journalism

Green, Jonathan Andrew; Associate Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Greene, Robert Allison; Assistant Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Master of Fine Arts; The City College of New York

Greene, Russell Clayton; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Industrial/Mfg Sys Engr; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Greenlief, C Michael; Associate Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Greenwood, B K; Associate Professor; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Greer, Kenyatta Bernard; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Arts; American College of Education

Greer Rice, Tracy Kay; Assistant Research Professor; Applied Soc Sci Div Admin; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Gregory, Gretchen Anne; Instructor; School of Nursing; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Gregory, Rabi A; Associate Professor; Religious Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Greimann, Beth Marie; Assistant Instructor; Vice Provost for International Programs; Master of Education; Ashford University

Greitens, Sheena Elise; Assistant Professor; Political Science; Doctor of Social Science; Harvard University

Grider, Chris; Instructor; School of Nursing; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Griffith, Samuel Vincent; Assistant Teaching Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Musical Arts; University of Colorado Boulder

Grigsby, Mary; Emeritus; Rural Sociology; Doctor of Social Science; University of Missouri
Grillo, Anthony P; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Ophthalmology; Doctor of Medicine; University of CA - Los Angeles

Grim, Autumn Monique; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Master of Public Health; Saint Louis University

Grisanti, Laurel Ann; Assistant Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of North Dakota

Grobo, Megan Elizabeth; Post Doctoral Fellow; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery

Groh, Ashley Marie; Assistant Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign

Grolemund, Rebecca Beatrice; Assistant Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; Université Lyon 2, France

Groom, Kathryn Maureen; Clinical Instructor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri - Columbia

Gruen, Ingolf Uwe; Associate Professor; Food Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Gruner, Barbara A; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health-Hematology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Grupe, Gregory A; Adjunct Instructor; Academic Dean; Specialist of Education; University of Missouri

Gruzdev, Vitaly; Assistant Research Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; S.I. Vavilov State Optical Institute

Gu, Chao; Associate Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Gu, Li-Qun; Professor; Biological Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; Nankai University

Gu, Zezong; Associate Professor; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path

Gu, Zonghua; Assistant Professor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Guibera, Christopher C; Assistant Professional Practice Professor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Gubrium, Jaber Fandy; Emeritus; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; Wayne State University

Guess, Trent M; Associate Professor; SHP/Physical Therapy; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Kansas

Guest, Yvonne Mae; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; MOI Therapies; Doctor of Physical Therapy; University of Missouri - Colum

Guha, Suchismita; Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; Arizona State University

Guidoboni, Gioavanna; Professor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; Universita' di Ferrara

Guilliams, Donald Joseph; Resident Instructor; ZZZ-Computer Science; Master of Business Admin; Saint Louis University

Guinn, Jeffrey A; Adjunct Instructor; Hospitality Management; Master of Science

Gull, Tamara Browsey; Associate Clinical Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Gunn, Victoria; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Dermatology; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Gunther, Cathy V; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Honors College; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Utah

Guntur, Vamsi P; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; Saint George's University

Guo, Huatao; Assistant Professor; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Guo, Yicheng; Assistant Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Massachusetts

Gupta, Bina; Emeritus; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; Southern Illinois University-Carbondale

Gupta, Sumit Kumar; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Medicine; University of Toronto

Gupta, Vijay Kumar; Assistant Teaching Professor; Chemical Engineering; Doctor of Science; Washington University in Saint Louis

Gurd, Sean Alexander; Professor; Ancient Mediterranean Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Toronto

Gusov, Timur; Clinical Instructor; Medicine Hospitalist; Doctor of Medicine; moscow MEDical Academy after Sechenov

Gutwein, Laura Lynn; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor’s Degree - 1st entry; William Paterson University

Guyette, Richard; Emeritus; School of Natural Resources; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Ha-Brookshire, Jung Eun; Associate Professor; Textile and Apparel Mgmt; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina at Greensboro

Habibi, Javad; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Medicine-Endocrinology; Doctor of Philosophy

Hacioglu, Aycan; Assistant Teaching Professor; Chemical Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Hackley, Steven A; Associate Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Haenchen, Steven Lee; Adjunct Instructor; Accountancy; Master of Business Admin; University of Kansas

Hagan, Catherine Elizabeth; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of California, Davis

Hagely, Katherine B; Instructor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Hager, Nora Lynn; Instructor; Human Devl & Family Science; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Haglund, Kristofer; Dean; SHP/Health Psychology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Alabama at Birmingham

Haglund, Lindsey N; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Health Professions; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Hahn, Bumsuk; Associate Professor; Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; Pohang University of Science and Technology
Hahn, Shelby Ross; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine

Hahn Cover, Kristin; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine Hospitalist; Doctor of Medicine; The University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas

Hainsworth, Dean P; Professor; Ophthalmology

Halldom, Timothy Lee; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Center Geospatial Intelligence; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Halabi, Sam Foster; Associate Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; Harvard University

Hale, Amanda Sue; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Specialty Surgical Services; Registered Nurse

Halenda, Stephen P; Associate Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Medical College of Virginia

Hall, Cheryl L; Associate Teaching Professor; English; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Hall, Damon Meredith; Assistant Professor; School of Natural Resources; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Hall, Daniel Yves; Adjunct Associate Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri

Hall, Emily Christine; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri - St. Louis

Hall, Jamie Boswell; Assistant Teaching Professor; SHP/Physical Therapy; Doctor of Physical Therapy; Des Moines University

Hall, John R; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Psychiatry; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Hall, Megan Edina; Assistant Research Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Halsey, Julia Struble; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine Hospitalist; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Hamilton, Marcus John; Post Doctoral Fellow; Anthropology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Hamilton, Stacey A; Instructor; Animal Science

Hammer, Richard David; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Medicine; Medical University of South Carolina

Hammock, Lenoara Anne; Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism

Hammond, Karl Daniel; Assistant Professor; Chemical Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Massachusetts Amherst

Hammond, Kelsey Wanonah; Adjunct Assistant Professor; School of Visual Studies; Master of Arts; Academy of Art University

Hammond, Ghassan M; Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; The University of New Mexico

Han, Xu; Assistant Research Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Kentucky

Hander, Trisha; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Northern Iowa

Hanneken, Daniel Joseph; Adjunct Instructor; Social Work; Master of Social Work; University of Missouri

Hannink, Mark; Professor; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, San Diego

Hans, Chetan Parkash; Assistant Professor; Medicine-Cardiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Panjab University, Chandigarh India

Hansen, Benjamin Jacob; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Medicine; University of Utah

Hanson, Brenda M; Adjunct Instructor; School of Nursing; Master of Nursing; University of Missouri

Haususcin, Deborah L; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University Bloomington

Hao, Hong; Assistant Research Professor; Medicine-Cardiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Queen's university, Canada

Harcharras, Asma; Associate Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Pierre-and-Marie-Curie University - Paris VI

Hard, Christopher D; Professor; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Cincinnati

Harding, Gareth; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Journalism

Hardy, Justin A; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Military Science

Hargis, Ardyth Dale; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Hargrove, Marilyn Sanford; Adjunct Associate Professor; SHP/Physical Therapy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Harl, Margaret Raenna; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Academic Dean; Master of Arts; Truman State University

Harmata, Michael; Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Harms, Aaron A; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Learning Center; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Harper, Rachel P; Associate Director; Honors College; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Harper Morris, Casandra Elena; Associate Professor; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Los Angeles

Harre, Edward J; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Master of Business Administration; University of Missouri

Harris, Catharine Jean; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health-Genetics; Doctor of Medicine; Medical College of Ohio

Harris, Gary Allen; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Specialist of Education; University of Missouri

Harris, Michael Curt; Adjunct Instructor; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Harris, Robin Christine; Associate Dean; School of Nursing; Doctor of Nursing Practice; Rush University

Harrison, Sheri-Marie Laura; Associate Professor; English; Bachelor's Degree; University of Miami

Harrison, William L; Associate Professor; ZZZ-Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Harry, Bruce E: Emeritus; Psychiatry; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Harstad, Ronald M: Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pennsylvania

Hart, Eric S: Associate Clinical Professor; SHP/Health Psychology; Doctor of Philosophy; Adler School of Professional Psychology

Hart, Jennifer Lynn: Associate Vice Chancellor; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Arizona

Hart, Marcia L: Assistant Research Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Hart, Rebecca Lynne: Clinical Instructor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Master of Social Work; University of Missouri-Columbia

Hartle, Jowella Anne: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Hasan, Syed Muhammad: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine

Haselswerdt, Jacob Burton: Assistant Professor; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; George Washington University

Haslag, Joseph H: Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Southern Methodist University

Hassler, Eileen Mary: Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Central Oklahoma

Hastings, Christopher James: Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Memphis

Hastings, Michelle Renee: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri-Columbia

Hatton, Heather Lea: Assistant Research Professor; Special Education; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Hausman, Timothy A: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Advancement; Doctor of Philosophy

Hawk, William A: Emeritus; VP Undergraduate Studies; Master of Fine Arts; Washington University

Hawley, Erin Morrow: Associate Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; Yale University

Hawley, Kristin M: Associate Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri-Columbia

Hawthorne, Marion Fred: Professor; Radiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Los Angeles

Hayes, Alisa Kristine: Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Emergency Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Hayes, Karen Diana: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SHP Dean's Ofc-Student Affairs; Bachelor of Arts; University of Missouri

Hayes, Rebecca Joy: Program Director; English; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University

Hazelbauer, Gerald L: Emeritus; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Hdeib, Moses M: Clinical Professor; SHP/Clinical & Diagnostic Sci; Doctor of Medicine; Carol Davila University

He, Hong S: Professor; ZZZ-School of Natural Resource; Doctor of Philosophy; Chinese Academy of Sciences

He, Zhihai: Professor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Santa Barbara

He, Zhuoqiong: Professor; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Headrick Setzer, Linda: Emeritus; Medicine-General Internal; Doctor of Medicine; Stanford University School of Medicine

Heare, Joanna Megan: Associate Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Arizona

Heath, Tanya Suzanne: Adjunct Instructor; Journalism

Hecker, Melinda Michelle: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine

Hedlund, Aaron Douglas: Assistant Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pennsylvania

Hees, Charles Kenneth: Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; Southern Illinois University Carbondale

Heesch, Cheryl M: Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio

Heese-Peck, Antje: Associate Professor; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University

Hegger, Joseph D: Assistant Teaching Professor; Finance; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Heidari, Manijeh B: Senior Research Associate; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Heidt, Jonathan W: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Emergency Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; Washington University

Heiman, Suzette T: Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Master's Degree; Truman State University

Heine, Anne Gray: Instructor; School of Nursing; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Heise, David A: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Heiss, Andrea Brandenburg: Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Heller, Adam D: Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oxford

Helphingstine, Cynthia J: Program Director; Biological Engineering; Doctor of MicroBiology; University of Missouri

Hemmann, Corene Lynne: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Mizzou Therapy - Providence; Doctor of Physical Therapy; University of MO - Columbia

Hemmelgarn, Hannah Lea: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Natural Resources; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; Truman State University

Hempen, Amy Raeshell: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Henderson, Scott A: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online

Henderson, SherryL LaVon: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Biological Science; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry
Henderson, Whitney Lee; Assistant Clinical Professor; SHP/Occupational Therapy; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Henderson Kelley, Laura E; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-General Internal; Doctor of Medicine; Wayne State University School of Medicine

Hendrickson, Mary K; Assistant Professor; Rural Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Henegar, Jeffrey R; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Office of Research; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Heng, Xiao; Assistant Professor; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Howard Hughes Medical Institute at University of Maryland, Baltimore

Henness, Steven A; Associate Extension Professional; Youth & 4-H; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Hennessy, Sean Michael; Adjunct Instructor; School of Music

Hennkens, Heather Marie; Assistant Research Professor; Research Reactor; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University

Henrickson, Celeste N; Instructor; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley

Henry, Carolyn J; Dean; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Auburn University

Hensel, Brian K; Assistant Teaching Professor; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Hensley, Ian Maurer; Visiting Assistant Professor; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Hensley, Melissa Miller; Adjunct Instructor; Marketing; Master of Science; University of Texas at Arlington

Henson, Charles Dewayne; Teaching Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; Georgetown University

Henzl, Michael T; Emeritus; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Herde, Mary Josephine; Assistant Instructor; VP for International Programs; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Heredia, Adriana Carolina; Post Doctoral Fellow - Teaching; School of Music; Doctor of Musical Arts; University of Michigan

Heringman, Noah I; Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; Harvard University

Herman, Benjamin Clement; Associate Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

Herman, Keith C; Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Hermsen, Joan M; Associate Professor; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Maryland

Herrman, Brandi Lee; Adjunct Instructor; Journalism; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Herron, Lindsey Kelly; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Hertel, Laura Jane; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Natural Resources; Bachelor's Degree; University of Wisconsin - Stevens Point

Hervey, Elizabeth I; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online

Herzog, David L; Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; Temple University

Herzog, Melissa J; Assistant Research Professor; Human Devl & Family Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Arizona State University

Hessemann, Laura Ellen; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health-Nephrology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Hessemann, Nathan P; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Ophthalmology; Doctor of Medicine

Hessler, Richard M; Emeritus; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pittsburgh

Heston, Dawn M; Assistant Teaching Professor; Romance Languages & Literature; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Hibbard, Bruce E; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Colorado State University

Hicks, Lanis Lucille; Emeritus; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Higashi, Yusuke; Assistant Research Professor; Medicine-Cardiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Tokyo

Higginbotham, Holly; Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Higgs, Graham Egerton; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Tennessee - Knoxville

Hiles, Sara Shipley; Assistant Professional Practice Professor; Journalism

Hill, Cheryl A; Assistant Teaching Professor; Path & Anat Sci - Anatomy; Doctor of Philosophy

Hill, Michael Andrew; Director; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Melbourne

Hill, Timothy David; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of College of Business; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Hillemann, Linda K; Clinical Instructor; Social Work; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Hillman, Laura Smith; Emeritus; Child Health-Administration; Doctor of Medicine; Yale University

Hillman, Richard E; Emeritus; Child Health-Genetics; Doctor of Medicine; Yale University

Hinkel, Lora Renee; Adjunct Instructor; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Hinnant, Amanda L; Associate Professor; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; Northwestern University

Hinojosa, Mark Steven; Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; Pepperdine University

Hinton, Pamela S; Associate Professor; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Hippenmeyer, Paul J; Adjunct Instructor; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; Saint Louis University

Ho, Dominic King; Professor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; Chinese University of Hong Kong
Hoang, Hoa Thi; Senior Research Associate; Ag Econ - FAPRI; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Hoard, Mary Katharine; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Hobbs, Joseph John; Professor; Geography; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Hoberek, Andrew P; Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago

Hockman, Kristen Michelle; Associate Teaching Professor; Accountancy; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Hodson, Mary Frances; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Theatre; Master of Fine Arts; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Hoehne, Jessica Dawn; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Staffing Support Services; Registered Nurse

Hoer, Jonathan Paul; Instructor; Applied Soc Sci Div Admin; Master of Education; University of Missouri - Columbia

Hoernschemeyer, Daniel Gerard; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Orthopaedic Surgery

Hofmann, Kimberly Gay; Emeritus; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Philosophy; Univ of Missouri

Hoffman, Timothy; Professor; Medicine; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Hofmann, Hunter V; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Pulmonary & Environ

Hofmann, Steven; Curators Distinguished Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Hogan, Jared Steven; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Enrollment Mgmt Communication; Bachelor's Degree - 2nd entry; University of Missouri - Schoo

Hogan, Rosemary Grace; Associate Clinical Professor; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri

Hogan, Timothy; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Philosophy; University Of Missouri-Columb

Holan, Scott Harold; Professor; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Holley, Colleen Evelyn; Adjunct Instructor; Human Devl & Family Science; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Holliday, Casey Monahan; Associate Professor; Path & Anat Sci - Anatomy; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Holliday, Gregory A; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Intercollegiate Athletics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Holman, J Martin; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; German & Russian Studies; Master's Degree; University of California, Berkeley

Holmgrav, Darcy Elizabeth; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Honors College; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Holtmeyer, Michelle Rae; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Arts; St. Mary’s University

Hook, Brianna Swann; Lecturer; International programs; Master's Degree; Oklahoma State University

Hoque, Khaza Anuarul; Assistant Professor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; Concordia University

Horisk, Claire S; Associate Professor; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Horn, Alex Burdett; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of College of Business; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Horn, Hope Miller; Adjunct Instructor; School of Business; Bachelor's Degree; Brown University

Hornbeck, Elizabeth Jean; Assistant Teaching Professor; ZZZ-Art History & Classical Ar; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Santa Barbara

Horner, Joe L; Specialist; Ag Ext-Social Sciences; Master of Agriculture; University of CA, Davis

Horner, William Thomas; Teaching Professor; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Horstman, Haley Ann; Assistant Professor; Communication; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska - Lincoln

Horstmeier, Robin Leann; Adjunct Instructor; Human Devl & Family Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Oklahoma State University

Horton, Kendra Anne; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Horvitz, Beverly Jane; Assistant Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Horvitz, Mark Harris; Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; The University of Texas at Austin

Horwitz, Bruce; Assistant Clinical Professor; Psychiatry

Hosokawa, Michael Charles; Professor; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Education; University of Oregon

Houghton, Howard Louis; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Psychiatry; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri - Kansas City

Houston, John Brian; Associate Professor; Communication; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Oklahoma

Howald, Timothy Michael; Adjunct Instructor; Finance; Master of Accountancy; Univ of Mo - St. Louis

Howe, John S; Professor; Finance; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Howe, Timothy E; Associate Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Musical Arts; University of Nebraska - Lincoln

Hovenstine, Debra A; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine

Howes, William Seth; Assistant Professor; German & Russian Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan-Ann Arbor

Howland, Jane L; Teaching Professor; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Hoyt, Daniel Seth; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Surgery-Urology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri
Hoyt-Vail, Martinina Louise: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Career Center; Bachelor's; University of Missouri
Hsieh, Fu Hung: Emeritus; Bioengineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota
Hsu, Albert Li: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Ob, Gyn & Women's Health; Doctor of Medicine; Albert Einstein College of Medicine
Hsu, Hsun-Ta: Assistant Professor; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy
Hu, Zhiqiang: Professor; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Connecticut
Huang, Francis Howard: Assistant Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Virginia
Huang, Guoliang: Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Alberta
Huang, Kan: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Hematology & Oncology; Doctor of Medicine; Guangxi Medical University
Hubbart, Jason A: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Natural Resources; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Idaho
Huber, Dawn Heather: Assistant Clinical Professor; SHP/Health Psychology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa
Hudson, Candace L: Clinical Instructor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Nursing Practice; Chamberlain College of Nursing
Hudson, Fraser Berkley: Associate Professor; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Hudson, LeGreta: Assistant Teaching Professor; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Master's Degree; Illinois State University
Hudson, Stanton T: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Medicine Center for Health Policy; Master of Arts; University of Missouri
Hudson Weems, Clenora: Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa
Huelsbergen, Deborah L: Curators Distinguished Professor; ZZZ-Art; Master of Fine Arts; Iowa State University
Hughes, Dana N: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SHP/Health Sciences; Master's Degree; University of Michigan
Hultbert, Anna E: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine
Hull, Angela Marie: Assistant Teaching Professor; Truman School of Pub Affrs Adm; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Hull, Greta Thompson: Assistant Clinical Professor; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Master's Degree; University of Missouri
Hume, Deborah Louise: Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Humfeld, Sarah Conditt: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Natural Resources; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Huneycutt, Lois L: Associate Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Santa Barbara
Hunt, Heather K: Associate Professor; Biological Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy
Hunt-Carter, Erin Elizabeth: Adjunct Instructor; Psychological Sciences
Hunter, Mark Ira: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Ob, Gyn & Women's Health
Huntley, John W: Assistant Professor; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Hurst, Nathan Gregory: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Thompson Center; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University Of Missouri-Columbia
Hurst, Robin D: Associate Teaching Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Hurt, Douglas Allan: Assistant Teaching Professor; Geography; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Oklahoma
Husain, Syed Arshad: Emeritus; Psychiatry
Husted, Kristofer Hoagnelson: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; FM Station; Master's Degree; Northwestern University
Hutcheson, Kyle David: Assistant Teaching Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Georgia
Hutcheson, Laura Elyse: Clinical Instructor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Mississippi State University
Hutchinson, Sandy L: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri
Hutchinson, Alisa G: Clinical Instructor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri
Hutson, Andrew Hargrove: Adjunct Assistant Professor; SHP/Health Sciences; Master's Degree; University of Missouri
Huxley, Virginia H: Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Virginia
Hwang, Tzyh Chang: Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Johns Hopkins University
Hyder, Salman M: Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Glasgow
Hysong, Christopher Robert: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master's Degree; University of Missouri
Ibdah, Jamal A: Professor; Medicine-Gastroenterology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Jordan
Ifshin, Barbara Elaine: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Journalism; Master of Business Administration; Columbia University
Ilboudo, Christelle Martyse: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Hlth-Infectious Disease; Doctor of Medicine; University of Nebraska Medical
Ingraham, Nissa: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis
Ingram, Ellis Andrew: Emeritus; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Medicine; University of Michigan
Inniss, Enos C: Assistant Teaching Professor; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Notre Dame
Ireton, Sean M: Associate Professor; German & Russian Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Washington
Irwin, Jamie Ann: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master's Degree; Truman State University
Islam, Naz E; Professor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Ispa, Jean Mona; Emeritus; Human Devl & Family Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Itagaki, Lynn Mie; Associate Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Los Angeles

Ithman, Muaid Hilmi; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Psychiatry

Iverson, Candace Jacob; Adjunct Instructor; Social Work; Master of Social Work; Washington University

Ivey, Patrick Alton; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Ivey, Starla Lynn; Assistant Teaching Professor; Personal Financial Planning; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Ivy, Tristan Dior; Assistant Professor; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University

Iyer, Shankar Subramanian; Assistant Research Professor; Dean - Medical Education; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Bombay

Izaguirre, Enrique; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Nuclear Science Engr Institute

Jackson, Daniel Lee; Assistant Professor; Ob, Gyn & Women's Health; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Jackson, Shawwna Dianne; Adjunct Instructor; Nursing - General; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Jackson-Thompson, Jeannette; Adjunct Associate Professor; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Jacobson, Brad Martin; Assistant Instructor; VP for International Programs

Jacoby, William A; Associate Professor; Biological Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Colorado Boulder

Jahan, Sultana; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Psychiatry

Jahnke, Isa; Associate Professor; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; TU Dortmund University, German

Jakubovskis, Aldis; Assistant Teaching Professor; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of MO - St. Louis

James, Alexandra Frances; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health-Gen & Ambulatory

James, Harvey S; Professor; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University

James Kracke, Marilyn R; Associate Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of British Columbia

Jamme, Amy Linn; Visiting Instructor; International programs; Master of Arts; University of Central Missouri

Janes, William Edward; Assistant Research Professor; SHP/Occupational Therapy; Doctor in Occupational Therapy; Washington University

Jarosiewicz, Victor Esteban; Visiting Professor; Finance; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Jarstad, John Steven; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Ophthalmology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Washington Seattle

Jeanetta, Stephen C; Associate Extension Professor; Social Sciences CD; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri - St. Louis

Jefferson, Urneka Taylor; Assistant Professor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; Saint Louis University

Jenner, Michael Mollet; Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Jepson, Steven Baker; Assistant Teaching Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Musical Arts; University of Iowa

Jerome Beckmann, Carla; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Human Env Sci; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Jenny II, Robert H; Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Michigan

Ji, Tieming; Assistant Professor; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

Ji, Yan; Assistant Research Professor; Medicine-Cardiology; Doctor of Medicine; Shanghai Jiao Tong University

JIJi, Renee Denise; Associate Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Arizona State University

Jia, Guanghong; Assistant Professor; Medicine-Endocrinology; Doctor of Philosophy; Huazhong University of Science & Technology

Jiang, Lin; Assistant Professor; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; Georgia Institute of Technology

Jobst, Louis Aloysius; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Liberal Arts; Saint Louis University

Johannesen, Eric; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine; AT Still University of Health Sciences

John, Chad M; Adjunct Instructor; Accountancy; Master of Accountancy; Florida Atlantic University

Johnson, Bradley Alan; Adjunct Instructor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Johnson, Brett Gregory; Assistant Professor; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Johnson, Danielle K; Adjunct Instructor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Johnson, Diane Elizabeth; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Specialist of Education; Missouri Baptist University

Johnson, Gary Steven; Associate Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Minnesota

Johnson, Gayle Christie; Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington State University

Johnson, Harold Albert; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Radiology; Doctor of Medicine; UNC - Chapel Hill

Johnson, Jeffrey D; Associate Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University at Albany

Johnson, Joseph W; Associate Professor; ZZZ Art; Master of Fine Arts; Massachusetts College of Art
Johnson, Kandice K; Clinical Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri

Johnson, Laura Elizabeth; Assistant Teaching Professor; Path & Anat Sci - Anatomy; Doctor of Philosophy; Duke University

Johnson, Marc C; Professor; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; Oregon State University

Johnson, Philip J; Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Bristol

Johnson, Quinn Lamar; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Medicine; Saint Louis University

Johnson, Rebecca A; Professor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Iowa

Johnson, Richard A; Professor; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Johnson, Robert N; Professor; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Johnson, Thomas G; Emeritus; Ag Ext-Social Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Oregon State University

Johnson, Victoria L; Associate Professor; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Davis

Johnson Moxley, Melanie K; Adjunct Instructor; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Johnston Jr, Joseph Andrew; Emeritus; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Johnston, Laura C; Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Master of Journalism; University of Missouri

Johnston, Nicole Ruth; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Textile and Apparel Mgmt; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Johnston Jr, Joseph Andrew; Emeritus; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Jones, Cason H; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Health Professions; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Jones, Catherine Messick; Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine Hospitalist; Doctor of Medicine; The University of North Carolina

Jones, Cynthia Lou; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Jones, Jennifer Lynne; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; Lesley University

Jones, John Richard; Emeritus; ZZZ-Fisheries & Wildlife Scien; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

Jones, Keri Champion; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; eMints National Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of MO-Columbia

Jones, Marlene B; Adjunct Instructor; Food Science; Master of Science

Jones, Nathan Allan; Adjunct Associate Professor; Law; Juris Doctor

Jones, Nicole Elyse; Post Doctoral Fellow; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Jorgensen, Jeffrey Brian; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Otolaryngology; Doctor of Medicine; Vanderbilt University

Jose, Shibu; Director; ZZZ-School of Natural Resource; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Josey, Christopher Steven; Visiting Assistant Professor; Communication; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois

Joshi, Trupti Subhash; Assistant Professor; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Judy, Megan Elizabeth; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; TV Station; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Jun, Bokkwan; Assistant Professor; Ophthalmology; Doctor of Medicine

Jurczyk, Michael; Associate Professor; ZZZ-Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Stuttgart

Jurisson, Silvia S; Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Cincinnati

Juzkwi, Irene Ann; Instructor; International programs; Master's Degree; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Kabrick, John M; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Natural Resources; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Kahng, SungWoo; Associate Professor; SHP/Health Psychology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Kaili, Jussuf Thomas; Assistant Professor; Surgery-Cardiothoracic; Doctor of Philosophy

Kaiser, Helmut; Research Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; Technische Universitaet-Vienna

Kalaitzandonakes, Nicholas; Professor; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Kalapinski, Angelica Ann; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Library Science; University of Missouri

Kallenbach, Robert L; Assistant Dean; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas Tech University

Kalogeris, Theodore John; Assistant Research Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Davis

Kammerich, Mark Alan; Adjunct Instructor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Central Missouri

Kampelman, Janine Agnes; Clinical Instructor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; Saint Louis University

Kanaley, Jill A; Professor; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Kane, Kevin Yuri; Associate Dean; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; Creighton University

Kang, Xunlei; Assistant Professor; Medicine-Cardiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Shanghai Jiaotong universtivery, school of medicine

Kannan, Raghuraman; Associate Professor; Radiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Indian Institute of Science

Kanne, Stephen Michael; Director; SHP/Health Psychology; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University

Kantor, Jeff Lawrence; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health-Gastroenterology; Doctor of Medicine; Thomas Jefferson University

Kaplan, David M; Assistant Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, San Diego
Kaplan, Joel Max; Adjunct Instructor; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Master's Degree; Pepperdine University
Kapp, Julie M; Associate Professor; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; Saint Louis University
Karagiannis, Michael H; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University Of Missouri-Columbia
Karian, Stephen Edwin; Associate Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison
Karnia, Wendy Elizabeth; Adjunct Instructor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Illinois
Karthas, Ilyana; Associate Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; Brown University
Karuparthi, Poorna Rajasekhar; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Medicine-Cardiology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri Hospital and Clinics
Katti, Kate P; Professor; Radiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Indian Institute of Science
Kattikat, Soumya Paul; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health-Endocrinology; Doctor of Medicine; Medical College Thiruvananthapuram
Katz, Martin L; Professor; Ophthalmology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Santa Cruz
Kaussen, Valerie M; Associate Professor; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Santa Cruz
Kay, Jacquelyn; Assistant Teaching Professor; Romance Languages & Literature; Master's Degree; University of Missouri
Kaylen, Myoung Lee; Associate Teaching Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Kazic, Toni; Associate Professor; ZZZ-Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pennsylvania
Kearnsey, Michael Wayne; Assistant Professor; Dean of Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Kansas
Keegan, Kevin G; Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri
Keeler, Meghan C; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online
Keely, Jennifer Loraine; Assistant Clinical Professor; SHP/Clinical & Diagnostic Sci; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri
Keene, Anthony Eugene; Adjunct Instructor; Marketing; Master of Business Admin; Fontbonne University
Keene, Charles W; Associate Teaching Professor; Marketing; Doctor of Education; University of MO-Columbia
Keene, Michael Paul; Adjunct Instructor; Hospitality Management; Master of Agriculture; University of Missouri
Keene, Misty Suzanne; Assistant Instructor; VP for International Programs; Bachelor's Degree; Fontbonne University
Keeney, James A; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Medicine; Washington University
Keiser, Lael R; Professor; H S Truman School of Pub Affrs; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee
Keithahn, Stephen Timothy; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-General Internal; Doctor of Medicine; Duke University
Kellar, Chieko; Adjunct Instructor; German & Russian Studies; Bachelor's Degree; Tokyo University of Foreign Studies
Keller, James M; Curators Distinguished Professor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Keller, Kimberly Jean; Assistant Research Professor; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Keller, Steven W; Associate Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley
Kelley, Carole S; Clinical Instructor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Central Oklahoma
Kelley, Cheryl A; Emeritus; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Kelley, Dennis Francis; Associate Professor; Religious Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Santa Barbara
Kelley, Elizabeth Spencer; Assistant Professor; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Doctor of Philosophy; Vanderbilt University
Kelley, Kate Stockton; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Master's Degree; University of Missouri
Kelley, Ronald B; Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Kelly, Martha M; Associate Professor; German & Russian Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University
Kelly, Michael John; Instructor; Hospitality Management; Master of Business Admin; University of Phoenix
Kelly, Michael Joseph; Emeritus; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin
Keltner, Riley Noelle; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Arts; Truman State University
Kennedy, George; Emeritus; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Kennelly, Sean Michael; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Arts; Roosevelt University
Kerl, Marie Eugenia; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Veterinary Medicine; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Auburn University
Kerley, Monty S; Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois
Kerman, Mary Alexis; Instructor; School of Natural Resources; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri
Kern, Andrew E; Assistant Teaching Professor; Finance; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Kerns, John Gerald; Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Kerr, Elizabeth A; Clinical Instructor; School of Nursing; Master of Science; University of Alabama at Birmingham
Kerr, Gary; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Military Science
Kerridge, Bonnie Daria: Adjunct Assistant Professor; Multidisciplinary Programs; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Kerwin, William J: Associate Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Kester, Kimberly Denise: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Specialist of Education; Northcentral University

Kesterson, Jacob P: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Emergency Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Kesterson, Julia Marie: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health-Hospitalist; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Key, Elisabeth Elaine: Assistant Dean; Law; Juris Doctor; Northwestern University

Kfuri Jr, Mauricio: Associate Professor; Orthopaedic Surgery; Associate Degree; School of Medicine of Ribeirão Preto - University of São Paulo

Khairallah, Joelle: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Health Professions; Master of Science; Western Illinois University

Khaleel, Nabila I: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health

Khan, Erum Z: Adjunct Instructor; Psychiatry; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Khan, Shaji Ahmed: Assistant Professor; Mgmt. Info Systems Area; Doctor of Philosophy; Univ. of Missouri St Louis

Khan, Soly Remo: Adjunct Instructor; School of Nursing; Master of Nursing; UMC

Khan, Uzma Zubair: Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Endocrinology; Doctor of Medicine; Aga Khan University

Khanna, Ramesh: Professor; Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Bombay

Khanna, Sanjeev K: Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Khare, Sharad: Associate Professor; Medicine-Gastroenterology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Kanpur

Khatri, Naresh: Associate Professor; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; University at Buffalo, The State University of New York

Khurana, Inder K: Professor; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; Arizona State University

Kiburz, Douglas William: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Medicine; University of Nebraska

Kidd, Joseph Benton: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Museum of Art & Archaeology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Kiger, Sam A: Emeritus; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Kil, Kun-Eek: Assistant Research Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; Stony Brook University, The State University of New York

Kile, Lora Lee: Adjunct Instructor; Religious Studies; Master of Arts; University Of Missouri-Columbia

Kilgus, Stephen Patrick: Associate Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Connecticut

Killoren, Sarah E: Assistant Professor; Human Devl & Family Science

Kim, Dae Young: Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Louisiana State University

Kim, Dae-Young: Associate Professor; Food Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Kim, Jaewoo: Assistant Research Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Yeungnam University

Kim, Jong Bum: Assistant Professor; Architectural Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Kim, Jung Hyup: Assistant Professor; Industrial/Mfg Sys Engr; Doctor of Engineering; The Pennsylvania State University

Kim, Kihyung: Assistant Teaching Professor; Industrial/Mfg Sys Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Kim, Min Soon: Assistant Research Professor; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Kim, Sang Soon: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Vice Provost for International Programs

Kim, So Mi: Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Georgia

Kim, Yong Jae: Visiting Scholar; VP for International Programs; Doctor of Science; University of Missouri

Kimchi, Eric Tzvi: Associate Professor; Surgery-Surgical Oncology; Doctor of Medicine; The Pennsylvania State University College of Medicine

Kimmey, Stephanie Michai: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Learning Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Kimura, Andrea Lynn: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Student Health Center; Master of Education; University of Missouri

King, Carroll J: Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health Critical Care; Doctor of Medicine; Northwestern Medical School

King, Elizabeth Griep: Assistant Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California-Riverside

King, Gavin M: Associate Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; Harvard University

King, Karen Emily: Assistant Teaching Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; Dartmouth College

King, Kevin Grenville: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Naval Science; Master of Arts; Naval War College

King, LaGarrett Jarriel: Assistant Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

King, Laura A: Curators Distinguished Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California-Davis

King, Wilma: Emeritus; Black Studies Program; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University Bloomington

King Ill, Dana M: Adjunct Assistant Professor; Otolaryngology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Kingsley, Laurie Ellen: Associate Teaching Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Kingston, Amanda Maride: Adjunct Instructor; Psychiatry; Doctor of Medicine; UMKC

Kinkade, Scott Edward: Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; The University of Texas

Kinney, William C: Adjunct Assistant Professor; Otolaryngology; Doctor of Medicine; Case Western Reserve University

Kinnison, Dana Kay: Teaching Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Kipperman, Barry: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Veterinary Medicine; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Kirchofer, Jessica Mee: Adjunct Instructor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Kirk, Mark D: Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Rice University

Kisida, Brian: Assistant Research Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Arkansas

Kist, Sharon E: Clinical Instructor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Kitchen, Newell R: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Natural Resources

Klachko, David M: Emeritus; Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Witwatersrand

Kleen, Penny Lynn: Adjunct Instructor; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Klein, Cerry M: Professor; Industrial/Mfg Sys Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Klein Trull, Meg A: Associate Clinical Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Kentucky

Kleypas, Jackie Sue: Adjunct Instructor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Texas A&M University

Klien, Stephen Andrew: Assistant Teaching Professor; Communication; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Klimczak, Aimée: Assistant Teaching Professor; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Kline II, David D: Associate Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Case Western Reserve University

Kloeppe1, Veronica Pilar: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; WCH Labor & Delivery; Registered Nurse

Kluwever, Craig Allan: Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

Knapp, Benjamin O: Assistant Professor; ZZZ-School of Natural Resource

Knoerr, Angela Marie: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; VP Undergraduate Studies; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Knoopp, Andrew: Associate Clinical Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Knopp, Amy Marie: Assistant Teaching Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Musical Arts; University of Georgia

Koboldt, Timothy J: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Emergency Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Koburov, George T: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Emergency Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Illinois at Chicago

Koch, Colleen Susan: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Illinois

Kochtanek, Thomas R: Emeritus; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; Case Western Reserve University

Koditschek, Theodore: Emeritus; Multidisciplinary Programs; Doctor of Philosophy; Princeton University

Koedel, Cory R: Associate Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, San Diego

Koegler, Erica Louise: Post Doctoral Fellow; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Johns Hopkins University

Koehn, Kristin L: Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health

Koenig, Sheryl Faye: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Agriculture; Master of Education; Lesley University

Koivunen, Debra G: Associate Professor; Surgery; Doctor of Medicine; University of Michigan

Koldobskiy, Aleksandr: Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Saint Petersburg State University

Koller, James P: Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Konig, Peter: Emeritus; Child Health; Doctor of Philosophy; University of London

Konkle, Maureen A: Associate Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Koo, Jeong-Kyu: Assistant Professor; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University

Koonce, Patricia C: Assistant Clinical Professor; Child Health - Neurology

Koopman, Peter J: Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Pittsburgh

Koopman, Richelle Diane: Professor; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Pittsburgh

Kopeikin, Sergei M: Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; Moscow State University

Kopeikin, Zoia: Tutor; Learning Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Kopolow, Daniel Robert: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Not Indicated - 1st entry; Los Amigos Research and Education Institute

Kopolow, Jeffrey: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Arts; Washington University

Kopolow, Jennifer Ellen: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; UMSL

Kopp, Kristin Leigh: Associate Professor; German & Russian Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley
Koppelman, Jeffrey Brian; Adjunct Instructor; School of Natural Resources; Master of Science; University of Illinois

Korasick, Candace Anne; Assistant Instructor; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Korkine, Dmitri Alexandrovitch; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; University of New Brunswick

Kornberg, Sanford Jay; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Journalism

Korte, Scott W; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Office of Animal Resources; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Korthuis Jr, Ronald J; Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University

Kosztin, Dorina C; Teaching Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Kosztin, Ioan; Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Kouba, Melissa Miller; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine Hospitalist; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Koucheri, Elena; Instructor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Kovaleski, Scott D; Professor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Kovarik, Mary Cathleen; Associate Teaching Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

Kracke, George R; Associate Professor; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Drexel University

Kraft, Damon; Instructor; English; Master's Degree; Emporia State University

Kramer, Joanne; Associate Teaching Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Minnesota

Kramer, Johanna Ingrid; Associate Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Kranzberg, Joshua E; Assistant Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Kratzer, Brian W; Assistant Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Master of Journalism; University of Missouri

Krause, Lee Anne; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Krause, Matthew Philip; Adjunct Instructor; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Kraxberger, Lynda S; Associate Dean; Journalism; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Kremer, Nicholas Thomas; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Master's Degree - 1st entry; Truman State University

Kremer, Robert J; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Mississippi State Univ

Krenz, Maike; Associate Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Düsseldorf

Kriechhaus, Jonathan T; Associate Professor; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Princeton University

Krishnan, Hari B; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington State University

Krishnaswamy, Kiruba; Assistant Professor; Biological Engineering; Doctor of Engineering; McGill University, Canada

Kromer, Laura Ann; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Kropf II, David Allen; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Otolaryngology; Doctor of Medicine; university of missouri

Krug, Jeffrey; Associate Teaching Professor; SHP/Physical Therapy; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Kruse, Christine M; Adjunct Instructor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of MO-Columbia

Kruse, Michael Scott; Instructor; School of Natural Resources; Master of Science; State University of New York College of Environmental Science and Forestry

Kruse, Robin L; Research Professor; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Philosophy; The State University of New York

Kuby, Candace Ross; Associate Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University

Kueter, Jennifer; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Specialist of Education; University of Missouri

Kuhnert, Mark Edward; Associate Teaching Professor; SHP/Health Psychology; Doctor of Philosophy; Kent State University

Kumar, Arun; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Cardiology; Doctor of Medicine; The University of Iowa

Kumar, Senthil Annamalai; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Cardiology; Doctor of Medicine; Thanjavur Medical College

Kumar, Senthil R; Assistant Research Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; Manipal University

Kunin, Jeffrey Russell; Adjunct Professor; Radiology; Doctor of Medicine; UTMB

Kuroki, Keiichi; Associate Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Kurpius, David DeWayne; Dean; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Kurukulasuriya, Lilamani Rg; Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine

Kurusu, Mili; Assistant Professor; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Queensland, Brisbane Australia

Kuruzeski, Eric Walter; Program Director; School of Natural Resources; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Kuwajima, Vanessa Keith; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Gastroenterology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Kwasinski, David R; Clinical Instructor; Anesthesiology

Kwasniewski, Misha T; Assistant Research Professor; Food Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Kwon, Jae Wan; Professor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Southern California
Kyle, Greeley A; Emeritus; Journalism; Master of Journalism; University of Memphis
Labenz, Bradley E; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri
Labyer, Sherry Lynn; Clinical Instructor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Public Admin; University of Oklahoma
Lacarrubba, Alison M; Associate Teaching Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri
Ladehoff, Paul H; Director; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Nebraska - Lincoln
Laffey, James M; Emeritus; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago
Lage, Kraig Jason; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Radiology
Lai, Yi; Associate Research Professor; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; Sichuan University
Lair, Linda Marie; Associate Clinical Professor; SHP/Clinical & Diagnostic Sci; Master of Science; University of St. Francis
Lair, Sharla Beth; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Info Science & Learning Tech; Master's Degree - 2nd entry
Lalonde, Sebastien Patrick; Assistant Professor; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Medicine; McGill University
Lamb, Heather S; Assistant Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri
Lamberson, William R; Director; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska
Lambert, Thomas Andrew; Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; The University of Chicago
Lamp, Marla Lewis; Associate Dean; Dean of Medicine; Bachelor's Degree; Houston Baptist University
Lancaster, Eric Lee; Adjunct Instructor; German & Russian Studies; Master of Arts; University of Missouri
Lancey, Robert W; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; Creighton University
Lando, Antoinette Marie; Assistant Professor; Human Devl & Family Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Georgia
Lane, Kari Rae; Assistant Professor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa
Lane, Ralph Hill; Adjunct Instructor; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Doctor of Philosophy; Louisiana State University
Langdon, Susan Helen; Professor; ZZZ-Art History & Classical Art; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University Bloomington
Lange-Osborn, Margaret Jean; Assistant Research Professor; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Langen, Timothy C; Associate Professor; German & Russian Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; Northwestern University
Langeneckert, Mark G; Assistant Teaching Professor; ZZZ-Art; Bachelor's Degree; Art Center College of Design
Langford, Barry Robert; Adjunct Instructor; Applied Soc Sci Div Admin; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri
Langley, April C; Associate Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Notre Dame
Lanigan, Sean E; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Neurology; Doctor of Medicine; Creighton University
Lannin, Amy Alison; Director; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Lannin, John; Associate Dean; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; Illinois State University
Lara, Elizabeth Keiko; Assistant Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Musical Arts; The Juilliard School
Larsen, David R; Professor; ZZZ-School of Natural Resource; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Washington
Larsen, Soren C; Associate Professor; Geography; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Kansas
Lasman, Sarah Michelle; Clinical Instructor; School of Nursing; Master of Nursing; Maryville University
Lass, Joseph Martin; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Theatre; Bachelor's Degree; James Madison University
Lasseter, Dean B; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health-Gen & Ambulatory; Doctor of Medicine; The University of Kansas
Lastra Gonzalez, Guido; Assistant Professor; Medicine-Endocrinology; Doctor of Medicine; Universidad La Gran Colombia
Latshaw, Sandra; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SHP/Clinical & Diagnostic Sci; Master of Arts; University of Nebraska
Lattimer, Jimmy Christian; Associate Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Washington State University
Latushkin, Yuri; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Odessa State University
Laughlin, Maurice Harold; Adjunct Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa
Lauriello, John; Professor; Psychiatry; Doctor of Medicine; Temple University
Lauriello, Naomi F; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health-Neonatology; Doctor of Medicine; Temple University
Law, Ryan H; Adjunct Instructor; Personal Financial Planning; Master's Degree; Texas Tech University
Lawless, Elaine; Emeritus; English; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University
Lawrence, Frances Cogle; Professor; Personal Financial Planning; Doctor of Philosophy; Florida State University
Lawrence, Leanna Beth; Associate Clinical Professor; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Master's Degree; University of Missouri
Lawrence, William John; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; Walden University
Lawson, Melissa; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health-Adolescent; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri - Kansas City
Layfield, Lester James; Professor; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path

Laziuk, Katsiaryna; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Medicine

Lazzaro-Weis, Carol M; Emeritus; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pennsylvania

Le, Thu Ngoc; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health; Doctor of Medicine

LeBeau, Christopher; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Info Science & Learning Tech; Master of Library Science; Long Island University

LeFevre, Michael L; Professor; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

LeRoy, Michelle Lynn; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Kansas State University

Lea, Peter Tate; Assistant Teaching Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Western Ontario

Leach, Stacey B; Assistant Teaching Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Texas A&M University

Leal, Manuel Salvador; Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University

Leary, Emily Vanessa; Assistant Professor; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy

Ledoux, David R; Emeritus; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Lee, Alison Jane; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Arts & Science; Bachelor's Degree; Columbia College

Lee, Christopher B; Assistant Teaching Professor; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Lee, Ilhyung; Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; Boston College

Lee, Se Woong; Assistant Professor; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin-Madison

Lee, Suhwon; Associate Teaching Professor; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Lee, Sungkyoung; Assistant Professor; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University Bloomington

Lee Jr, Mark W; Assistant Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Los Angeles

Legarsky, Justin J; Associate Professor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Kansas

Leigh, Janiece Gall; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Leigh, Rachel Ann; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Leiva Salinas, Carlos; Assistant Professor; Radiology; Doctor of Medicine

Lembke, Erica Suzanne; Professor; Special Education; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Leonard-Scott, Cassidy Lynn; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health-Gen & Ambulatory; Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine; ATSU-KCOM

Leong, Lampo; Professor; ZZZ-Art; Doctor of Philosophy; Central Academy of Fine Arts

Lesher, Glenn M; Emeritus; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University

Lester, Ashlie Marie; Assistant Teaching Professor; Human Devl & Family Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Leto, Victoria Jung; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; Webster University

Leuci, Mary Simon; Assistant Dean; Rural Sociology; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri

Lever, John R; Associate Professor; Radiology; Doctor of Philosophy; North Carolina State University

Lever, Susan Z; Associate Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; North Carolina State University

Lever, Teresa Elaine; Assistant Professor; Otolaryngology; Doctor of Philosophy; East Carolina University

Levin, James H; Assistant Director; Law; Juris Doctor; Northeastern University School

Levine, Alan; Instructor; Animal Science

Lewis, Alexandria Monique; Clinical Instructor; Social Work; Master of Social Work; University of Missouri

Lewis, Jennifer Lyn; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Intercollegiate Athletics; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Lewis, Melissa Ann; Adjunct Assistant Professor; School of Visual Studies; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; Stephens College

Lewis, Melissa Erin; Assistant Professor; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Philosophy

Lewis, Michael Robert; Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; City of Hope Graduate School of Biological Sciences

Lewis, Timothy J; Professor; Special Education; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oregon

Lewis, Trudy Lynne; Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Chicago

Lewis Saidi, Janet Lynn; Adjunct Instructor; Journalism; Master's Degree; University College, London

Li, Aigen; Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; Leiden University

Li, Guangfu; Assistant Professor; Surgery-Surgical Oncology; Doctor of Philosophy; Nanjing Medical University

Li, Hao; Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Stevens Institute of Technology

Li, Jie; Assistant Professor; ZZZ-School of Natural Resource; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Li, Yanguang; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Princeton University

Liang, Huichun; Assistant Teaching Professor; German & Russian Studies; Master's Degree; Governors State University

Lidholm, Susan Burnett; Adjunct Instructor; Dean of College of Business; Master's Degree - 1st entry; Lindenwood
Lorenzen, Carol L; Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Lorson, Christian Lawrence; Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Lorson, Monique Ann; Associate Research Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology

Lory, John A; Associate Extension Professor; Ag Ext-Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota - Twin Cities

Lowery, Lea Ann; Associate Clinical Professor; SHP/Occupational Therapy; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Lowry, Karen Eileen; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of College of Business; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Loyalka, Sudarshan Kumar; Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University

Lubahn, Dennis Bryant; Professor; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Duke University

Lucchese, Scott A; Assistant Clinical Professor; Neurology

Luce, Gregory Allen; Adjunct Instructor; Plant Sciences; Master of Science; University of Florida

Lucy, Matthew C; Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Ludlam, Julianne Gray; Adjunct Instructor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy

Luecke, Anna M; Adjunct Instructor; Architectural Studies; Bachelor's Degree

Lueckenotte, Annette Marie; Adjunct Instructor; School of Nursing; Master's Degree; Texas Woman's University

Luisi, Monique Linette; Assistant Professor; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Kansas

Luo, Yuyan; Associate Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois

Lupo, Anthony R; Professor; ZZZ-School of Natural Resource; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Luther, Jill Kristine; Assistant Teaching Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Lynch, Jennifer Kathryn; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Neurology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Kansas School of Medicine

Lyons, Leslie A; Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pittsburgh

Ma, Hongbin; Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Ma, Lixin; Associate Professor; Radiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Copenhagen

Ma, Shen Ying; Assistant Professor; Orthopaedic Surgery

Ma, Zhiyuan; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Physics

Mabary, Judith A; Associate Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University

Mabary, Nancy Carol; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-General Internal; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Mabry, Makenzie Elizabeth; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Biological Science; Master of Science; San Diego State University

MacDonald, Brandi Lee; Assistant Research Professor; Research Reactor; Doctor of Philosophy; McMaster University

MacGregor, Cynthia Jane; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri

MacLeod, Kenneth G; Professor; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Washington

Madaffer, Nicholas Charles; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Physical Medicine & Rehab; Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine; University of New England

Maggard, Bryan S; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Magnier Demaisonneuve, Alexandre; Program Director; Agricultural/ Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Mahalic, Katharine Jean; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Fine Arts; Columbia College Chicago

Mahler, Emily M; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SHP/Health Sciences; Master of Science; Western Illinois University

Maitz, Charles A; Assistant Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Majee, Wilson; Assistant Professor; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Makarov, Konstantin A; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Leningrad State University

Makarova, Marina Alexandrovna; Adjunct Instructor; Mathematics; Master of Physics; Leningrad State University

Malfatti, Gabrielle; Director; Dean of Education; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri

Malhotra, Kunal; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Nephrology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Malkin, Kendall Rose; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; WCH CH Services; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Mallette, Karri Virginia; Adjunct Instructor; Dean of College of Business; Master's Degree - 1st entry; Lindenwood University

Malm-Buatsi, Elizabeth Ashiokor; Assistant Professor; Surgery-Urology; Doctor of Medicine; The University of Iowa

Malnati, Alicia; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Malone, Bernard Robert; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Master of Public Administration; University of Missouri

Malone, Mary Susan; Assistant Instructor; VP for International Programs; Master's Degree - 1st entry; Lincoln University

Malugani, Izelda; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Mandy, David M; Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Manfra II, Louis Paul; Associate Professor; Human Devl & Family Science; Doctor of Philosophy; George Mason University

Manion, Lee B; Associate Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Virginia

Mann, Fred Anthony; Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; The Ohio State University

Mann, James B; Associate Clinical Professor; SHP/Physical Therapy; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Mann, Lori Michelle; Adjunct Instructor; School of Nursing; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Phoenix

Mannella, Christine Pazia; Assistant Teaching Professor; ZZZ-Art; Master of Fine Arts; Tyler School of Art, Temple University

Manring, Noah; Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

Manrique Acevedo, Camila Margarita; Assistant Professor; Medicine; Doctor of Medicine

Manske, Gregory Charles; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Vermont School of Medicine

Manson, Lisa Marie; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Liberal Arts; University of Missouri - St. Louis

Mantrala, Murali Krishna; Professor; Marketing; Doctor of Philosophy; Northwestern University

Mantrala, Suryamani; Adjunct Instructor; Dean of College of Business; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Manzo, Angelo A; Associate Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Musical Arts; The University of Texas at Austin

Manzo, Erica France; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Music; Doctor of Musical Arts; University of Texas at Austin

Marcos Llinas, Monica; Associate Teaching Professor; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Education; Universitat de les Illes Balears

Mariea, Sherry Ann; Assistant Teaching Professor; Management; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri

Marinova, Detelina Christova; Professor; Marketing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Cincinnati

Marium, M; Clinical Instructor; Medicine Hospitalist; Doctor of Medicine

Market, Patrick S; Professor; ZZZ-School of Natural Resource; Doctor of Philosophy; Saint Louis University

Markie, Peter Joseph; Curators Distinguished Teaching Professor; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Massachusetts Amherst

Markley, John G; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Surgery-Cardiothoracic; Doctor of Medicine; University of Wisconsin

Marks, Raymond D; Associate Professor; Ancient Mediterranean Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; Brown University

Marlo, Michael Robert; Associate Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Marra, Rose M; Professor; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Colorado Boulder

Marrs, Mary Elizabeth; Associate Teaching Professor; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Marshall, Herbert Lincoln; Associate Teaching Professor; Hospitality Management; Doctor of Philosophy; American University

Marshall, John Bryson; Emeritus; Medicine-Gastroenterology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Marshall, Julie Marie; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Marshall, Paul Edward; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Arts; The Ohio State University

Martens, Matthew P; Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Martin, Barbara Nell; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri

Martin, Carol Ann; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Biological Science; Master of Business Administration; Northwest Missouri State University

Martin, Carolyn Nichole; Clinical Instructor; School of Nursing; Bachelor's Degree; Central Methodist University

Martin, Craig Joseph; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Education; Nova Southeastern University

Martin, Dana Elizabeth; Associate Teaching Professor; SHP/Physical Therapy; Doctor of Science; Andrews University

Martin, Joseph Leslie; Adjunct Instructor; Truman School of Pub Affrs Adm; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri

Martin, Kari Lyn; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Dermatology-Derm; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Martin, Mark E; Associate Professor; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Mississippi Medical Center

Martin Kratzer, Renee Ann; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; University of Missouri

Martinez, Miriam; Assistant Research Professor; Human Devl & Family Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska

Martinez, Rebecca Gilda; Assistant Professor; Women's & Gender Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Irvine

Martinez Perez, Fidencio; Assistant Professor; School of Visual Studies; Master of Fine Arts; The University of Iowa

Martinez-Lemus, Luis Arturo; Associate Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Martz, Nola Beth; Adjunct Instructor; VP Undergraduate Studies; Specialist of Education; William Woods University

Maruniak, Joel; Emeritus; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Texas - Austin

Maschmann, Matthew R; Assistant Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr

Mashhoon, Bahram; Emeritus; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; Princeton University

Mason, Debra L; Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; Ohio University
Massengale, Dana Lee; Assistant Teaching Professor; School of Natural Resources; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nevada Las Vegas

Massey, Raymond E; Extension Professor; Ag Ext-Social Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Oklahoma State University

Materer, Timothy John; Emeritus; English; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University

Matheson, Jodi Suzanne; Associate Teaching Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

McElroy, Jane A; Associate Professor; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

McCrae, Christina S; Professor; Psychiatry; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University

McCullough, Christie Marie; Assistant Teaching Professor; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

McDannald, Katie Lynn; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; MUPC Case Management; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

McDannald, Robert Norman; Instructor; Hospitality Management; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; Virginia Tech

McDonnell, Dwight E; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Intercollegiate Athletics

McElhinney, Michael K; Adjunct Instructor; SHP/Athletic Training; Master of Science; West Virginia University

McElroy, Jan J; Adjunct Instructor; SHP/Health Psychology; Doctor of Philosophy; Rocky Mountain University of Health Professionals

McElroy, Jane A; Associate Professor; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

McFadden, Thomas B; Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

McFarland, Jacob Andrew; Assistant Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

McFarland, Victor Robert; Assistant Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; Yale University

McGarr, Jennifer L; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Law; Juris Doctor; Georgetown

McGarvey Jr, Ronald Glenn; Assistant Professor; Industrial/Mfg Sys Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; The Pennsylvania State University

McGougan, Dava Marie; Clinical Instructor; School of Nursing; Bachelor's Degree; Maryville University

McClennan, Chrissa Lea; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Physical Medicine & Rehab; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

McClure, Bruce A; Professor; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

McCoig, Amber Marie; Adjunct Instructor; Public Health Program; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

McCormack, Jonathan Edward; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Academic Support Center; Associate Degree - 1st entry; Moberly Area Community College

McCormick, Gary Paul; Assistant Teaching Professor; Finance; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

McClaughlin, Kerri Beth; Instructor; Textile and Apparel Mgmt; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

McDannald, Katie Lynn; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; MUPC Case Management; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

McDannald, Robert Norman; Instructor; Hospitality Management; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; Virginia Tech

McDonnell, Dwight E; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Intercollegiate Athletics

McElhinney, Michael K; Adjunct Instructor; SHP/Athletic Training; Master of Science; West Virginia University

McElroy, Jan J; Adjunct Instructor; SHP/Health Psychology; Doctor of Philosophy; Rocky Mountain University of Health Professionals

McElroy, Jane A; Associate Professor; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

McFadden, Thomas B; Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

McFarland, Jacob Andrew; Assistant Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

McFarland, Victor Robert; Assistant Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; Yale University

McGarr, Jennifer L; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Law; Juris Doctor; Georgetown

McGarvey Jr, Ronald Glenn; Assistant Professor; Industrial/Mfg Sys Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; The Pennsylvania State University

McGougan, Dava Marie; Clinical Instructor; School of Nursing; Bachelor's Degree; Maryville University
McGrath, Matthew S; Professor; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; Brown University
McGuire, Richard T; Adjunct Instructor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Virginia
McIntosh, Mark Alan; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; VP Academic Affairs Office; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin
McIntosh, Renea Lynn; Instructor; School of Nursing; Master's Degree - 1st entry; DePaul University
McIntyre, Katherine Louise; Lecturer; Missouri Review; Doctor of Philosophy; Oregon State University
McKarns, Susan Carol; Associate Professor; Surgery-Administration; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University
McKee, Adryan Marc; Associate Teaching Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
McKendry, Anne Leslie; Associate Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Manitoba
McKenzie, Gary Austin; Adjunct Instructor; ZZZ-Computer Science
McKinney, Mitchell S; Professor; Communication; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Kansas
McKinstry, Megan Louise; Assistant Teaching Professor; German & Russian Studies; Master's Degree; University of Washington
McLaren, Robert Wayne; Adjunct Instructor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University
McLay, Barbara; Associate Clinical Professor; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Master's Degree; The University of Iowa
McLure, Jason David; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Journalism; Master of Arts; University of Missouri
McMillen, Travis W; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Journalism
McNair, Scott Douglas; Adjunct Instructor; Dean of College of Business; Master of Business Admin
McNamee, Turi Ann; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-General Internal; Doctor of Medicine; The University of Chicago-Pritzker School of Medicine
McNeill, Brian John; Adjunct Instructor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree
McSteen, Paula Catherine; Associate Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Anglia Polytechnic University
McVey, Janette Diane; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri
Meadows, Richard L; Teaching Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Texas A&M University
Means, Lensie Dee; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Arts; University of Missouri
Mechlin, David C; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Otolaryngology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri
Mehr, David R; Professor; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of California, San Francisco
Meininger, Gerald Alan; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dalton Cardiovascular Res Ctr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Meisenbach, Rebecca J; Associate Professor; Communication; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University
Melendez, Pedro; Associate Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida
Melnyk, Andrew; Professor; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oxford
Men, Hongsheng; Assistant Research Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison
Mendenhall, Denice L; Instructor; School of Nursing; Master's Degree - 1st entry; The University of Washington
Mendez, Adriana Hilda; Professor; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University
Mendez, Carlos A; Assistant Instructor; Romance Languages & Literature; Master of Arts; University of Missouri
Mendoza-Cozatl, David Guillermo; Associate Professor; Plant Sciences
Merkle, Edgar C; Associate Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Central State University
Mertensmeyer, Carol A; Associate Clinical Professor; Human Devl & Family Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Mesfin, Fasil Brian; Assistant Professor; Surgery-Neurosurgery; Doctor of Medicine; Albany Medical College
Mestres, Jaime Lynn; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Textile and Apparel Mgmt; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Metro, Rosalie; Assistant Teaching Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University
Mettes, Beth Ellyn; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Operating Room; Registered Nurse
Metz, Maria Theresa; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Academic Dean; Master of Social Work; University of Chicago
Metz, Michael Lehman; Assistant Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University
Meyer, Allison Marie; Assistant Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; North Dakota State University
Meyer, David Christopher; Post Doctoral Fellow - Teaching; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Iowa
Meyer, Donald George; Assistant Teaching Professor; Marketing; Master of Business Administration; University of Missouri - St. Louis
Meyer, Samantha Josephine; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Business Admin; Columbia College
Meyer III, Magnus Oscar; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Administration; Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine
Meyerhoff, Brad Eric; Adjunct Instructor; Dean of College of Business; Master of Business Admin; William Woods University
Meyers, Blake Colin; Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California - Davis
Meyers, William H; Emeritus; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota
Miceli, Paul; Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Micheas, Athanasios; Associate Professor; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Connecticut

Middelkoop, Pilar Mendoza; Associate Professor; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis

Middelkoop, Timothy; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Advanced Computing Environment; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Massachusetts Amherst

Middleton, John R; Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington State University

Middleton, Kevin M; Associate Professor; Path & Anat Sci - Anatomy; Doctor of Philosophy; Brown University

Miernyk, Jan Andrew; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Arizona State University

Mihail, Jeanne Denyse; Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Arizona

Milanick, Mark; Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago

Milescu, Lorin Silviu; Assistant Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The State University of New York - Buffalo

Milescu, Mirela; Assistant Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University at Buffalo, The State University of New York

Miletta, Tina Michele; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Veterinary Medicine; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; The Ohio State University

Milhollin, Ryan Keane; Specialist; Ag Ext-Social Sciences; Master of Business Admin; Columbia College

Miller, Charlotte Mary; Adjunct Instructor; Academic Dean; Doctor of Philosophy; U of MO

Miller, Douglas C; Professor Of Clinical Department; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Medicine; University of Miami

Miller, James Isaac; Associate Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Rice University

Miller, John Andrew; Adjunct Instructor; Accountancy; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Miller, Judith Ann; Emeritus; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Chicago

Miller, Julie Ann; Adjunct Instructor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Nursing Practice; Sinclair School of Nursing

Miller, Kathleen K; Program Director; Truman School of Public Affairs; Master of Science; The Pennsylvania State University

Miller, Kenneth Jeffrey; Assistant Professional Practice Professor; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Chiropractic Med; Palmer College of Chiropractic

Miller, Kerby Alonzo; Emeritus; History; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley

Miller, Mary E; Assistant Professor; Psychiatry; Doctor of Philosophy; Oklahoma State University

Miller, William H; Senior Research Scientist/Academic; Research Reactor; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Miller Jr, Dennis K; Associate Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Miller Jr, Gerald Leo; Associate Professor; Plant Sciences

Mills, Mistie Renee; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Ob, Gyn & Women's Health

Mills, Rilla Dean; Emeritus; Dean of Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Millspaugh, Joshua James; Adjunct Professor; ZZZ-Fisheries & Wildlife Scien; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Washington

Mittenberg, Matthew J; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Miloje, Jeffrey Dennis; Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University

Minks, Cody L; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Master of Public Health; University of Missouri

Minturn, Neil B; Associate Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Philosophy; Yale University

Misfeldt, Michael Lee; Professor; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Mislan, Cristina; Assistant Professor; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; The Pennsylvania State University

Misra, Madhukar; Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine

Misra, Shamita; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine

Mitchell, Barbara S; Assistant Research Professor; Special Education; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Mitchell, Chelsea R; Adjunct Associate Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri School of Law

Mitchell, Simon D; Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Pennsylvania

Mitchell, Venita Marinal; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Mitchell JR, William J; Associate Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology

Mitchem, Jonathan Bower; Assistant Professor; Surgery-Surgical Oncology; Doctor of Medicine; The Ohio State University

Mitchum, Melissa Goellner; Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; North Carolina State University

Mitra, Reshmi; Post Doctoral Fellow; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Mitrea, Dorina Irena; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Mitrea, Marius; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of South Carolina

Miyamoto, Ayako Tsuruta; Adjunct Assistant Professor; School of Music; Master of Music; Yale University

Miyamoto, Peter Marc; Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University
Moen, Daryl R; Emeritus; Journalism; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Minnesota

Moeseel, Douglas D; Associate Professor; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Mogetta, Marcello; Assistant Professor; ZZZ-Art History & Classical Ar; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Mohan, Rajiv Ravindra; Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; Lucknow University

Mohamed, Jama Adam; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Medicine

Mohrland, Michael D; Associate Clinical Professor; SHP/Health Psychology; Doctor of Psychology; Nova Southeastern University

Moloney, Timothy Hayes; Instructor; Plant Sciences; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Monk, James Kale; Assistant Professor; Human Dev & Family Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Monk, Terri Gay; Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Nebraska

Monnier, Nicole M; Teaching Professor; German & Russian Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; Princeton University

Monroe, Holly Orr; Assistant Clinical Professor; Child Health-Gen & Ambulatory

Monson, Michael J; Associate Professor; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Montfortouil, Wouter Theodorus; Associate Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; Delft University of Technology

Montgomery, John H; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Emergency Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; Universidad Autonoma De Guadal

Montgomery, Scott Brooks; Adjunct Instructor; Social Work; Master of Social Work; University of Missouri

Montgomery Smith, Stephen; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Cambridge University

Mooney, Brian P; Associate Research Professor; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University College Dublin

Moore, Brett A; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health-Gen & Ambulatory; Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine; KCOM

Moore, Cecil P; Adjunct Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Moore, Joi L; Professor; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Georgia

Moore, Kevin C; Associate Professor; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

Moore, Megan Elizabeth; Associate Professor; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Moore, Paul Michael; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; Rockhurst University

Moore, Shawn Taylor; Adjunct Instructor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Morales, Rosa Marusia; Assistant Instructor; Romance Languages & Literature; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Morawitz, Elizabeth Anne; Assistant Vice Provost; Communication; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Arizona

Moreland, Jill Annette; Program Director; Applied Soc Sci Div Admin

Moreland, Natalie Ruth; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree; Washburn University

Morgan, Andrea Lynn; Clinical Instructor; School of Nursing; Master of Nursing; Maryville University

Morgan, John Mark; Associate Professor; ZZZ-School of Natural Resource; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Morgan, Ralph Speer; Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University

Mori, Anatole; Associate Professor; Ancient Mediterranean Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago

Morpurgo, Carlo; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University

Morrey, Christopher Anthony; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Visual Studies; Master of Fine Arts; University of Missouri

Morris, Ed F; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Morris, Kelsey R; Assistant Teaching Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri

Morris, Kristen Deanne; Assistant Professor; Textile and Apparel Mgmt; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Morris, Laura Elizabeth; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Morris, Mary Michelle; Associate Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; Harvard University

Morton, Terrell Roderick; Post Doctoral Fellow; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; UNC Chapel Hill

Mosa, Abu Saleh; Assistant Research Professor; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Moss, Kathryn Sue; Clinical Professor; SHP/Clinical & Diagnostic Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Motavalli, Peter P; Professor; ZZZ-School of Natural Resource; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Mott, Rebecca Louise; Senior Research Associate; Human Environmental Sci Ext; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Moulaizoun, Heather L; Associate Professor; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; Rutgers University - Newark

Mountz, William T; Adjunct Instructor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Moxley, David E; Clinical Instructor; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Master of Library Science; University of Missouri

Moyles, Jesse Franklin; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Naval Science

Mraovic, Boris; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Rijeka Medical
Mrozowicz, Elizabeth Ann; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; St. Louis University

Mueser, Peter; Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago

Mulgrow, Jad Barrett; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; UCM

Muller, Virginia Lee; Associate Teaching Professor; English; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Munoz, Leigh Miller; Assistant Teaching Professor; School of Music; Master of Music; Ohio University

Munter, Charles Michael; Assistant Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; Vanderbilt University

Muratore, Mary Jo; Curators Distinguished Teaching Professor; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Davis

Murray, Cathy Marie; Clinical Instructor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Education; University of Tennessee

Murray, Katie S; Assistant Professor; Surgery-Urology; Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine; Kirksville College of Osteopathic Medicine

Musgrave, James Darrell; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Naval Science; Master of Education; University of West Florida

Musin, Marat; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Physics

Musser, Dale Roy; Associate Teaching Professor; ZZZ-Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Mustapha, Azlin; Professor; Food Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska

Muzaffar, Arshad R; Professor; Surgery-Plastic

Muzika, Rosemarie; Emeritus; School of Natural Resources; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University

Myers, Anne Marie; Associate Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Los Angeles

Myers, Bridget Crowley; Assistant Teaching Professor; Dean of College of Business; Juris Doctor; The University of Mississippi

Myers, Gary; Professor; Law

Myers, Greta Ann; Adjunct Assistant Professor; School of Visual Studies; Master of Fine Arts; University Missouri Columbia

Myers, Mary A; Associate Teaching Professor; Chemical Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Myers, Noah Turner; Assistant Instructor; Romance Languages & Literature; Master of Arts; The University of North Carolina

Myers, Samantha Alise; Clinical Instructor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Master of Social Work; University of Missouri -- Columbia

Nabelek, Peter I; Professor; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Stony Brook University, The State University of New York

Nagel, Susan Carol; Associate Professor; Ob, Gyn & Women's Health; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Nagy, Dusty Weaver; Associate Teaching Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Nahlik, Abigail Rae; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri - St. Louis

Nahlik, Gregory Carl; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri - St. Louis

Nair, Satish S; Professor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Najem, Lamya Muklet; Adjunct Instructor; German & Russian Studies; Master's Degree; Concordia College

Naqvi, Syed Hasan; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; Allama Iqbal Medical College

Nash, Dru Ann; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education

Nassar, Hussein; Assistant Research Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Science; Université Paris-Est

Nassir, Fatihah; Assistant Research Professor; Medicine-Gastroenterology

Natanma Chandrasekaran, Premkumar; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Neurology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Naumann, Harley Dean; Assistant Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Naveh-Benjamin, Esther; Assistant Teaching Professor; German & Russian Studies; Master's Degree; Eastern Michigan University

Naveh-Benjamin, Moshe; Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Naz, Sabiha; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Nazdryn, Andrei; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Emergency Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; Rosalind Franklin University Health Clinics

Ndessokia, Jaqueline Makele; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Statewide-Administration; Master of Business Admin; William Woods University

Ndiaye, Ndeye Marieme; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Medical Intensive Care; Registered Nurse

Neal, Steven Phelps; Associate Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

Nelker, Leigh P; Associate Teaching Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Neitz, Mary Jo; Emeritus; Women's & Gender Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago

Nell, Amanda E; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Career Center; Master's Degree; University of Michigan

Nelson, Christopher S; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Surgery-Acute Care

Nelson, Curtis Jerome; Emeritus; CAFNR International Programs; Doctor of Science

Nelson, Kelly A; Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University

Nelson, Shoko; Adjunct Instructor; School of Music; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Idaho
Nelson, Tanys Christi; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; VP Undergraduate Studies; Master of Business Admin; University of Missouri

Nelson, Tiffany J; Clinical Instructor; School of Nursing; Master of Science; Barnes-Jewish College

Nemmers, Charles J; Program Director; Civil/Environmental Engr; Master of Public Admin; The Ohio State University

Ner, Zarah Hernandez; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health-Pulmonary; Doctor of Medicine; University of the Philippines

Nesbitt, Allison Marie; Assistant Teaching Professor; Path & Anat Sci - Anatomy; Doctor of Philosophy; Stony Brook University

Nettrour, John Fairbanks; Assistant Professor; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Medicine; University of Pittsburgh

Neuman, Stevanie Schneider; Assistant Professor; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Nevalga, Jeimmie Deguzman; Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Neville, Eryca Rochelle; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University Of Missouri-Columb

Newcomer, Lori L; Associate Research Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Newkirk, Jon David; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Newman, Carol Dell; Teaching Professor; Law

Newman, Dawn Marie; Adjunct Instructor; Dean of College of Business; Doctor of Philosophy; Benedictine University

Newton, Kathleen J; Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University Bloomington

Newton, Nathan J; Assistant Professor; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Ngo, Hilton Lim; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health-Neonatology; Doctor of Medicine; University of The East

Nguyen, Henry Thien; Curators Distinguished Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Nguyen, Katy Thanh; Adjunct Instructor; School of Nursing; Master of Nursing; University of MO- UMKC

Nguyen, Van Thi; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Medicine; The University of Kansas

Nguyen, Vu Hoai; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Ni, Xiaoguang; Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Nichols, Nicole L; Assistant Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Wright State University

Nichols, Walter Kirt; Professor; Surgery - Vascular; Doctor of Medicine; University of Michigan

Nieder, Lisa Marie; Adjunct Instructor; Academic Dean; Master of Education

Niemann, James Michael; Instructor; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri

Niewoehner, Benjamin Michael; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Nikolai, Loren Alfred; Adjunct Instructor; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Nilon, Charles H; Professor; ZZZ-School of Natural Resource; Doctor of Philosophy; The State University of New York

Nistala, Puja; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Hematology & Oncology; Doctor of Medicine; Andhra Medical College

Nistala, Ravi; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine

Nittler, Jessica Rae; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Psychiatry; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri - Kansas City

Noble, James Stewart; Professor; Industrial/Mfg Sys Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Nolan, Gwen L; Assistant Clinical Professor; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Master's Degree; California University of Pennsylvania

Nolte, Douglas B; Associate Professor; ZZZ-School of Natural Resource; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Western Ontario

Norregaard, Thorkild Vad; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Surgery-Neurosurgery; Doctor of Medicine; Aarhus University

North, Rebecca; Assistant Professor; ZZZ-School of Natural Resource; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Waterloo

Nowell, Kerri Philippa; Assistant Clinical Professor; SHP/Health Psychology; Doctor of Philosophy

Nudell, Joshua P; Visiting Assistant Professor; History; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; Brandeis University

O'Brien, David J; Professor; Rural Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University

O'Brien, Dennis; Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois

O'Brien, Dianna Borsi; Adjunct Instructor; Journalism; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

O'Connor, Karen Visovsky; Assistant Research Professor; Special Education; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

O'Doherty, Michael S; Associate Professor; Finance; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

O'Donnell, Frederick Thomas; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Medicine; The University of Texas

O'Donnell, Rose Maura; Post Doctoral Fellow; SHP/Health Psychology

O'Keefe, Nolan Daniel; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Aerospace Studies

Oba, Nobuko; Adjunct Instructor; School of Music; Bachelor's Degree - 5th entry

Oba, Yuji; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Pulmonary & Environ; Doctor of Medicine; Kochi Medical School

Obermier, Nicole L; Adjunct Instructor; Academic Dean; Master of Education; Lesley University

Occena, Luis G; Associate Professor; Industrial/Mfg Sys Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title and Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oconnell, Robert M</td>
<td>Professor; Electrical Eng &amp; Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oconnor, Erin K</td>
<td>Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Office of Animal Resources; Master's Degree; University of Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odemuyiwa, Olumayowa Adenike</td>
<td>Instructor; School of Nursing; Master of Nursing; Auburn University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odemuyiwa, Solomon Olawole</td>
<td>Assistant Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Ibadan, Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odum, Melinda Marie</td>
<td>Adjunct Assistant Professor; SHP/Health Psychology; Master of Social Work; Washington University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oetker, Lindsay M</td>
<td>Clinical Instructor; Educ, School, &amp; Counsel Psych; Master of Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oetting, Crystal Marie</td>
<td>Adjunct Instructor; Dean of College of Business; Master of Education; University of Missouri - Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offutt, Cheryl Ann</td>
<td>Associate Teaching Professor; Educ, School, &amp; Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ogden, Jamie Alise</td>
<td>Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family &amp; Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ogunniyi, Ruth Oluwaseun</td>
<td>Clinical Instructor; School of Nursing; Master of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okker, Patricia Ann</td>
<td>Dean; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okonkwo, Christopher</td>
<td>Associate Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; Florida State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliver, Gina M</td>
<td>Associate Teaching Professor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; Saint Louis University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliver, Richard Edward</td>
<td>Adjunct Associate Professor; Medicine-Administration; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliveri, Rigel Christine</td>
<td>Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; Stanford University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olmstead, Sean Ray</td>
<td>Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Social Justice; Master of Education; Texas State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olsberg, Joshua Edward</td>
<td>Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Arlington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oman, Rachel Elizabeth</td>
<td>Assistant Teaching Professor; Veterinary Medicine &amp; Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Colorado State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omary, Areen Tawfeek</td>
<td>Assistant Research Professor; Psychiatry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oneill, Susan E</td>
<td>Assistant Clinical Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ong, Cesar Lee</td>
<td>Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Radiology; Doctor of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oppenheim, Stephen Barry</td>
<td>Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Medicine; Indiana University School of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oram, Lindsay Elaine</td>
<td>Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbann, Carolyn Marie</td>
<td>Assistant Teaching Professor; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orr, Brandon Harrell</td>
<td>Assistant Teaching Professor; Educ, School, &amp; Counsel Psych</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orscheln, Jennifer Marie</td>
<td>Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Pulmonary Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orton, Sarah Lynn</td>
<td>Associate Professor; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osborne, Victoria Anne</td>
<td>Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osgood, James Gale</td>
<td>Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Emergency Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ostrow, Jill</td>
<td>Associate Teaching Professor; Learning Teaching &amp; Curriculum; Doctor of Education; The University of Maine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otabela Mewolo, Joseph Desire</td>
<td>Associate Teaching Professor; Romance Languages &amp; Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; National University of Distance Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otrok, Christopher M</td>
<td>Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otten, Samuel J</td>
<td>Assistant Professor; Learning Teaching &amp; Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otto, Donna C</td>
<td>Emeritus; School of Nursing; Master's Degree; University of Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overby, Leroy Marvin</td>
<td>Professor; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Oklahoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owens, Sarah A</td>
<td>Assistant Clinical Professor; Educ, School, &amp; Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozden, Ilker</td>
<td>Assistant Professor; Bioengineering; Doctor of Philosophy; Brown University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozielski, John Peter</td>
<td>Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Journalism; Specialist of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Padhye, Amruta Narendra</td>
<td>Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Child HtH-Infectious Disease; Doctor of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Padilla Parelada, Jaime</td>
<td>Assistant Professor; Nutrition &amp; Exercise Phys-HES; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page, Brenda Kay</td>
<td>Lecturer; Special Education; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page, Laura Alexander</td>
<td>Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Graduate Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pai, P Frank</td>
<td>Professor; Mechanical &amp; Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palacios Rivera, Jamille</td>
<td>Assistant Teaching Professor; Agricultural/ Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palaniappan, Kannappan</td>
<td>Professor; ZZZ-Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palermo, Francisco</td>
<td>Assistant Professor; Human Devl &amp; Family Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer, Mark Henry</td>
<td>Associate Professor; Geography; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Oklahoma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Palmer, Robert Lee: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; American Intercontinental University

Palmero, Mauro Rodrigo: Assistant Teaching Professor; Hospitality Management; Doctor of Philosophy; Ohio University

Palmeri, William: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; International programs; Master of Arts; Private Liberal Arts

Panchanathan, Karthik: Assistant Professor; Anthropology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Los Angeles

Pang, Michael Man: Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of London

Pantaleo, Jarrod Allen: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Engineering; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Pape, Kristen Tara: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Vice Provost Undergraduate Studies; Master of Public Administration; University of Missouri

Parcell, Joseph L: Director; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Kansas State University

Parcell, Julia Hammes: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Arts & Science; Master of Education; The University of Iowa

Pardalos, John A: Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Park, Chanwoo: Associate Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Parker, Catherine Dore: Clinical Instructor; Emergency Medicine

Parker, Debbie Sue: Assistant Instructor; International programs; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Parker, Jerry Calvin: Associate Dean; Physical Medicine & Rehab

Parker, Rochelle M: Adjunct Assistant Professor; Medicine-General Internal; Doctor of Medicine; Northwestern University

Parker, Sara Wing: Assistant Clinical Professor; SHP/Clinical & Diagnostic Sci; Master of Public Health; University of Missouri

Parker, Thomas E: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Fine Arts; Indiana University

Parker-Oliver, Debra Rae: Professor; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Parks, Elizabeth Jane: Professor; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-MED; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Davis

Parrish, Alan Ray: Associate Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Parshall, Jordan Elizabeth: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Biological Science; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Parshall, Timothy H: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Vice Provost Undergraduate Studies; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Parsons, Eric S: Assistant Research Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Parsons, Jean L: Professor; Textile and Apparel Mgmt; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Maryland

Pasley, Jeffrey L: Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; Harvard University

Patane, Christopher Francis: Post Doctoral Fellow - Teaching; Political Science

Patel, Harsha N: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health

Patel, Purav Prakash: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Medicine; Medical University of Lublin

Patil, Ashutosh: Assistant Professor; Marketing; Doctor of Philosophy; Georgia Institute of Technology

Patil, Sonal Ashutosh: Assistant Professor; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; Emory University

Patterson, David J: Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Kansas State University

Patterson, Leslie Glenn: Adjunct Instructor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University Of Missouri-Columbia

Pawaskar, Anjali: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health

Paukert, Craig Patrick: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Natural Resources; Doctor of Philosophy; South Dakota State University

Pawluczek, Andrea Christine: Assistant Professor; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Colorado - Boulder

Payne, Craig Alan: Associate Extension Professor; Ag Extension-Vet Med; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Pearce, Ibitola: Instructor; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; Brown University

Peck, Scott C: Professor; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University

Peculis, Brenda A: Associate Professor; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Johns Hopkins University

Pele, Nicole Andrea: Adjunct Instructor; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine; AT Still University of Health Sciences

Pelikan, Andrew Robert: Clinical Instructor; Emergency Medicine

Pemberton, Elizabeth Ann: Clinical Instructor; School of Nursing; Master of Nursing; Maryville University

Perreira, Raynolde: Professor; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Arizona

Perez Anzaldo, Guadalupe: Associate Professor; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Irvine

Perkowski, Debra Ann: Instructor; Statistics; Master of Taxation; University of Missouri

Perkowski, Michael H: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Learning Center; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Perna, Leslie: Professor; School of Music; Master's Degree; Boston University

Perry Jr, Earnest Lee: Associate Dean; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Peters, Ann Marie: Adjunct Instructor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Peters, Clark M: Associate Professor; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago
Peterson, Catherine A: Associate Professor; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Peterson, Kristi Michele: Clinical Instructor; MO Health Prof Consortium; Bachelor's Degree; University of Nebraska - Omaha

Petris, Carisa Kay: Assistant Professor; Ophthalmology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Petris, Michael J: Professor; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Melbourne

Petroski, Gregory F: Assistant Research Professor; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Pettex, Dix Hayes: Instructor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Utah

Pfeifer, Peter: Emeritus; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; ETH Zurich (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology)

Pfeiffer, Ferris Michael: Assistant Professor; Orthopaedic Surgery

Phanichkul, Tamara E: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path

Phillips, Charlotte L: Associate Professor; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; North Carolina State University

Phillips, Lynelle Mae: Instructor; School of Nursing; Master of Public Health; Emory University

Phillips, Thomas E: Curators Distinguished Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Northwestern University

Phillips, Winfred George: Associate Teaching Professor; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; Yale University

Philpot, Nicholas James: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; ATC Program

Piasecki, Thomas M: Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Piatak, Jaclyn Schede: Adjunct Instructor; Truman School of Pub Affrs Adm; Doctor of Philosophy

Pierce, Heather L: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Pierce, Lisa J: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Michigan

Pierce, Robert P: Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine

Pierce II, Robert A: Associate Extension Professor; Ag Ext-Natural Resources; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Pierre, Jr., David: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine; Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine

Pieter, Jane Jeffries: Clinical Instructor; Social Work; Master's Degree - 2nd entry; Stephens College

Pietropaolo, Mariapia: Post Doctoral Fellow - Teaching; Ancient Mediterranean Studies; Doctor of Philosophy

Pifer, Gina Lee: Assistant Clinical Professor; SHP/Occupational Therapy; Master of Arts; College of St. Catherine

Pimpalwar, Ashwin Prafula: Professor Of Clinical Department; Surgery-General; Doctor of Medicine; Government Medical College Nagpur India

Pina, Zorina M: Clinical Instructor; Family & Community Medicine; Master's Degree

Pine, Darren W: Instructor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Pinhero, Patrick Joseph: Professor; Chemical Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Notre Dame

Pinkney, Adiranne Rochelle: Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; Emory University

Pinnow, Rachel JaDean: Associate Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Georgia

Pintz, Joseph Edmund: Associate Professor; ZZZ-Art; Master's Degree; University of Nebraska

Piper, Karen L: Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oregon

Pippert, Wesley G: Emeritus; Journalism; Master of Arts; Wheaton College

Piquant, Nicole Leslie: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; American University

Pires, Joseph C: Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Pirok, Jenna N: Adjunct Instructor; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri - Columbus

Pithua, Patrick: Associate Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Pittman, David Lynn: Adjunct Associate Professor; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Medicine; University of Nebraska

Pivovarov, Peter: Assistant Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Alberta

Plank, Crystal Leigh: Clinical Instructor; School of Nursing; Bachelor's Degree; Southern Adventist University

Platt, Sharon Sue: Adjunct Instructor; School of Nursing; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; Union College Lincoln NE

Po, Lillian Gallardo: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Food Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University

Podgursky, Michael J: Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Pokala, Naveen: Assistant Professor; Surgery-Urology; Doctor of Medicine; Osmania Medical College

Pokala, Suhasini: Adjunct Assistant Professor; Psychiatry; Doctor of Medicine

Polacco, Joseph Carmine: Emeritus; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Duke University

Pollitt, Lenard L: Clinical Professor; Medicine-Cardiology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Pollard, Rochelle Dawn: Adjunct Instructor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Master of Education; Drury University, Springfield, MO
**Polo Parada, Luis:** Associate Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Case Western Reserve University

**Pookk, Scott Ervin:** Associate Extension Professor; Ag Extension-Vet Med; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Wisconsin - Madison

**Poor, Joel C:** Associate Teaching Professor; Marketing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Irvine

**Popejoy, Lori L:** Associate Professor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

**Popescu, Mihail:** Associate Professor; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

**Porter, Jeannette Hill:** Assistant Professor; Journalism; Master of Journalism; Virginia Commonwealth University

**Potochnick, Stephanie Rodriguez:** Assistant Professor; Truman School of Pub Affrs Adm

**Powell, Laura:** Adjunct Instructor; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Master of Science; Fontbonne College

**Powell, Melodie Annee:** Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Law

**Prager, Bradley J:** Professor; German & Russian Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

**Prahlad, Anand:** Curators Distinguished Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Los Angeles

**Prasad, Amit:** Associate Professor; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

**Prasad, Srirupa:** Associate Professor; Women’s & Gender Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

**Prather, Randall S:** Curators Distinguished Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

**Pratts Vidal, David:** Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Arts; University of Girona (Spain)

**Pratt, Pamela Drew:** Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Master of Science; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

**Pratze, Alan David:** Adjunct Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; Washington University in St. Louis

**Preble, Kathleen Murray:** Assistant Professor; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Texas at Arlington

**Prelas, Mark Antonio:** Professor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

**Presberg, Charles D:** Associate Professor; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; Harvard University

**Presko, Kimberly Marie:** Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of MO- Columbia

**Presser, Nan R:** Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

**Prestigiaco, Carl Christopher:** Associate Teaching Professor; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

**Prewett, Sara Lynn:** Post Doctoral Fellow; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

**Price, Nancy Ann:** Instructor; International programs; Master’s Degree; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

**Pruessner, Bernadine D:** Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Business Admin; Western Governors University

**Puckett, Charles Linwood:** Professor; Surgery; Doctor of Medicine; Wake Forest College

**Pukthuanthong, Kuntara:** Associate Professor; Finance; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Irvine

**Pulakat, Lakshmidevi:** Professor; Medicine; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Melbourne

**Putnam, Darcie L:** Adjunct Instructor; Academic Dean; Master’s Degree; University of Missouri

**Puttaswamy, Sachidevi:** Assistant Research Professor; Biological Engineering

**Puttur, Santhoshkumar:** Associate Research Professor; Ophthalmology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Mysore

**Qin, Hua:** Assistant Professor; Rural Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

**Qin, Zhenbo:** Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Columbia University

**Qiu, Mingming:** Assistant Teaching Professor; Finance; Doctor of Philosophy

**Quackenbush, Patricia M:** Instructor; ZZZ-Soil, Environ and Atmo Sci; Master of Science; Purdue University

**Quackenbush, Stephen Lee:** Associate Professor; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University at Buffalo, The State University of New York

**Quick, Jacob Adam:** Assistant Professor; Surgery-Acute Care; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

**Quinn, Kathleen J:** Associate Dean; Dean of Medicine; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

**Quinn, Thomas P:** Professor; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Saint Louis University

**Quirk, Thomas Vaughan:** Emeritus; English; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of New Mexico

**Qureshi, Adnan Iqbal:** Professor Of Clinical Department; Neurology; Doctor of Medicine; Quaid-e-Azam Univ

**ROBERTS, SEAN CORY:** Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Naval Science
Rabani, Abed Golam: Assistant Professor; Personal Financial Planning; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Georgia
Raben, Charles Francis: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Natural Resources; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Maine
Rachow, Jennifer A: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean - Medical Education; Bachelor's Degree - 2nd entry; University of Missouri
Radulescu, Alexandru Viorel: Assistant Professor; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Los Angeles
Raedeke, Maurine Darling: Assistant Teaching Professor; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Raghavan, Srinivasan: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Sustainability Office; Master’s Degree; New Mexico State University
Ragland, Ellie: Emeritus; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan
Rahhal, Tojan Bassam: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of North Carolina a
Rai, Sudhanshu P: Assistant Research Professor; Neurology; Doctor of Philosophy; National Institute of Immunology, New Delhi, India
Raitt, Jill: Emeritus; Religious Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Chicago
Rajagopalan, Anuradha: Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health
Rajendra, Suchithra: Assistant Professor; Industrial/Mfg Sys Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; The Pennsylvania State University
Ramachandran, Venkataraman: Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Surgery; Doctor of Medicine; University of Madras
Ramalingam, Anupama: Adjunct Assistant Professor; Child Health-Pulmonary
Ramirez, Alejandro: Adjunct Assistant Professor; Child Health-Gastroenterology; Doctor of Medicine
Ramirez Bayron Jr, Jose Gilberto: Assistant Professional Practice Professor; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Chiropractic Med; Logan University
Ramseyer Winter, Virginia Lynn: Assistant Professor; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Kansas
Randall, Douglas D: Emeritus; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University
Randall, Linda Lee: Emeritus; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin
Randolph, Jena K: Assistant Research Professor; Special Education
Ransdell, Brennan Myles: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; Rockhurst University
Rantz, Marilyn J: Emeritus; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee
Rao, Ajay Krishna: Adjunct Instructor; School of Business; Master of Business Admin
Rasse-Cott, Robin Rene: Clinical Instructor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Master of Education; Stephens College
Ratneshwar, Srinivasan: Adjunct Instructor; Marketing; Doctor of Philosophy; Vanderbilt University
Rau, Meagan Brophy: Clinical Instructor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri
Rau, Julia Ann: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri
Rautman, Marcus: Professor; ZZZ-Art History & Classical Ar; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University
Ravert, April Anderson: Adjunct Instructor; Human Dev & Family Science; Master's Degree; Texas Woman's University
Ravert, Russell Douglas: Associate Professor; Human Dev & Family Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University Bloomington
Rawlings, Arthur L: Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Surgery-General; Doctor of Medicine; University of Illinois
Ray, Bimal Kumar: Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Calcutta
Ray, Matthew Warren: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Military Science
Read, David T: Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago
Reams, Michelle Jude: Instructor; School of Nursing; Master of Nursing; University of Missouri
Rector, Randy S: Associate Professor; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-MED; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Reddy, Chada Sudershan: Adjunct Professor; Public Health Program; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Mississippi
Redmon, Ryan Wystan: Adjunct Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; Notre Dame Law School
Reed, Chad Michael: Adjunct Instructor; Accountancy; Master of Accountancy
Reed, Ebony S: Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Master's Degree; University of Missouri
Reed, Katherine Trimaro: Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Master's Degree; Hollins University
Reed, Rachel Carol: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; University of Missouri
Reed, Rita: Emeritus; Journalism; Master's Degree; University of Missouri
Reed, Shannon Kelly: Associate Teaching Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri
Reeder, Bryce W: Assistant Professor; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois
Reeder, Linda S: Associate Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; Rutgers University
Rees, David L: Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Master's Degree; University of Missouri
Rees, Randy A: Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Master’s; University of Missouri
Reger, Rhonda K; Professor; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois, Champaign

Regunath, Harirahan; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Pulmonary & Environ

Reid, Catherine June; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Reid, David H; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Vice Provost Undergraduate Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Reid Arndt, Stephanie A; Associate Dean; SHP/Health Psychology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Arizona

Reilly, Thomas James; Associate Clinical Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Reinero, Carol Rose; Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of California, Davis

Reinke, Wendy M; Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oregon

Reist, Whitney E; Adjunct Instructor; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Reiter, Laurie Jean; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Liberal Arts; University of Missouri

Reneker, Lixing W; Associate Professor; Ophthalmology

Renner, Gregory J; Emeritus; Otolaryngology; Doctor of Medicine; Southern Illinois University

Renoe, Susan Dixon; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Office of Research; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Santa Barbara

Resnik, Andrew G; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Psychiatry

Retzloff, David George; Associate Professor; Chemical Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pittsburgh

Reuben, Richard C; Professor; Law; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University

Reust, Carin E; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Revelle, Sara M; Adjunct Assistant Professor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Nursing Practice; Frontier Nursing University

Reyna, Ivan Roberto; Associate Professor; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley

Reynolds, Frances E; Assistant Instructor; International programs; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri-Columbia

Reys, Barbara Bestgen; Emeritus; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Reys, Robert Edward; Emeritus; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Rice, Jennifer Elizabeth; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Specialist of Education; William Woods University

Rice, Kevin Barry; Assistant Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Ohio State University

Richins, Marsha L; Professor; Marketing; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Richter, Kacie Marie; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Riek, James V; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; TV Station; Bachelor's Degree; Missouri Southern State University

Ries, James E; Adjunct Instructor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Ries, Lawrence D; Associate Teaching Professor; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Rikoon, James S; Dean; Rural Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University

Riles, Julius Matthew; Assistant Professor; Communication; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Riley-Tillman, Timothy Christopher; Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; Syracuse University

Ringdahl, Erika N; Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine

Rivera, Arnaldo Luis; Associate Professor; Otolaryngology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Puerto Rico

Rivera, Izel M; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Memphis

Rivera, Luis Alberto; Assistant Teaching Professor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Rivera, Rocio Melissa; Associate Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida

Rivkin, Jacqueline R; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Science; Columbia University

Roam, Alexis Brooke; Clinical Instructor; Nursing Extn/Cont Educ; Bachelor's Degree; University of Phoenix

Robbins, Bridgett; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; UH Nursing Administration II; Registered Nurse

Robbins, Michael Cook; Instructor; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota - Twin Cities

Robbins, Philip Alexander; Associate Professor; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago

Robert, Christopher A; Associate Professor; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Roberts, Craig; Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Arkansas

Roberts, Nancy Elizabeth; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; Missouri Southern State University

Roberts, Robert Michael; Curators Distinguished Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oxford

Roberts, Tina; Adjunct Instructor; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Robertson, John D; Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Maryland
Robinson, Erin Linn; Assistant Professor; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Robinson, Karen Margaret; Librarian III; Library; Master of Library Science; Emporia State University

Robinson, Matthew Timothy; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Emergency Medicine

Rodgers, Shelly LaNette; Professor; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Rodier, Shelly LaNette; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Medicine; Eastern Virginia Medical School

Rogers, Cassandra Anne; Assistant Instructor; Women's & Gender Studies; Juris Doctor; University of MO

Rogers, Evelyn S; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Missouri Review; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Rohde, Phillip Paul; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Emergency Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Kansas School of Medicine

Rojas Moreno, Christian Andres; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Infectious Diseases; Doctor of Medicine; Universidad Nacional Asuncion

Rolan, Terry D; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Neurology; Doctor of Medicine; Texas Tech University

Roland, William; Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Rolbiecki, Abigail J; Assistant Professor; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Roller, Christopher Brian; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Specialist of Education; William Woods University

Rollins, Kathryn Lauren; Adjunct Instructor; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy

Romero, Anna Marie; Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Bachelor's; New Mexico State University

Ronci, Raymond C; Teaching Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska

Rood, Tammy Lynn; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Child Health-Pulmonary; Doctor of Nursing Practice; University of MO-Columbia

Root, Jonathon Brian; Visiting Assistant Professor; History; Master of Arts; Kansas State University

Rose, Amanda J; Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois

Rose, Chad Allen; Associate Professor; Special Education

Rose, Thomas D; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Public Health Program; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Rosen, Kathleen Roulter; Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Medicine; Eastern Virginia Medical School

Rosenberg, Leah Alice; Assistant Teaching Professor; Religious Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; Emory University

Rosenberger, Amanda Elizabeth; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Natural Resources

Rosenblad, Brent Lyndon; Associate Professor; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Rosenfeld, Cheryl S; Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Rosenfeld, Julie Anne; Assistant Professor; School of Music; Master of Music; Yale University

Rosner, Chelsea Lynn; Assistant Professor; Human Devl & Family Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Florida State University

Ross, Robert Raymond; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; VP Enrollment Management; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Ross, Stephanie Rose; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of College of Business; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Rother, Chase Lawrence; Adjunct Instructor; Dean of College of Business; Bachelor's Degree

Rothman, Daryl Cary; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Social Work; Washington Univ.

Rottinghaus, George Edwin; Clinical Professor; Biomedical Sciences

Rottinghaus, Patrick Joseph; Associate Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psyh; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

Rowden, Kara Jo; Clinical Instructor; Ophthalmology; Doctor of Optometry

Rowe, Jennifer Lynn; Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Royal, Angela B; Assistant Clinical Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Rozier, Stephen C; Assistant Professor; ZZZ-Art; Master of Fine Arts; Temple University

Rubin, Leona Joyce; Administrative Consultant II; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Univ Colorado

Rubin, Natasha Rivkin; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Some College - 4th entry; Hunter College

Rudy, Duane; Associate Professor; Human Devl & Family Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Toronto

Ruggeri, David Andrew; Associate Teaching Professor; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Saint Louis University

Runnels, Lindsay J; Clinical Professor; Law - General; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri - Kansas City

Ruopp, Amy Lynn; Post Doctoral Fellow - Teaching; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Ruplinger, Jacqueline M; Adjunct Associate Professor; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Texas Medical Branch

Russell, Luke Thomas; Assistant Teaching Professor; Human Devl & Family Science; Master of Science; University of Missouri
Russo, Katherine E: Adjunct Instructor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Ruth, Aidan Alfair: Lecturer; Path & Anat Sci - Anatomy; Master of Arts; Kent State University

Rutter, Sara B: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Education; University Of Missouri-Columbia

Rymph, Catherine E: Associate Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Saab, Youssef: Associate Professor; ZZZ-Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Sable, Marjorie R: Emeritus; Social Work; Doctor of Public Health; University of North Carolina

Sable-Smith, Bram Eric: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; FM Station; Bachelor's Degree; Washington University

Sack, Kimberly Jon: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Sadler, Edward John: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Natural Resources; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Sadler, Troy D: Adjunct Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of South Florida

Saffran, Lisa Jeanne: Director; Public Health Program; Master's Degree; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Safranski, Timothy J: Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Safranski, Trista Ann: Assistant Teaching Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Saguiguit, Leo Contreras: Associate Professor; School of Music

Sahota, Pradeep K: Professor; Neurology; Doctor of Medicine; Christian Medical College

Salam, Muhammad Waqar: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Endocrinology; Doctor of Medicine; King Edward Medical College

Salau, Muskinni Olanrewaju: Clinical Instructor; Psychiatry; Doctor of Medicine; University of Lagos

Salim, Hani A: Associate Dean; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; West Virginia University

Salzer, William L: Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey

Samad, Fatima: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Cardiology; Doctor of Medicine

Samullah MD, S: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Gastroenterology; Doctor of Medicine; Aga Khan University

Sample, Jacquelyn Marie: Clinical Instructor; MO Health Prof Consortium; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Sampson, Cheryl L: Associate Professor; ZZZ-Art; Master of Fine Arts; The University of Iowa

Sampson, Christopher S: Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Emergency Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; Royal College of Surgeons

Sanchez, Francisco Javier: Associate Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Iowa

Sanchez, Ninive: Assistant Professor; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Sanders Jr, Harlow Stewart: Assistant Instructor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Sandvol, Eric A: Professor; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; New Mexico State University

Sanford-Martens, Tiffany Casandra: Assistant Professional Practice Professor; Psychiatry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Sapp, Lesley Jeanne: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Vice Provost for International Programs; Not Indicated - 1st entry; Indiana University

Sappington, Jill Lynne: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Sarafianos, Stefanos: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; Georgetown University

Sarais, Maria Silvia: Assistant Instructor; Ancient Mediterranean Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Sardis, Katryna Rachel: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Social Justice; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Sasser, Katherine Jean: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Sasser, Mary Margaret: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master's Degree - 1st entry; Univ. of Missouri Columbia

Sasser, Tracy Nicole: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master's Degree

Sathi, Bindu Kanathezath: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health-Hematology; Doctor of Medicine; Los Angeles County - University of Southern California Medical Center

Satpathy, Sashi: Curators Distinguished Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Sattenspiel, Lisa: Professor; Anthropology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of New Mexico

Saucier, Aaron James: Adjunct Instructor; Civil/Environmental Engr; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Sayers, Stephen P: Associate Professor; SHP/Physical Therapy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Massachusetts Amherst

Scaboo, Andrew M: Assistant Research Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Arkansas

Scales, Karen McCallum: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Scanlon, Thomas C: Adjunct Assistant Professor; Path & Anat Sci - Anatomy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Scantlin, Aaron Joseph: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Security; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Scardina, Traci Marie: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SHP/Health Sciences

Schachtman, Todd R: Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Binghampton University, The State University of New York

Schadt, James C: Emeritus; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas Tech University
Schaefer, Susan Degginger; Adjunct Instructor; Academic Dean; Master of Arts; Saint Mary University

Schaffer, Jennifer M; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Arts & Science; Master's Degree; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Scharf, Martha Elizabeth; Assistant Teaching Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Scharf, Peter C; Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Scharnagl, Anna; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Agriculture Biochemistry

Schatten, Heide; Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Heidelberg

Schatz, Enid Joy; Associate Professor; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pennsylvania

Scheckter, Sarah Elizabeth; Assistant Professional Practice Professor; Psychiatry; Doctor of Philosophy; Bryn Mawr College

Scheer, Lisa K; Professor; Marketing; Doctor of Philosophy; Northwestern University

Scheese, Lisa Marie; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Learning Center; Master of Business Administration; Stephens College

Schenker, David Joseph; Associate Professor; Ancient Mediterranean Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley

Scherer, Laura Danielle; Assistant Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University in St Louis

Schibli, Monica Ann; Associate Clinical Professor; SHP/Clinical & Diagnostic Sci; Master's Degree; Fontbonne University

Schick, Carol Anne; Assistant Teaching Professor; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Schielitz, Kelly Michele; Assistant Teaching Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Schiffbauer, James D; Assistant Professor; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Schirmer, Benjamin David; Instructor; Academic Dean; Master of Education; Rockhurst University

Schliep, Erin M; Assistant Professor; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; Colorado State University

Schmaltz, Chester Lee; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Schmaltz, Richard Allen; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Surgery

Schmardebeck, Lyle Roy; Assistant Professor; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Arkansas

Schmid, Sasha Ayn; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Bachelor's Degree; The University of Iowa

Schmidt, Francis John; Emeritus; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin

Schmidt, Olaf; Assistant Teaching Professor; German & Russian Studies; Master's Degree; Humboldt State University

Schmitz, Amy Jean; Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Minnesota Law

Schnabel, Robert D; Associate Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Schnatterly, Karen Ann; Associate Professor; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Schneeberger, Kenneth C; Assistant Dean; CAFNR International Programs

Schneller, Jacqueline M; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Academic Dean; Master of Social Work; University of Arkansas

Schneller, John T; Emeritus; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Schoetz, James E; Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Kentucky

Schoenleber, Dana B; Adjunct Associate Professor; Ophthalmology

Scholes, Roberta J; Teaching Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Schopp, Laura; Professor; SHP/Health Psychology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Schrader, Michael Eugene; Adjunct Instructor; Dean of College of Business; Master of Business Admin; William Woods University

Schrumpf, Lindsey A; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Psychiatry; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Schock, Melody L; Clinical Instructor; School of Nursing; Bachelor's Degree; Cox College of Nursing

Schroeder, Jacqueline Lee; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; University of Missouri - Kansas City

Schrum, Adam Gregory; Associate Professor; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine

Schueller, Michael John; Research Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin

Schul, Johannes; Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Phillips University

Schultz, Ashley Sue; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Recovery; Registered Nurse

Schultz, Eric D; Tutor; SHP/Physical Therapy; Doctor of Practical Theology; University of Missouri

Schultz, John Charles; Emeritus; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Washington

Schultz, Loren G; Associate Teaching Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Kansas State University

Schultz, David J; Associate Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Schultz, Laura Clamon; Associate Professor; Ob, Gyn & Women's Health; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Schumacher, Leon George; Professor; Bioengineering; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

Schust, Danny Joseph; Professor; Ob, Gyn & Women's Health; Doctor of Medicine; University of Wisconsin - Madison
Schuster, Andrea M; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri School of Medicine
Schwain, Kristin A; Associate Professor; ZZZ-Art History & Classical Art; Doctor of Philosophy; Stanford University
Schwartz, Kenneth Stuart; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Juris Doctor; Washington University
Schwartz, Richard B; Emeritus; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Schwarz, Benyamin; Professor; Architectural Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan
Schweser, Kyle Michael; Assistant Professor; Orthopaedic Surgery
Scogin, Joseph M; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Scott, Grant J; Assistant Research Professor; Center Geospatial Intelligence; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Scott, James K; Vice Provost; VP for International Programs; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Scott, Jessica Rene; Adjunct Instructor; Human Devl & Family Science; Bachelor's Degree; Dury University
Scott, Joseph Brian; Lecturer; International programs; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Scott, Rebecca R; Associate Professor; Sociology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Santa Cruz
Seabough, Janice Louise; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Otolaryngology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri
Seagrave, Stephen Adam; Associate Professor; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Notre Dame
Sebacher, Mary C; Adjunct Assistant Professor; SHP/Clinical & Diagnostic Sci; Master's Degree; University of Missouri
Sebastian, Jimmy; Assistant Professor; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis
Segal, Steven S; Curators Distinguished Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan
Segert, Ines L; Associate Teaching Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Princeton University
Segert, Jan; Associate Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Princeton University
Seitz, Christine O; Associate Teaching Professor; School of Music; Master of Music; University of Wisconsin - Madison
Seitz, Paul Thomas; Adjunct Assistant Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Musical Arts; University of Wisconsin - Madison
Selin, Jennifer L; Assistant Professor; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Vanderbilt University
Selva, Regina M; Assistant Clinical Professor; Child Health-Gen & Ambulatory; Doctor of Medicine; The University of Mississippi
Selva, Thomas J; Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health; Doctor of Medicine; The University of Mississippi
Sengupta, Shramik; Associate Professor; Biological Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota
Senter, David A; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Iowa State University
Seo, Kangwon; Assistant Professor; Industrial/Mfg Sys Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Arizona State University
Serfass, Thomas Dean; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree; Washington University
Serna, Pablo Andres; Assistant Instructor; Romance Languages & Literature; Master of Arts; University of Missouri
Sewell, Thomas Dan; Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Oklahoma State University
Sexton, Jay Jarrett; Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oxford
Shababi, Monir; Assistant Research Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology
Shade, Scott Alaric; Adjunct Instructor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri
Shaffer, Travis L; Assistant Teaching Professor; ZZZ-Art; Master of Arts; University of Kentucky
Shaffer, Victoria A; Associate Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University
Shah, Syed A; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Neurology; Doctor of Medicine; Khyber medical college
Shahan, Morgan Ashley; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Student Health Center; Registered Nurse
Shahan, Victoria; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Human Env Sci; Master's Degree; University of Missouri
Shahriari, Sara Ann; Assistant Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Master of Arts; University of Missouri
Shang, Yi; Professor; ZZZ-Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Shankar, Ravi; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Psychiatry; Doctor of Medicine; Gandhi Medical College, Bhopal, India
Shanks, Patti A; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Mizzou Online; Master of Fine Arts; University of Missouri
Shanmugam, Krishna P; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Ophthalmology
Shannon, Donald Kent; Extension Professional; Northeast Region-Agriculture & Natural Resources; Master of Science; University of Missouri
Shannon, James Grover; Emeritus; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University
Shannon, Marcia Carlson; Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University
Shao, Kelli Yvette; Assistant Professional Practice Professor; Ophthalmology; Doctor of Optometry; University of Missouri - St. Louis
Shapiro, Allan James; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Child Health-Cardiology; Doctor of Medicine; Washinton University school of Medicine
Sharma, Krishna; Professor; Ophthalmology; Doctor of Philosophy; Mysore University
Sharma, Rishi; Assistant Research Professor; Neurology; Doctor of Philosophy; Jaweher Ial Negra University

Sharp, Gordon Craig; Emeritus; Medicine

Sharp, Robert E; Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Lancaster

Sharpe, Deanna L; Associate Professor; Personal Financial Planning; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

Shaver, Jason Thomas; Lecturer; International programs

Shaw, Daniel Porter; Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Shaw, Kenneth William; Associate Professor; Accountancy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin

Shaw, Meredith Dawn; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Business; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Shaw, Richard Franklin; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Journalism; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Shea, Cory Michael; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Emergency Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; Saint George's University

Shea, Layne Marie; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Emergency Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; St. George's University

Sheets, Lincoln Ralph; Assistant Research Professor; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Medicine

Sheldon, Kennon M; Curators Distinguished Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Davis

Sheldon, Melanie S; Assistant Teaching Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Shelton, Jana Jo; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree; University of Central Oklahoma

Shelton, Kevin L; Professor; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Yale University

Shenk, Mary Katherine; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Anthropology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Washington

Shenker, Joel Isaac; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Neurology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Illinois College of Medicine at Urbana - Champaign

Sher, Kenneth; Curators Distinguished Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University

Sherman, Janice; Teaching Professor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas Woman's University

Sherman, Seth L; Associate Professor; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Medicine; Wills College

Sherwin, LeeAnne; Assistant Professor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; Oregon Health and Science University

Sherwood, Richard James; Professor; Path & Anat Sci - Anatomy; Doctor of Philosophy; Kent State University

Shin, Dmitry; Assistant Professor; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Shiu, Patrick Ka; Associate Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of British Columbia

Shoemake, Brian McMillan; Assistant Teaching Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Tennessee

Shoemaker-Moyle, Michael Sean; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Nephrology; Doctor of Medicine; The State University of New York Health Science at Syracuse

Shonekan, Stephanie Uku; Associate Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University

Show, Justin H; Assistant Teaching Professor; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; North Carolina State University

Shukla, Shivendra D; Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Liverpool

Shy, Chi-Ren; Professor; ZZZ-Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Siddiqui, Bismah Farrukh; Clinical Instructor; Medicine Hospitalist; Doctor of Medicine

Siddiqui, Junaid Habib; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Neurology; Doctor of Medicine

Siegel, Marcelle Arra; Associate Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley

Siem, Carol A; Clinical Instructor; School of Nursing; Master of Nursing; University of Missouri

Sievert, Donald Edward; Professor; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Sievert, MaryEilen Cullinan; Emeritus; Info Science & Learning Tech

Sievert, Veronica Conway; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine

Sill, Gerald M; Adjunct Professor; Health Mgmt & Informatics

Silverman, Lewis Phillip; Instructor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Master's Degree; The University of Georgia

Silvey, Brian Ashley; Associate Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas

Silvey, Stanley R; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Intercollegiate Athletics; Not Indicated - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Simmons, Andrea Marie; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean - Medical Education; Master of Arts; Western Michigan University

Simoes, Eduardo J; Professor; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Medicine; Universidade De Pernambuco

Simons, Amy B; Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Simonsen, Jon Christian; Associate Professor; Agricultural Ed and Leadership; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Simms, Russell Alan; Adjunct Instructor; Management; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri-Columbia

Simms, Wendy L; Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Philosophy; Florida State University

Singh, Amolak; Professor; Radiology

Singh, David J; Curators Distinguished Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Ottawa
Singh, Deepak Kumar; Assistant Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy

Singh, Garima; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Psychiatry

Singh, Kamlendra; Assistant Research Professor; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; Banaras Hindu University

Singh, Niranjan Narain; Adjunct Associate Professor; Neurology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri - St. Louis

Singh, Sindhu; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Hematology & Oncology; Doctor of Medicine

SiPe, Daniel A; Associate Professor; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Sites, Kelly H; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Sites, Robert William; Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington State University

Siva, Chokkalingam; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Immunology & Rheumatology

Sivaraman, Manjamalai; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Neurology

Skelsey, Nathan William; Assistant Professor; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Medicine; Johns Hopkins School of Medicine

Skevas, Theodoros; Assistant Professor; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Science

Skinner, Jeremy B; Associate Clinical Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The State University of New York

Skinner, Owen Thomas; Assistant Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Bristol

Skubic, Marjorie; Professor; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Skyberg, Jerod Alan; Assistant Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; North Dakota State University

Slane, Kathleen W; Emeritus; School of Visual Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; Bryn Mawr College

Slaten, Christopher Daniel; Assistant Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Slavik, Julia Nichole; Clinical Instructor; School of Nursing; Master of Nursing; University of South Alabama

Slavikova, Lenka; Post Doctoral Fellow - Teaching; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Charles University, Prague

Slawski, Daniel Paul; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Medicine; Washington University School of Medicine

Silvka, Judd; Assistant Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Slutskie, Wendy S; Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Smale, Robert Leland; Associate Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Smeda, Reid J; Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Smith, A Mark; Curators Distinguished Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Smith, Charles J; Professor; Radiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Smith, Dan Alan; Assistant Teaching Professor; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Smith, Dennis Lynn; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Emergency Medicine; Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine; Des Moines University

Smith, Douglas Earl; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Smith, Emily Hoffman; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Dermatology-Derm; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Smith, Gary Lee; Emeritus; Vice Provost Enrollment Management; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri

Smith, Joshua T; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of College of Business; Master's Degree; Missouri State University

Smith, Kelly Ann; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Arts; Northern Illinois University

Smith, Kirby L; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Multidisciplinary Programs; Master's Degree; Framingham State College

Smith, Leo Patrick; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Philosophy; Pacific Western University

Smith, Leonard Daryl; Assistant Teaching Professor; Management; Master of Business Admin; Washington University

Smith, Matthew J; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Medicine; Creighton University

Smith, Michael Fielding; Curators Distinguished Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Smith, Pamela; Assistant Teaching Professor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Smith, Patricia N; Editor; Dean of Journalism; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Smith, Randall Darby; Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; University of Missouri

Smith, Rebecca; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; FM Station; Bachelor's Degree; Truman State University

Smith, Sara Dale; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Veterinary Medicine; Master of Science; University of South Florida

Smith-McGruder, Nicole Lynette; Adjunct Instructor; Dean of College of Business; Master of Business Admin

Smith-Parris, Penny Jane; Associate Teaching Professor; English; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Smotherston, Brittany N; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Academic Dean; Master of Education; University Of Missouri-Columbi

Snyder, Paula M; Lecturer; International programs; Master's Degree; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Socarides, Alexandra A; Associate Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; Rutgers University - New Brunswick
Soden, Gregory John; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; University of Saskatchewan
Soest, Michele J; Clinical Instructor; School of Nursing; Master of Science; University of Wisconsin - Madison
Sohl, Kristin Amanda; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri
Solbrekken, Gary L; Associate Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota
Solbrekken, Yvonne E; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Learning Center; Master's Degree; University of Missouri
Sommer, Richard C; Adjunct Instructor; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Master's; University of Missouri
Somm JR, Roger W; Associate Dean; Pharmacy - General; Doctor of Pharmacy; University of Utah
Song, Qisheng; Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Maryland
Song, Xuesong; Assistant Research Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Science; University of Missouri
Soria Lopez, Maria Del; Assistant Professor; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Sorley, David Cole; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Medicine; The University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas
Sottile PhD, James; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis
Souther, Matthew Edward; Assistant Professor; Finance; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Florida
Sowa, Grzegorz; Associate Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology
Sowers, Jim Russell; Professor; Medicine
Sowers, Linda Franz; Instructor; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri
Spain, Jimmy N; Provost; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Spain, Vickie L; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Spate Smith, Laurie Elizabeth; Adjunct Instructor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Master of Education; Lesley College
Speck, Angela Karen; Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University College
Speckman, Paul L; Instructor; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Los Angeles
Speichinger, Ella Dominique; Adjunct Associate Professor; Ob, Gyn & Women's Health; Doctor of Medicine
Spence, Marcia L; Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Musical Arts; University of North Texas
Spencer, Pamela Burdell; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Master of Education; University of Missouri
Spencer, Thomas Edward; Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University
Sperber, Jonathan; Curators Distinguished Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Chicago
Spires, Donald Ellis; Emeritus; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University
Springer, Gordon Kent; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; The Pennsylvania State University
Sprouse, Nina G; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Science; Central Missouri State University
Squire, Peverill; Professor; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley
Srinivas, Sharan; Assistant Professor; Industrial/Mfg Sys Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Pennsylvania State University
Srinivasan, Hema; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Brandeis University
Srivastava, Rashmi; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health Critical Care
Stacey, Gary; Curators Distinguished Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin
Stacey, Minviluz; Assistant Research Professor; Plant Sciences
Stack, Mary Sharon; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Louisville
Stacy, Carl Christopher; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Medicine; The University of Oklahoma
Stacy Jr, James M; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Journalism
Stader, David L; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis
Staiculescu, Ioana Claudia; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SoM Center for Health Policy; Master of Public Health; University of Missouri
Staley, Robert Eric; Adjunct Professor; Truman School of Pub Affrs Adm; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Stallmann, Judith I; Professor; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University
Stambaugh, Michael C; Associate Research Professor; ZZZ-Forestry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Staner, Derek Ross; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Radiology; Doctor of Medicine; The University of Texas at Dallas
Stanley, Trisha Lee; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri
Stannard, James Patrick; Professor; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Medicine; University of Virginia
Stansfield, John J; Associate Teaching Professor; Finance; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Stanton, Anne R; Associate Professor; ZZZ-Art History & Classical Ar; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin
Stanton, Laura A; Adjunct Instructor; Dean of Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; University of Notre Dame

Stark, Moselle Marie; Clinical Instructor; Ob, Gyn & Women's Health

Starkey, Alexander Brice; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Naval Science

Starr, Steven; Assistant Clinical Professor; SHP/Clinical & Diagnostic Sci; Master of Public Health; University of Missouri

Stauss, Melanie; Adjunct Instructor; German & Russian Studies; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Staveley-O'Carroll, Kevin Finnnbar; Professor; Surgery-Administration; Doctor of Medicine

Stealey, Josephine; Professor; ZZZ-Art; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Steffens, Brian L; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; Bowling Green State University

Steffens, Martha M; Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; Indiana University

Stegmaier, Mary Ann; Assistant Professor; Truman School of Pub Affairs; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Stein, Jeffrey Mark; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health-Nephrology; Doctor of Medicine; Yale University

Steinhoff, Douglas Charles; Instructor; Physics; Master of Education; University of Missouri-Columbia

Steinley, Douglas Lee; Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois

Stelzer, Henry Ellis; Associate Professor; ZZZ-Forestry; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Stemmler, Jonathan T; Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Master of Arts; The University of Arizona

Stensby, James Derek; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Radiology; Doctor of Medicine; Emory University

Stephens, Amanda Jo; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Ob, Gyn & Women's Health; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Stephens, Cynthia Stotler; Clinical Instructor; Nursing Extn/Cont Educ; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Stephens, Elizabeth Conner; Assistant Professional Practice Professor; Journalism

Stephens, Kelly Ann; Assistant Teaching Professor; SHP/Physical Therapy; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Stephens, Luke A; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Sterling, James; Emeritus; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Stern, Jana Ulani; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Business; Master of Business Admin; Arizona State University

Stern, Reuben Joseph; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Journalism; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Stevens, Jeffrey Allen; Post Doctoral Fellow - Teaching; History; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Los Angeles

Stevens, Lisa M; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; TV Station; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Stevens, Mason Owen; Adjunct Instructor; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Stevenson, Britney Lynn; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SHP/Occupational Therapy; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Steevermer, James J; Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; Washington University

Stewart, Bob R; Emeritus; School of Nursing; Doctor of Education; University of Maryland

Stewart, George; Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas Health Science Center at Dallas

Stewart, Kara; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Animal Science

Stilley, Joshua David; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Emergency Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Stilley, Julie A; Assistant Research Professor; Emergency Medicine; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri - Columbia

Stobey, Clintin P; Associate Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Stodghill II, Ronald; Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Master of Fine Arts; Queen University of Charlotte

Stoker, Aaron M; Associate Research Professor; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Stoker, Nancy Cummings; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Arts

Stone, Bethany; Teaching Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Stormo, Janell Francesca; Assistant Clinical Professor; SHP/Clinical & Diagnostic Sci; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Stormont, Melissa; Professor; Special Education; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Stout, Evan Ray; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Medicine

Stout, Jessica Rae; Clinical Instructor; Medicine Hospitalist

Stowers, Lester Samuel; Teaching Professor; English; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Svoyanov, Alexandre; Assistant Research Professor; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path

Strathausen, Carsten; Professor; German & Russian Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oregon
Strathman, Alan J.; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Strawhun, Jenna Marie; Clinical Instructor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Strickland, Donna G.; Associate Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee

Strobel, Johannes; Professor; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Stroessner, Lacy Adair; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Strong, Stacie Ilene; Professor; Law; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oxford

Strood, Tracy Ann; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health

Stubbs, Sue; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Music; University of Missouri

Stucky, Renee; Professional Practice Professor; Physical Medicine & Rehab

Stuhlman, Brian P; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Stutz, Michele Bamihas; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Science; Purdue University

Sudduth, Kenneth Alan; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Bioengineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Suedmeyer, Kirk; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Suits, Arthur Gilmore; Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Berkeley

Sukhanov, Sergiy; Associate Research Professor; Medicine-Cardiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Zabotlny Microbiology and Virology Institute

Sukys, Julija; Assistant Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Toronto

Summerhays, Benjamin John; Assistant Professional Practice Professor; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Medicine; Ohio College of Pediatric Medicine

Summers, Gerald F.; Associate Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois

Sumner, Lloyd; Professor; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Oklahoma State University

Sun, Carlos Chung; Professor; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Irvine

Sun, Dongchu; Professor; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University

Sun, Grace Y.; Emeritus; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Oregon State University

Sun, Hongmin; Associate Professor; Medicine; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Houston

Sun, Jianguo; Professor; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Waterloo

Sun, Zhe; Assistant Research Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Toledo

Sunna, Ramez Sami; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine

Sutovsky, Peter; Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Czech Academy of Sciences

Suttmoller, Kevin Edward; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-General Internal; Doctor of Medicine; AT Still University of Health Sciences

Sveum, Kristi Turner; Adjunct Instructor; Social Work; Master of Social Work; University of Missouri

Sveum, Matthew Arthur; Post Doctoral Fellow; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Swafford, Scott Cunningham; Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Master of Journalism; University of Missouri

Swanson, Mark Kenneth; Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Swenson, Amanda; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Swenson, John; Adjunct Instructor; Management; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri

Swick, Marly A; Emeritus; English; Doctor of Philosophy; American University

Swofford, Sarah Jean; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine

Syam, Niladri Baran; Associate Professor; Marketing; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Dallas

Sykuta, Michael E.; Associate Professor; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University

Syler, Claire P; Assistant Professor; Theatre; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pittsburgh

Szabo, Jamie Lynne; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Sponsored Program Admin; Master of Public Administration; University of Missouri

Szekely, Eva Diana; Professor; School of Music; Master's Degree; The Juilliard School

Tabanelli, Roberta; Associate Professor; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Tacker, Allen Bernard; Assistant Instructor; Vice Provost for International Programs; Doctor of Philosophy; UMC

Tahan, Veyssel; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Gastroenterology; Doctor of Medicine; Akdeniz University

Takeda, Shuichiro; Associate Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pennsylvania

Tan, Change Laura; Associate Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pennsylvania

Tan, Jinglu; Director; Bioengineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Tanaka, Tomoko; Assistant Professor; Surgery-Neurosurgery; Doctor of Medicine; Kitasato University
Tanner, John J; Professor; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Brown University

Tanner Jones, Lou A; Assistant Clinical Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Tarkow, Theodore Alfred; Associate Dean; Ancient Mediterranean Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Tarr, James E; Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; Illinois State University

Tarun, Tushar; Clinical Instructor; Medicine Hospitalist

Tarwater, Kristen Deane; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine

Tarwater, Kurtis Daniel; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine

Tate, Brian Scott; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Mizzou Online; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri - Colum

Tatum, Cheryl Jean; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; VC Inclusion Administration; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Tatum III, Paul E; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; The University of Texas

Taub, Haskell; Emeritus; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Taylor, Jeremy F; Adjunct Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of New England

Taylor, Julia A; Assistant Research Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Keele

Taylor, Kristen Hawkins; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Path & Anat Sci-Anatomic Path; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Teixeiro, Emma; Associate Professor; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; University Complutense Madrid

Tenkku Lepper, Leigh Ellen; Associate Research Professor; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; Saint Louis University

Tennison, Angela K; Assistant Teaching Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Terjung, Ronald L; Emeritus; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Terry, Catherine Heller; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Journalism; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri

Terry, Melissa Virginia; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Ob, Gyn & Women's Health; Doctor of Medicine

Teti, Michelle; Associate Professor; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Public Health; Drexel University

Tew, Patricia A; Assistant Clinical Professor; SHP/Clinical & Diagnostic Sci; Master's Degree; Colorado State University

Tewari, Sanjit Om; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Radiology; Doctor of Medicine; St. George's University

Thakkar, Mahesh Maganlal; Professor; Neurology; Doctor of Philosophy; Jawaharlal Nehru University

Tharp, Steven Michael; Assistant Professor; School of Music; Master's Degree; Wichita State University

Thelen, Jay J; Professor; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Thibodeau, Rachel Beth; Assistant Professor; Human Devl & Family Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Alabama

Thies, Karen M; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Ob, Gyn & Women's Health; Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine; Kansas City University of Medicine and Biosciences

Thimmappa, Nanda Deepa; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Radiology; Doctor of Medicine; Adichunchanagiri Institute of Medical Sciences

Thomas, Andrew L; Assistant Research Professor; Plant Sciences; Master of Science; Iowa State University

Thomas, Ashley Lynne; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; WCH Post Partum Unit; Registered Nurse

Thomas, Jonathan Lee; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Ob, Gyn & Women's Health; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Thomas, Lloyd B; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Northwestern University

Thomas, Ryan James; Assistant Professor; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington State University

Thomas, Shari Lynne; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri

Thomas, Shelby Anne; Assistant Teaching Professor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Nursing Practice; University of Missouri

Thomas, Sherrie Wise; Assistant Teaching Professor; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Public Health; University of Texas Health Science Center

Thombs, Lori Ann; Associate Professor; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; Southern Methodist University

Thomen, Robert Paul; Assistant Professor; Radiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University in St Louis

Thompson, Aaron Mathew; Associate Professor; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; University of North Carolina

Thompson, Allen L; Professor; Bioengineering; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska

Thompson, Donald Leo; Emeritus; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Arkansas

Thompson, Frank R; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Natural Resources; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Thompson, James E; Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas Tech University

Thompson, Mindy Dawnette; Adjunct Instructor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Nursing Practice; MU

Thompson, Wyatt Warren; Associate Professor; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Thornburg, Kathy; Emeritus; Human Devl & Family Science

Thornton, Jessica Mercedes; Assistant Professor; ZZZ-Art; Master of Fine Arts; Washington University
Thorsen, Esther L; Emeritus; Dean of Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Thyfault, John P; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-MED; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Kansas

Tillitt, Donald E; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Natural Resources; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University

Timms, Kathy L; Professor; Ob, Gyn & Women's Health; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Tennessee

Tipton, Peter A; Professor; Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Tlapak, Sarah Myers; Assistant Teaching Professor; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University St Louis

Toalson, Marilyn Lee; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Todd, Janeth J; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Child Health-Endocrinology; Doctor of Nursing Practice; University of Missouri

Toedebusch, Brian W; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Physical Medicine & Rehab; Doctor of Medicine; University Of Missouri-Columbia

Tofe, Ruth Brent; Professor; Architectural Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Toigo, Alan Michael; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Medicine-Administration; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Toigo, Stephanie Christine; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of College of Business; Master of Education; The University of Missouri

Tomlinson, James Leroy; Adjunct Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Tompson Jr, Robert V; Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Tonellato, Peter J; Professor; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Arizona

Topouria, Giorgi; Adjunct Instructor; Dean of Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Torres, Bryan Thomas; Assistant Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Georgia

Tosh, Aneesh Kumar; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Townsend, Martha Ann; Emeritus; English; Doctor of Philosophy; Arizona State University

Trachtenberg, Ben Lev; Associate Professor; Law

Trauth, Kathleen M; Associate Professor; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas Tech University

Travis, Frederick William; Adjunct Instructor; Finance; Master of Business Administration; University of Pittsburgh

Travis, Mark Douglas; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Radiology; Doctor of Medicine; The University of Iowa

Trendle, Michael C; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Hematology & Oncology; Doctor of Medicine

Triatik, Rebecca L; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; International programs; Bachelor's Degree

Trindade, Vitor Manuel; Associate Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, San Diego

Trinklein, David Herbert; Associate Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Trombold, John Matthew; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Surgery-General; Doctor of Medicine; University of Kansas School of Medicine

Trot, Dennis E; Professor; Ancient Mediterranean Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; Duke University

Trull, Timothy J; Curators Distinguished Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Kentucky

Trusler, Allison K; Instructor; Anthropology; Doctor of Philosophy; MU

Tse, Eliza; Professor; Food Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Virginia Tech

Tsika, Richard W; Adjunct Instructor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Science; University of California, Irvine

Tsoi, Allanus Hakman; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Alberta

Tu, Junwu; Assistant Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wisconsin, Madison

Tu, Leon; Clinical Instructor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine

Tuller, Erin Ragan; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Ob, Gyn & Women's Health; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Tummons, John D; Assistant Teaching Professor; Agricultural Ed and Leadership; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Tummons, Martha Elizabeth; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Graduate Studies; Master's Degree; University of Central Missouri

Turban, Daniel B; Professor; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Houston

Turner, Heather; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Therapy Neuro Center; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; Univ of MO-Columbia

Turpin, William Monroe; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Missouri Innovation Center

Twenter, Hannah Marie; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Animal Science; Master's Degree; Colorado State University

Tyler, Lindsey Leigh; Adjunct Instructor; VP Undergraduate Studies

Tyrer JR, Harry Wakeley; Emeritus; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; Duke University

Tzou, Robert Da; Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Lehigh University

Udawatta, Ranjith P; Research Professor; ZZZ-Forestry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Ugarte, Michael; Emeritus; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Uhlmann, Jeffrey; Associate Professor; ZZZ-Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oxford
Ulbrich, Sherri Lynn; Associate Teaching Professor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Ulery, Bret Daniel; Assistant Professor; Chemical Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University

Ulery, Eva Schott; Clinical Instructor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Iowa State University

Ulrich, Carsten Andreas; Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Wurzburg

Underwood, Michael B; Emeritus; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Unger, Brent J; Associate Chair; Aerospace Studies; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Unrath, Kathleen; Associate Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Upah, Jennifer R; Assistant Teaching Professor; ZZZ-Parks Recreation & Tourism; Master's Degree; University of Houston

Upendran, Anandhi; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Instit Clinical & Trans Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; Indian Institute of Science

Uphoff, Rodney J; Emeritus; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Wisconsin - Madison

Urban, Michael A; Associate Professor; Geography; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois

Uribe-Zarain, Ximena; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis

Urie, Cassidy Lynn; Adjunct Instructor; Academic Dean; Master of Education; Columbia College

Uwase, Nadege; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri-Columbia

Valdivia, Corinne B; Associate Professor; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Valettas, Petros; Post Doctoral Fellow - Teaching; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Athens, Greece

Valiunyte, Peter L; Professor; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Pittsburgh

Van Doren, Steven R; Professor; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Van Dyke, James A; Associate Professor; ZZZ-Art History & Classical Ar; Doctor of Philosophy; Northwestern University

Van Garderen-Anderson, Delinda; Professor; Special Education; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Miami

Van Morlan, Amie Margett; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health-Endocrinology; Doctor of Medicine; Saint Louis University

Van Pool, Christine I; Associate Professor; Anthropology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of New Mexico

VanGerven, Jesse Peter; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Multidisciplinary Programs; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

VanMarle, Kristy L; Associate Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Yale University

Vance, Michael D; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Military Science; Some College - 3rd entry; University of Kansas

Vandeventer, Amy Almand; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; University of Texas at Arlington

Vangilder, Larry D; Senior Research Associate; School of Natural Resources; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Vanpool, Todd Logan; Associate Professor; Anthropology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of New Mexico

Vardhanabhuti, Bongkosh; Associate Professor; Food Science; Doctor of Philosophy; North Carolina State University

Varghese, Ebby G; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Physical Medicine & Rehab

Varre, Satyanarayana Rao; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine Hospitalist; Doctor of Medicine; Marshfield Clinic

Vaughn, Robert Eugene; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Academic Dean; Master of Science; Southern New Hampshire Univers

Vaught, David R; Associate Teaching Professor; ZZZ-Parks Recreation & Tourism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Velaquez, Celso Raul; Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Immunology & Rheumatol; Doctor of Medicine

Velloff-Burris, Tara Marie; Adjunct Assistant Professor; Medicine-General Internal

Verbitsky, Igor; Curators Distinguished Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Kazan State University

Vetter-Smith, Molly J; Assistant Teaching Professor; SHP/Health Sciences; Master's Degree

Vie, Laura Leigh; Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online

Vieira Potter, Victoria Jeanne; Assistant Professor; Nutrition & Exercise Phys-HES; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Vignale, Giovanni; Curators Distinguished Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; Northwestern University

Vilceanu, Daniel; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Philosophy

Villamil Monroy, Astrid Milena; Post Doctoral Fellow - Teaching; Communication; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Kansas

Vincent, Erin Nicole; Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master of Education; University of Missouri

Vincent, Paul Leszek; Instructor; VP Undergraduate Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Natal

Vinson, Daniel C; Emeritus; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Vinze, Ajay Shreekrishna; Dean; Dean of College of Business; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Arizona

Virkler, Mark Robert; Emeritus; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Virginia

Vital, Marc W; Assistant Professor; Theatre; Master of Fine Arts; The University of Missouri-Kansas City
Voelkl, Dawna Lynn: Assistant Teaching Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Cornell University

Vogel, Todd Rudolph: Associate Professor; Surgery - Vascular; Doctor of Medicine; New York Medical College

Vogelsang, Carly Lou: Lecturer; International programs; Master of Arts; Southeast Missouri State University

Vogelsmeier, Amy: Associate Professor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Vogelweid, Mary Catherine: Clinical Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Volgas, David Andrew: Associate Professor; Orthopaedic Surgery; Doctor of Medicine; The University of Tennessee

Volkmann, Dietrich Hans: Teaching Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Volz, Michael John: Associate Teaching Professor; German & Russian Studies; Master's Degree; Stanford University

Volz, Yong Zhang: Associate Professor; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota

Vom Saal, Frederick Stephen: Emeritus; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy

Vories, Earl: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Bioengineering; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Tennessee

Vos, Tim P: Associate Professor; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; Syracuse University

Vought Jr, Thomas John: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Geography; Master's Degree; Kansas State University Salina

Vroman, Amber Nicole: Instructor; School of Nursing; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Waggie, Aaron K: Adjunct Assistant Professor; Child Health-Gen & Ambulatory; Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine; University of Health Sciences

Wagle, Durgesh Vinod: Post Doctoral Fellow; Chemistry; Master of Chemistry; Mumbai University

Wagman, Roy Alan: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Bachelor's Degree; University of Kansas

Wagner Mann, Colette Carol: Adjunct Associate Professor; Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; University of Missouri

Wagovich, Stacy Ann: Associate Professor; SHP/Comm Sci & Disorders; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Georgia

Wahman, Michael: Assistant Professor; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy

Waid, Timothy R: Associate Teaching Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Waignandt, Alexander C: Emeritus; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oregon

Wakefield, Bonnie Jean: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Medicine-General Internal; Registered Nurse

Wakefield, Douglas Sidney: Emeritus; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Wakefield, Mark Richard: Associate Professor; Surgery-Urology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Waldrön, Anna M: Assistant Clinical Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Walensky, Justin Ross: Associate Professor; Chemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Irvine

Walz, Dennis James: Clinical Instructor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri Columbia

Walker, John Charles: Curators Distinguished Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Georgia

Walker, Robert S: Associate Professor; Anthropology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of New Mexico

Wall, Judy Davis: Professor; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; Duke University

Wall, Timothy Jason: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis

Wall Jr, James Allen: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Wallace, Kathleen S: Adjunct Instructor; Human Devl & Family Science; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Wallace, Laurie L: Adjunct Associate Professor; Dean of Veterinary Medicine; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Kansas State University

Wallace, Paul: Instructor; Honors College; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California

Wallach, Barbara Price: Associate Professor; Ancient Mediterranean Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Walker, Erika McGraw: Assistant Clinical Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Walsh, Robert Murray: Assistant Teaching Professor; Architectural Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Michigan

Walsh, Samuel Peter: Assistant Professor; Mathematics

Walter, Stephanie Paige: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online

Walters, Eric Michael: Assistant Research Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Springfield

Wan, Caixia: Assistant Professor; Biological Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Wang, Fang: Assistant Teaching Professor; ZZZ-Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Wang, Jeremy Hero: Assistant Research Professor; Medicine-Administration; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Montreal

Wang, Juan: Instructor; Honors College; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Colorado

Wang, Margaret: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health

Wang, Sheng: Assistant Research Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Engineering; Chinese Academy of Sciences

Wang, Shuguang: Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Oxford
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title/Position</th>
<th>Department/University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wang, Weijie</td>
<td>Assistant Professor; Truman School of Pub Afrs Adm; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Southern California</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang, Xinghe</td>
<td>Professor; Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang, Xinran</td>
<td>Visiting Assistant Professor; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Tennessee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang, Ze</td>
<td>Associate Professor; Educ, School, &amp; Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wankum, Patricia Catherine</td>
<td>Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health Critical Care; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward, Carol V</td>
<td>Professor; Path &amp; Anat Sci - Anatomy; Doctor of Philosophy; Johns Hopkins University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warhover, Thomas A</td>
<td>Associate Professor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warmund, Michele Renee</td>
<td>Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warner, Benjamin R</td>
<td>Associate Professor; Communication; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Kansas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warmhoff, Wesley Ralph</td>
<td>Assistant Teaching Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Musical Arts; Michigan State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wartella, Justin Quinn</td>
<td>Assistant Teaching Professor; School of Natural Resources; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warzinik, Kelly Anne</td>
<td>Instructor; Human Devl &amp; Family Science; Master of Science; University of Missouri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washer, Glenn Alden</td>
<td>Professor; Civil/Environmental Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Worcester Polytechnic Institute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, Karla Thomasson</td>
<td>Assistant Professor; Family &amp; Community Medicine; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watkins, Benjamin L</td>
<td>Instructor; Architectural Studies; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watkins, Paul J</td>
<td>Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Ed Leadership &amp; Pol Analysis; Doctor of Education; Saint Louis University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watts, Steven</td>
<td>Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weachtcer Jr, Richard J</td>
<td>Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Cardiology; Doctor of Medicine; The University of Mississippi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weagley, Pamela N</td>
<td>Professor; Textile and Apparel Mgmt; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weatherford, Ted</td>
<td>Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Health Mgmt &amp; Informatics; Master of Public Admin; University of Missouri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver, Jan C</td>
<td>Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webb, Lisa</td>
<td>Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Natural Resources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webber, David J</td>
<td>Assistant Instructor; Truman School of Pub Afrs Adm; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webel, Corey M</td>
<td>Assistant Professor; Learning Teaching &amp; Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Delaware</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webel, Richard R</td>
<td>Adjunct Associate Professor; Medicine-Cardiology; Doctor of Medicine; The Ohio State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webster, James Nickels</td>
<td>Adjunct Instructor; Academic Dean; Specialist of Education; University of Missouri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wechsler, Barton J</td>
<td>Adjunct Professor; H S Truman School of Pub Afrs; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weegman, Mitchell Dale</td>
<td>Assistant Professor; ZZZ-School of Natural Resource; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Exeter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weems, Linda M</td>
<td>Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; SHP/Clinical &amp; Diagnostic Sci</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wegman, Lora Ellen</td>
<td>Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Master of Journalism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wehrwein, Anna Ozaroff</td>
<td>Visiting Assistant Professor; ZZZ-Art; Master of Fine Arts; University of Tennessee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weinstein, Stephen H</td>
<td>Adjunct Associate Professor; Surgery; Doctor of Medicine; u of Chicago</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weir, Dana Erin</td>
<td>Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Office of Animal Resources; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weir, Robert B</td>
<td>Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Customer Service &amp; Supp Svcs; Bachelor's Degree; University of Missouri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weirich, Paul</td>
<td>Curators Distinguished Professor; Philosophy; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Los Angeles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weisman, Gary A</td>
<td>Professor; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska - Lincoln</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weldon, Bruce Craig</td>
<td>Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Medicine; Saint Louis University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells, Christina E</td>
<td>Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; The University of Chicago</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells, Jack Cody</td>
<td>Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Family &amp; Community Medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells, Kevin Dale</td>
<td>Associate Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; North Carolina State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells, William Thomas</td>
<td>Associate Professional Practice Professor; Health Mgmt &amp; Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welshons, Wade Vincent</td>
<td>Associate Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Harvard University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wen, Dennis Y</td>
<td>Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Family &amp; Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; East Carolina University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wenger, Janice Kay</td>
<td>Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Musical Arts; University of Missouri - Kansas City</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wergeles, Nickolas Michael</td>
<td>Assistant Professional Practice Professor; ZZZ-Computer Science; Bachelor's Degree; University of Central Missouri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West, Nancy M</td>
<td>Professor; English; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westgate, Steven Judson</td>
<td>Adjunct Assistant Professor; Radiology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westgren, Randall Edward</td>
<td>Professor; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Westhoff, Patrick: Professor; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University
Weston, Dana T: Associate Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Wetzel, M Annice: Assistant Teaching Professor; Romance Languages & Literature; Master's Degree; Middlebury College
Wexler, Carlos: Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Washington
Whaley-Connell, Adam Tyler: Professor; Medicine; Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine; Kansas City University of Medicine and Biosciences
Wharton, Alexandra: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Journalism
Wheeler, Andrew Allen: Adjunct Assistant Professor; Surgery-General; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri, Columbia
Wheeler, Diamond Wade: Adjunct Instructor; Finance; Master of Business Admin; University of Missouri - Kansas City
Wheeler, Michelle Ann: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Therapy Neuro Center
Wheeler, Tina Lynn: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Master's Degree; Webster University
Whelove, Richard T: Adjunct Instructor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Master of Education; University of Missouri
Whisenhunt, Kenneth Chase: Instructor; School of Natural Resources; Master's Degree; University of Missouri
Whistance, Jarrett Lea: Research Scientist/Academic; Ag Econ - Food & Ag Policy Research Inst; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Whitaker, Margaret (Beth) Elizabeth: Assistant Teaching Professor; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana State University
Whitaker, Todd Curtis: Assistant Teaching Professor; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Philosophy; Indiana State University
White, Enola Rian: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Nursing; Masters Degree; University of Missouri
White, Thomas Rodney: Adjunct Instructor; Journalism; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; Penn State University
White, Tommi A: Director; Research Core Facilities
Whites, Leeann: Emeritus; History; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Irvine
Whitesell, Angie: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri
Whiting, Rebecca Elizabeth: Assistant Research Professor; Ophthalmology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Whitney, Marlyn S: Clinical Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Purdue University
Whitney, Stephen Dennis: Associate Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Washington
Whitt, Stevan P: Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri
Whittier, Joanna Blair: Assistant Research Professor; ZZZ-Fisheries & Wildlife Scien; Doctor of Philosophy; Oklahoma State University
Whittington, Alan Geoffrey: Professor; Geological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Open University
Wied, Matthew J: Associate Professor; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University
Wiedbald, William J: Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Georgia
Wiedermann, Wolfgang: Assistant Professor; Educ, School, & Counsel Psych; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Klagenfurt
Wiedmeyer, Charles E: Associate Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois
Wiegand, Bryon R: Professor; Animal Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University
Wiese, Jeffrey A: Assistant Dean; Dean of College of Business; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Wigger, John H: Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Notre Dame
Wightman, Stephanie Lynn: Adjunct Instructor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Master of Education; University of Missouri
Wikle, Christopher K: Curators Distinguished Professor; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; Iowa State University
Wilden, Peter A: Associate Professor; Med Pharmacology/Physiology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa
Wilhelm Stanis, Sonja Ann: Associate Professor; ZZZ-School of Natural Resource; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota
Will, Matthew J: Associate Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Colorado Boulder
Willard, Adam R: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Health Professions; Master of Public Administration; University of Missouri
Willett, Dan L: Professor; School of Music; Master's Degree; Michigan State University
Williams, Amy S: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri
Williams, Casey D: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri
Williams, Jennifer S: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Education; Walden University
Williams, Karon F: Associate Professor; Political Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University
Williams, Michael Steven: Assistant Professor; Ed Leadership & Pol Analysis; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University
Williams, Paige Ashley: Associate Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Master of Fine Arts; Columbia University
Williams, Randall Watts: Adjunct Instructor; Public Health Program; Doctor of Medicine; University of North Carolina
Williams III, Fred: Associate Clinical Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine
Wills, Bradley W: Assistant Teaching Professor; SHP/Physical Therapy; Master's Degree; University of Nebraska
Wills, Theodore E: Assistant Clinical Professor; Ophthalmology; Doctor of Medicine; University of Nebraska
Wilson, Christine Leanne: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine
Wilson, Christopher: Teaching Professor; English; Master of Fine Arts; Kansas State University
Wilson, David Alan: Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Master of Science; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Wilson, David J: Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Education; University of Missouri
Wilson, Lisa Ruth: Clinical Instructor; School of Nursing; Master of Nursing; Saint Louis University
Wilson, Rachel A: Assistant Teaching Professor; Accountancy; Master of Laws; New York University
Wilson, Richard A: Associate Professor; ZZZ-Art; Master of Fine Arts; University of Missouri
Wimer-Pisano, Rebecca Denise: Instructor; Mizzou K-12 Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Windett, Tina Yvonne: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Academic Dean; Specialist of Education; University of Missouri
Windsor, Brice P: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine; A.T. Still University
Wing, Kristian Matthias: Visiting Instructor; International programs; Master of Arts; University of Illinois Urbana Champaign
Winholtz, Robert Andrew: Associate Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Northwestern University
Winn, Hung N: Professor; Ob, Gyn & Women's Health; Doctor of Medicine; University of Illinois
Wintemberg, Jenna N: Assistant Teaching Professor; SHP/Health Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Winton, Beth Joelle: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Mizzou Online; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Wipke Tveis, Deidre D: Associate Professor; School of Nursing; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, San Francisco
Wisdom-Behounek, Jennifer R: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Illinois College of Medicine
Wise, Ramsay B: Lecturer; English & Tech Communication; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Wisnewski, Lindsey D: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Dean of Engineering; Master of Public Admin; University of Missouri
Woelfel, Stacey W: Professional Practice Professor; Journalism; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Wojciechowski, Kathleen Ann: Adjunct Instructor; Mizzou Online; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri
Wolf, Danica Suzanne: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Social Justice; Master of Social Work; University of Missouri
Wolf, Timothy J: Associate Professor; SHP/Occupational Therapy; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University
Wolff, Tonya T: Adjunct Instructor; Dean of College of Business; Master of Business Administration; University of Missouri
Wolken, Bradley R: Assistant Instructor; VP for International Programs; Bachelor's Degree; Indiana Wesleyan University
Womack, Abner Willis: Emeritus; Agricultural/Applied Economics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota
Won, ShoEun: Visiting Scholar; VP for International Programs; Master's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri
Wood, Bondi Jo: Instructor; Truman School of Pub Affrs Adm; Master's Degree; University of Missouri
Wood, Jeffrey David: Assistant Research Professor; ZZZ-School of Natural Resource; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Guelph
Wood, Jill Hermesen: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; VP Academic Affairs Office; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Wood, Lea Ashleigh: Assistant Teaching Professor; School of Nursing; Bachelor's Degree - 1st entry; University of Missouri
Wood, Phillip: Professor; Psychological Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Minnesota
Wood Turley, Sharon: Associate Teaching Professor; Science and Agricultural Journ; Master's Degree; University of Missouri
Woods, Christine Michelle: Clinical Instructor; Social Work; Master's Degree; University of Missouri
Woods, Jayne Tiana: Adjunct Associate Professor; Law; Juris Doctor; University of Missouri
Woodson, Andrew Joseph: Adjunct Instructor; Philosophy; Master of Philosophy; Michigan State University
Woodson, Ashley Nicole: Assistant Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University
Woodson, Stanley C: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Civil/Environmental Engr
Woolsey, Barbara J: Lecturer; Special Education; Doctor of Education
Worsowicz, Gregory M: Professor Of Clinical Department; Physical Medicine & Rehab; Doctor of Medicine; University of Florida
Wren, Danna: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Vice Provost Undergraduate Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Wright, Abbie C: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Emergency Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Washington
Wright, Farrell Tim: Emeritus; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Wright, John Atchison: Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Law; Juris Doctor; Yale Law School
Wright, Lisa Ann: Adjunct Instructor; VP Undergraduate Studies; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri
Wright, Philip Bamber: Adjunct Instructor; Accountancy; Master of Laws; New York University
Wu, Bin: Professor; Industrial/Mfg Sys Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Brunel University
Wu, Zihao: Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Surgery-Surgical Oncology; Doctor of Medicine; Sun Yat-sen University
Wung, Lynn M; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Family & Community Medicine

Wybrant, Stephanie Joy; Adjunct Instructor; Human Devl & Family Science; Master of Arts; University of Missouri

Xin, Ming; Associate Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; Missouri University of Science and Technology

Xin, Xi; Associate Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Oklahoma State University

Xu, Dong; Professor; ZZZ-Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Xu, Xinhaio; Assistant Professor; Info Science & Learning Tech; Doctor of Philosophy; Florida State University

Yabe, Mariko; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health-Administration; Doctor of Medicine; Aga Khan University

Yacovazzi, Cassandra Leigh; Post Doctoral Fellow - Teaching; History; Doctor of Philosophy; Baylor University

Yaglom, Hayley Danielle; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Public Health Program; Master of Public Health; University of Missouri

Yan, Haojing; Associate Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; Arizona State University

Yan, Xuemin; Professor; Finance; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Iowa

Yan, Zheng; Assistant Professor; Chemical Engineering; Doctor of Science; Rice University

Yang, Hsiao-tung; Adjunct Professor; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; Brigham Young University

Yang, Meng-Hsuan; Assistant Professor; History; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of British Columbia

Yang, Sherry Wei; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine Hospitalist; Doctor of Medicine; University of Alabama

Yao, Gang; Professor; Biological Engineering; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University

Yao, Rui; Associate Professor; Personal Financial Planning; Doctor of Philosophy; The Ohio State University

Yeh, Edward T; Professor; Medicine-Cardiology; Doctor of Medicine; University of California, Davis

Yelon, Harriet Most; Assistant Instructor; VP for International Programs; Master of Social Work; University of Missouri

Yerram, Preethi; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Medicine-Nephrology

Yin, Dezh; Assistant Professor; Management; Doctor of Philosophy; Georgia Institute of Technology

Yohannes, Yordanos; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology

Yona, Sergio; Assistant Professor; Ancient Mediterranean Studies; Doctor of Philosophy

Yonan, Michael E; Associate Professor; ZZZ-Art History & Classical Ar; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Yonkman, Carol Ann; Emeritus; School of Nursing; Master's Degree; University of Missouri

Yoo, Iihoi; Associate Professor; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; Drexel University

Yoon, Dongpil; Associate Professor; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Yore, Adam Shane; Assistant Professor; Finance; Doctor of Philosophy; Drexel University

Yoshida, Tadashi; Assistant Professor; Medicine-Cardiology; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Tokyo

You, Seung Kwon; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Vice Provost for International Programs; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Young, Jason S; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; School of Natural Resources; Bachelor of Science; University of Missouri

Young, Lauren Ruth; Assistant Teaching Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Mississippi State University

Young Walker, Laine M; Associate Professor Of Clinical Department; Psychiatry; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri

Younger, Sarah Beth; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Child Health

Youngquist, Robert Steven; Adjunct Professor; Veterinary Medicine & Surgery; Doctor of Veterinary Medicine; Iowa State University

Younker, Thomas Dirk; Professor Of Clinical Department; Anesthesiology; Doctor of Medicine; Medical College of Georgia

Youse, M Elizabeth; Clinical Instructor; School of Nursing; Associate Degree; Hannibal LaGrange College

Yu, Mansoo; Associate Professor; Social Work; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington University

Yu, Ping; Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; Hong Kong University of Science & Technology

Yu, Qingsong; Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Zachary, Iris; Assistant Research Professor; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Zaghouani, Habib; Professor; Molec Microbio & Immunology; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Paris

Zaheer, Asgar; Professor; Neurology; Doctor of Philosophy; Bombay University, India

Zambito, Peter I; Assistant Teaching Professor; School of Music; Doctor of Musical Arts; University of North Carolina at Greensboro

Zangori, Laura Ann; Assistant Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska - Lincoln

Zaniletti, Isabella; Assistant Teaching Professor; Statistics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Zapata, Maria Angelica; Assistant Professor; Learning Teaching & Curriculum; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin
Zars, Troy D; Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Notre Dame

Zemke, John M; Professor; Romance Languages & Literature; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, Davis

Zeng, Wenjun; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; Princeton University

Zeng, Yinghui; Part-Time Adjunct Faculty; Electrical Eng & Computer Sci; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Zerrer, Jason D; Assistant Professor Of Clinical Department; Emergency Medicine; Doctor of Medicine

Zguta, Russell; Emeritus; History; Doctor of Philosophy; The Pennsylvania State University

Zhang, Bing; Professor; Biological Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Cornell University

Zhang, Guoquan; Associate Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Gifu University

Zhang, Michael Z; Associate Clinical Professor; Biomedical Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; Kansas State University

Zhang, Qi; Professor; Mathematics; Doctor of Philosophy; Duke University

Zhang, Shuping; Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Kansas State University

Zhang, Shuqun; Professor; Agriculture Biochemistry; Doctor of Philosophy; The University of Texas at Austin

Zhang, Yan; Assistant Research Professor; Veterinary Pathobiology; Doctor of Philosophy; Texas A&M University Health Science Center

Zhang, Yun; Associate Teaching Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, San Diego

Zhang, Yuwen; Professor; Mechanical & Aerospace Engr; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Connecticut

Zhang, Zhan-yuan; Research Professor; Plant Sciences; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska - Lincoln

Zhao, Li; Assistant Professor; Textile and Apparel Mgmt; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Missouri

Zhao, Yunxin; Professor; ZZZ-Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Washington

Zhou, Jianfeng; Assistant Professor; Agric Systems Management; Doctor of Philosophy; Washington State University

Zhuang, Xinhua; Professor; ZZZ-Computer Science; Doctor of Philosophy; Peking University

Zitsch III, Robert P; Professor; Otolaryngology; Doctor of Medicine

Zohrabian, Armineh; Assistant Professor; Health Mgmt & Informatics; Doctor of Philosophy; Auburn University

Zou, Shaoming; Professor; Marketing; Doctor of Philosophy; Michigan State University

Zou, Xiaojing; Professor; Physics; Doctor of Philosophy; University of California, San Diego

Zulovich, Joseph M; Assistant Extension Professor; Ag Ext-Food Sci & Nutrition; Doctor of Philosophy; University of Nebraska - Lincoln

Zumwalt, Andrew Mark; Assistant Extension Professor; Human Environmental Sci Ext; Master of Science; University of Missouri

Zweig, Steven C; Professor; Family & Community Medicine; Doctor of Medicine; University of Missouri